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ABSTRACT: Blasting is one of the most potentially hazardous operations in mining as well as in civil  

engineering  projects.  It  is  recorded  (Sen  and  Hayward  2007)   that  blasting   related  accidents  have  

accounted for the lives of more than a thousand people around the world since the turn of the Millennium.  

Flyrock and an inadequate blast exclusion zone are mainly responsible for most of these accidents. In this  

paper, a number of recent explosive related accidents will be analysed and conclusions drawn. Explosives  

manufacturers are continually developing their product, with improved safety characteristics, and it has  

been noted that most blasting accidents are due to human error or inadequate training, rather than a faulty  

product. The impact of increasing safety and environmental legislation , as well as stricter explosives  

security  requirements,  demand  that  blasting  operations  should  be  managed  by  shot-firers  who  are  

competent in all facets of explosives usage (Sen and Downs 2008). Moreover, a qualified shot-firer may  

not be proficient in addressing certain allied aspects of blasting, such as computer design options, ground  

vibration control, cost options, dealing with misfires, complying with statutory requirements, liaising with  

the community, environmental impacts, etc. This is particularly pertinent to those shot-firers who receive  
sporadic, often very infrequent calls to undertake limited blasting operations.  
 This paper proposes that all shot-firers should undergo a refresher course in blasting at intervals of not  

more than five years, so that up-to-date knowledge is disseminated. These refresher courses should be  

organised by registered training organisations (RTO). The essential modules of such a refresher blasting   

course should encompass every facet of blasting and its fringe consequences, and include knowledge  

based changes and emerging issues. Above all, a safety culture amongst the personnel who handle   

explosives needs to be established, and strictly adhered to.  
  

1.  INTRODUCTION   due  
blast  exclusion  

inadequate  
recent            

In  mining  and  in  civil  engineering  projects,    explosive  related  accidents  will  be  cited  

operations.  
 It  is  recorded  (Sen  and  Hayward  2007)  that  improved safety characteristics, and it is fair to   
blasting related accidents have claimed the lives of  
more  than  a  thousand  people  around  the  world  due  to  human  error  or  ignorance, rather than a  
since the turn of the Millennium. Most of these  faulty product. The impact of increasing safety and  

    
blasting is one of the most potentially hazardous  conclusions drawn. Explosives manufacturers are  

   an  

zone.  A  number  

continually  developing  

comment  accidents  
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the  O-rings  

on  facility  The  
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to  due  were  instances  most  

the  on  focuses  section  This  

explosion  

managed to  compound  
a possibly  

a  bulk  truck.  All  finished  explosives  products,    

manufacturing  explosive  

how  small  or  insignificant,  are  reported  and     

ignorance  

importance  

2.  EXPLOSIVES  

regulations and realise that training with respect to  
the management of blasts needs to be improved.  by the investigation team, that the initiation point  

firers who get sporadic, often very infrequent calls  

to undertake blasting operations.  
 Many  European  countries  (Akhavan  et  al.  

2007)  are  endeavouring  to  review  explosives  

blasting operations should be managed by shot-  

firers who are competent in all facets of explosives  
usage. This is particularly pertinent to those shot-  and  ANFOP  manufacturing  processes;  Bulk  

environmental legislation as well as the growing  
explosives  security  requirements  demand  that  following  plant  and  equipment:  cap-sensitive  

 leach past  
missing packing gland,  

from extensive  

explosives;  packaging  manufacturing  

       the       

surface of the mine was totally destroyed by two  

explosions,  with  a  loss  of  eleven  personnel.     

RELATED  

 and  
electric  detonators  

 
manufacturing  consisted  

    non-  

assembly  and  testing;  ANFO  
   
Emulsion manufacturing process, with delivery by  

     
 including non-electric detonators, were stored in  
  underground magazines.   

is believed,  analytical  

Apart from the primary risk associated with the  of the first explosion took place inside the rotor  
storage,  transport  and  handling  of  explosives,  boss-head cavity, where the emulsion explosives  
there are possible operational risks due to flyrock  

or misfires caused by poor blast design. The major  

shift is to train the blasting crews so that the new  

training  scheme  prepares  them  for  competence-  

based, rather than knowledge based qualifications.  
 This paper firstly deals with some explosives  

related incidents and analyses their causes. This is  

followed by instructions in line with the directives  

of the Australian Forum of Explosives Regulators,  

a body seeking to harmonise explosives regulation  
throughout Australia. Training with respect to the  
management of blasts needs to be improved.  

 and  

over a period of  
time. The exact mechanism of the initiation point  

is unknown, but it is thought that the microscopic  

cracks, flexing of components, heat and perhaps  

back pressure were sufficient to create the right   

conditions to initiate the explosive compound in  

the cavity. The first explosion caused a crater of  

7m x 5m x 2m in the vicinity where the truck had  

been parked. See Figures 1 and 2.  

INCIDENTS  

 of           
discussing all those circumstances that have given  
rise to a particular problem. There is a host of      

recorded  cases  throughout  the  world,  which  in  
        or            

negligence.  There  is  a  need  for  an  entrenched  

Safety Culture, where all accidents, irrespective of  
          

thoroughly investigated. The incidents discussed  

here have occurred in different parts of the world.  

Their  case  histories  have  either  been  obtained  

Figure 1. Fires burning after the first explosion.  

 publications  
correspondence.  

through                 

2.1  Porgera Gold Mine, Papua New Guinea  
 Explosion, 1994  

          

Numerous other mine employees suffered injuries,  

and extensive damage was done to nearby mine  

facilities. Two out of thirteen personnel involved  

in the explosives manufacturing process survived  

the  first  explosion  because  they  were  working    
inside a storage container at that time.  

Figure 2. Large hole from the second explosion.  

 took  

approximately 1hr 15min after the first.  
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or  directly  

   

The  facility  of  the    

It  studies  

place               
Fires on  



the          

  3).                   

The  main  tower  block  was  constructed  of     

the            

A  hospital   building  was  to  be  demolished  by     
implosion  using  explosives.   Local  authorities      

recognise  parts  where  wear  and  tear  of  the     when  steel  is  

critical  pieces  of  equipment  such  as  pumps.  and  

started  a  very  intense  fire  in  the  non-electric     130  

emulsion and process oil tanks subsequently led to  
the  second  explosion.  This  explosion  may  have  nearly 1 kg and had the impact velocity of 128 –  

the bulk truck, around and underneath the bulk  actually  used.  It  is  estimated  that  the  lethal     

project.   According  to   the  coroner’s   findings,     

neither  of  these  two  personnel  had  adequate      
knowledge or experience of the implosion method.  

Miraculously, no other fatalities or serious injuries  
occurred.  
 The authorities had engaged two organisations  

to   manage  and  oversee  this 

 demolition  project.  

These two organisations nominated two of their  

employees to execute their responsibilities in this  

m/sec. A piece of  

 
            

fragment  which  struck  the  girl’s  head  weighed  

    

detonator assembly plant, which had been partially  

knocked over by the first explosion.   
 This accident demonstrates that a rigorous and  

well-documented maintenance programme should  

be in place from day one at any manufacturing  

plant.  Special  attention  should  be  focussed  on  

fractured steel from another  
backing plate was found embedded in the grounds  

of a house about 400 m from the hospital building.  

The  plate  was  warm  to  the  touch.  Subsequent    

evidence showed that the lethal fragment was mild  

steel, and was part of the webbed portion of the  

steel column. Fragmentation patterns on the steel  
    
Maintenance  personnel  should  be  trained  to      qualitative  characteristics  that  generally  occur  
       
components has been caused by operator abuse.  

Reviews of Emergency Response plans should be  

conducted  after  the  ‘on-site’  Risk  Register  and    

Assessment to ensure that the site has the correct  

type of automated emergency equipment and that  

it is correctly located.  
 A  planned  inspection  programme  covering  

critical plant and equipment, parts and items could  

have avoided this massive destruction.  

exposed  to  sudden  explosive  

2.2   Incident during demolition of buildings,  
 Canberra, Australia, 1997  

    
         

regarded this as an event of great public interest  

and advertised it accordingly. A young girl, who  

was standing approximately 430 m from the blast,  

was struck by a flying projectile while watching  

the demolition process, and was killed instantly.  

Fragments  of  building  material  were  flung over  
considerable  
explosion, even out over the nearby lake among  

Figure 3.  Projectiles dropping on the lake very close to  

boating people.   

 The Coroner was critical of the administration  

and  execution  of  this  demolition  project.  The    
following are the salient points:  

There  was  a  lack  of  pre-weakening  of  the    
pertinent structure of the building;  

   The quantities of explosives used were clearly  

  excessive;  

   The protective measures employed to contain  
the projectiles were inadequate;  

There was an inappropriate exclusion zone to  
ensure the safety of the on-looking crowd;  

Furthermore,  
experience  and  capability  of  the  sub-contractor  

appointed to carry out the blasting operation by  

implosion.  

   There was a failure to obtain advice from an  

  independent expert.   

      

reinforced concrete with steel columns. Just eleven  

days before the implosion, the blasting contractor  

proposed the use of 130 kg of explosives. In the  

event, however, around 500 kg explosives were  

surrounding  

2.3  Truck explosion, Hunter Valley, Australia,  

After loading 97 holes for the blast of the day,   

there remained a surplus of one box containing 23  
detonators, two full boxes of boosters and one box  
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distances  by  the  force  of  

pleasure  boats  and  rowers  (Figure  

   

there  was  no  enquiry  into  

the  piece  showed  the  same       

a          
impact.  

   

   

2003  



two  off  

the  as   energy  shot-firer  

was discovered lying on the ground and was then  joined  together,  each  with  a  detonator  in  the  

The  dazed  shot-firer  regained  his  feet    when it  

crouched  down,  when  the  vehicle  exploded     
(Figures 4 and 5). The shot-firer was hit by flying  

gravel and knocked over, clear of the path of the  

moving  vehicle.  The  locked  gate  restricted  the  

forward movement, but was smashed open by the  

post-exploded vehicle.  

where he stopped. After getting out of the vehicle  

to open the gate, the shot-firer noticed that smoke  
was coming out of the driver’s side of the rear tray  

of 38 boosters. The shot-firer placed the detonator  

box and the partly filled box with boosters in the  

rear  right  of  the  utility  truck,  and  the  two  full  

boxes of boosters on the left side of the tray.  

facing the front of the vehicle, with his right arm  

raised to protect his face.  
 If the shot-firer had been in a standing position  

in front of the vehicle, the windscreen would have  

decapitated  him.  The  force  of  impact  after  the    

experienced,  

 been  shielded  from  the  explosive  force  by  the  

 truck cabin, and his injuries were caused by the  

 shock  waves  from  under  the  vehicle.  A   person  
The shot-firer then had a drink and smoke, and  within  a  10m  radius  of  a  blast  and  with  no     

and  

   crouching  

 
explosion.  indicates  

       
drove  the  vehicle  to  the  gate  of  the  magazine,  protection would be subjected to 10 times as much  

 would  
suffer burns to the skin from exposure to fireballs  

        such         
of the truck. He ran to the front of the vehicle and  injuries  and  must,  therefore,  have  been  in  a  

position,  

    

explosion most probably knocked him clear of the  

moving vehicle.  
 The  driver  shot-firer  was  the  only   one  who  

smoked. He had been seen smoking in the vehicle  

previously. According to the investigation team,  

the cause of the incident was a burning cigarette  

which the shot-firer had flicked out of his window  

whilst  driving   and  had  landed  in  the  detonator  

box.  The  movement  of  air   over   the   cigarette  

caused the box to ignite, which in turn ignited the  

foil and finally the detonators. The detonators then  

set off the open box of boosters, which in turn set  
 unopened  

immediately.   
almost         

Figure 4. Truck before the explosion.  
2.4  Some snapshots of incidents around the  

 World (Anon, Explosives Engineering)  

Unplanned detonation of seismic         
detonators, South America  

involving  seismic           
detonators,  occurred  in  South  America  
resulted  in  the  death  of  one   operator  and   the  

amazing   survival   of  another.  The  survivor  has  

been able to give a complete description of the  

events leading up to the accident. From this it has  

been  possible  to  eliminate  the  obvious  causes,  

such as radios and batteries etc.  

Figure 5. Truck after the explosion.  

 and  
wandered around the compound. Subsequently, he  

The essential details are that a primer charge of  
Pentolite was being prepared by taping the wires  
of  the  detonators  to  the  outside  of  the  charge,  
 detonated. The primer charge was a typical  
plastic seismic cartridge, and two cartridges were  

taken to the hospital. He was not seriously injured,  

but had sustained small cuts, abrasions, bruises to  

arms and legs, all of which appeared to have been  

caused by small chips, and not by shrapnel from  

    
detonator well. The detonator leads were shorted  
and the bared wires insulated. The weather was  

about  20°  C  and  not  particularly  conducive  to  
static generation. The operator was wearing light  
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the  This  that  h e   must  have  

  

and/or  heat.  The  shot-firer  suffered  no  

slightly  to  the  left  of  and        

boxes  of  boosters  

2.4.1  

This  incident,  electric  
and          

  



cause  

which  two  

were  cord  with  (AN60)  

and  work  The  berth.  

a   form  to  out  run  reel  the  is  then  

length  leaving  then cut  and  

holes  Random  

involved  

stake at one end of the blast site. Downlines for  

each hole were cut off this reel as the blast-crew  

moved  along  the  row,  and  eventually  the         

All  the  blastholes  were  loaded  and  were  to  be    15  to  20  m.  Nitroglycerine  based  

investigation  

 
clothing and was kneeling on a wooden platform  

taping up the primer when it exploded.   
 The opinion is that an electrostatic discharge  ends of the downlines.  
must  have  caused  the  incident.  Technically,  the  

plastic tape being unwound generated a voltage, so  
that a charge was induced on the detonator. It is  electrical storm. Moreover, a mainline detonating  
postulated that a spark occurred between the shell  cord  should  never  be  casually  run  over  the  
of the detonator and the fusehead assembly and  downlines. The reel should be taken to each hole  
leadwires.  an adequate  

Explosion while burning empty explosive  
boxes  

mainline.  

After loading a face of a quarry with explosives  

and  initiating  devices,  a  shot-firer  collected  the  

empty boxes ready for disposal by burning, and  

liberally sprinkled diesel fuel to aid combustion.  

As it was a cold day, he decided to warm himself  

by the fire. Suddenly there was an explosion, and  

the man was fatally injured by the blast.   
 The  subsequent  investigation  revealed  that  

Explosion in a truck carrying detonators,  

China  

A truck carrying 285,000 blasting caps exploded  

in  the  southwest  city  of  Chongqing,  killing  14   

persons and injuring 48.   
 Explosions from this blast lasted almost half an  

hour, blowing out windows in a 50m radius. The  

driver of the truck and a passenger were killed,   

while other victims were nearby pedestrians.  
 It is suspected that a burning cigarette came in  

contact with the cardboard detonator box, which  

caused a small fire, followed by the explosion.   

burning        
discarded  explosives  packaging,  this  accident  
could have been avoided.  

Explosion in an underwater blasting      

operation, Newcastle, Australia, 1978  

(Apel 2005. Personal communication)   
Lightning initiated an explosion in a     
surface mine, Australia  The aim of this blasting operation was to deepen  

the  harbour  channel  to  allow  larger  vessels  to  
In 1968 lightning hit a totally non-electric blasting  
work area in a surface mine in Western Australia.  

 drilling  
from a barge where the water depth  

                 

initiated  with  detonating  cord  downlines  and  

mainlines,  and   then  to  be  fired   with  a  capped  

safety fuse.  
 A rain-storm with associated lightning moved  

into the area. Because it was hot, the blast crew  

explosives  
detonating  

rod  to  push  the  explosive  cartridges  into  the  
blasthole.  

continued to charge the holes with gelignite. The  
reel of detonating cord was located on a vertical  were killed.   

explosion in  workmen  

Subsequent  revealed the  

detonating cord lay over the tops of a number of  
charged holes.  
 The lightning got close and finally hit the blast  

site, when the gelignite detonated. This initiated  

the  detonating  cord  back  to  the  reel,  which  

promptly exploded violently. The two men who  

    
explosive cartridge accumulated in the rod threads  
as well as in the hollow section of the rods. This  

explosive residue was not visible, as the rods were  

partially covered with mud. The pressure created  

by the mechanical joining of the rods initiated the  
explosion.  

           

decided to stay out in the rain to cool off and    being  mechanically  joined  on  the  barge  surface  

were  charging  were  killed.  

Safe  practice  dictates  that  all  

   
during the shot loading operation, someone had  

placed an off-cut of heavy duty detonating cord  

into one of the boxes for later disposal and failed  

to warn anyone of this fact. The burning of the  

empty cases, aided by the diesel oil, led to the     

explosion of the detonating cord. Further, the shot-  

firer had been standing too close to the fire. Had  

 along  

the face were initiated where the cord lay over the  

      shot  
operations  should  cease  in  the  vicinity  

 secured at  
the collar. When all the holes are charged, only  
 This  

practice minimises the time that the mainline cord  
is actually connected to the holes.  

 blasting  

was between  

 used.             

Occasionally, drilling rods were used as a tamping  

One  day,  two  lengths  of  drilling  rods  were    

and caused  

 of  
the accident. Since drilling rods were used to tamp  

explosive  cartridges,  
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2.4.2  

the  shotfirer  obeyed  basic  rules  for  

2.4.3  

firing      
of  an  

    
   
    
  

   

2.4.4  

2.4.5  

   

an  

the  some  parts  of  the                



greater  not been  had  

that  

joined. Of  blastholes  

concluded  investigation  Subsequent  

Two men had been drilling in a rock excavation  

operation. After drilling a few holes and charging  

them  with  nitro-glycerine  based explosives with  

electric detonators, they found the remainder of a  

previous blasthole, which is often termed a ‘butt’.  

They   started  drilling  into  this  ‘butt’  until  an     

crash, to help. Fortunately, the truck drivers were  
able to climb out and shout urgent warnings of the  

20 and 30 people who had been travelling on the  

metres deep by 21 metres across, and took chunks  

out of the canyon wall. It also set off more than a  

dozen brush fires, knocked out phone services and  

 In the second incident, a truck carrying more  

than 16 tonnes of cast boosters travelling on US  

Highway 6 took a curve too fast, rolled on its right  

side,  and  tipped  over  the  edge.  This  accident  

ripped open the entire body of the truck as well as  

part of the fuel tank, which ignited. The flames  

reached a height of about 12 metres and started a  

bush fire. There were approximately three minutes  

created by the explosion travelled for a radius of  

up  to  one  kilometre  around  the  area  of  the     

came  in  contact  with  the  load  of  ammonium     detonators  

Two  incidents  are  quoted  here.  The  first  one    initiate the  

       
nitrate, which initiated an explosion half an hour  up  in  Sichuan  Province.  The  explosives  were         
after  the  vehicle  overturned.  The  resulting       accidentally  ignited  by  workers  when  they  lit       

candles  

 
 This is a salutary example of the consequences  

of using an inappropriate tool.  
            the  

men  were  drilling  into   un-detonated  explosives.  

Fortunately,  the  firing  circuit  with  all  charged  

Incidents with trucks carrying explosives,  
Spain and USA  

          

happened  in  Castellon,  Spain,  when  a  lorry        

carrying ammonium nitrate collided head-on with  
two cars, killing two persons and injuring three.  

The damaged heavy goods vehicle overturned and  
left the road. The diesel fuel from the broken tank  

Explosives truck blown up by candles,  
China, 1996     

explosion could be heard in villages more than 15  
kilometres away. The lorry was totally destroyed,  
leaving a crater several metres across. The fireballs  seriously  injured  and  an  unknown  number  of  

   within a  

Premature explosion of detonating cord  

reel  

At a large open pit operation, low energy cord was  

being used to link-up down lines of standard cord  

protruding from blastholes. The surface lines were  

deployed  from  off  the  reel  from  the  back   of  a   

moving  truck  when  suddenly  one  of  the  lines     
between the time of the crash and the explosion.  become  snagged  and  snapped.  There  was  an     

At the enquiry following this accident, it was  
damaged a Union Pacific Railway line. Between  concluded  that  the  practice  of  unreeling  the     

highway gathered around the wreckage after the  potential to cause a serious accident if the cord   

danger, so that only six people were injured and  when  used,  are  believed  to  heat  the  priming     

identifiable was the engine and the frame.   

Drilling into a charged hole, Denmark,  

1995  
2.4.10  Collision of a truck loaded with ANFO,  

 Mexico, 2007 (Abrahams 2007.             

 Personal communication)  

A truck, loaded with 25 tonnes of ANFO, crashed  
into a pickup on a two-lane highway, and then  

explosion occurred, which injured both men.  
      
 cargo to explode after the accident, and created a  

The blast tore out a crater in the road, about 7    explosion and the remaining detonating cord in the  

only  one  seriously.  Hours  later,  all  that  was     element  making  it  much  more  sensitive  to   

to provide  

         
occurred in an agricultural machinery station  

 light  
At least 14 people  

while unloading  

reel exploded into  

becomes entangled or  When this  

    
Premature    

the  

snagged.  

    
   
    
   

     
initiation  by  friction  or  

accident, leading to the outbreak of 15 small fires.  
After this accident, the Special Risk Plan for the  Yunyang County, Sichuan Province.    
Carriage of Dangerous Goods was introduced.  

 concern  

is that neither of the men had attended a blasting  

course and that they were using a 12V battery to  

A truck carrying one tonne of explosives, 5,000  
500 metres  of detonating cord  

 truck.  
were killed, more than 30  

    

people missing. All houses were totally destroyed  

 the  

injuring the operators.  

    
detonating  cord  from  a  moving  truck  had  the  

 occurs,  

tension and friction created at surface connections,  

 shock.  
detonation  can  occur  when  the  cord  is  under     

took about 45  
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2.4.6  

2.4.7  

shot.   

2.4.8  

and  blew  

   

radius  of  100  metres  of  the  blast,  which  
i n   

2.4.9  

   
      

back of  the  truck,  seriously  

      

     
    
   

   
tension.  

burst  into  flame.  It  minutes  for the  



The  first  bang  he  heard  had  been  the  lid    injuring  

towards the tin, he did not observe any damage to  

the surrounding area. He assumed that it had been  

a misfire,  and  returned   to  the  tree.  He  reached  

down to retrieve the tin, minus its lid, when there  

was a tremendous explosion as he held it at about  

knee  height.  The  man  received  multiple  minor  

lacerations to his legs and hands, but no serious  

permanent injury.  

secured  the  lid  tightly,  and  placed  the  tin  in  a    clearing  

A shot-firer who held a license, but who had not  
had  practice  using  explosives  for  some  time,       At a large surface mining operation, the practice of  

offered to blow up a tree-stump for a neighbour.  dewatering wet blastholes prior to charging with  

He decided to run a test by mixing up a small  freeflowing  ANFO  was  to  drop  a  cartridge  of  

material’  and  a  more  extensive  exclusion  zone  place  inside  a  cartridge  of  emulsion  explosive.  

exclusion  zone.  The  enquiry  into  this  accident    most  

This demolition by explosives in Glasgow, UK,  remove it by striking it with a pickaxe. There was  

huge hole in the road. This accident took place  

near  a  small  farming  village  and  an  aquatic     

 
ANFO  with  a  standard  detonating  cord  is  not     

       
recreation centre packed with families on weekend  

outings. The questions arose as  
did not evacuate the scene.   
 The chief of police investigations in Monclova,  
a steel city a few miles from the accident site, said  
the driver of the truck and a co-driver had survived  
the explosion and were wanted for questioning.   

2.4.11  Demolition of two blocks of high-rise flats,  

 Scotland  

At a tunnelling operation, rounds of up to 60 shots  

were regularly fired, giving pulls of around 2.20m.  

After firing a shot, the shot-firer gave the all clear  

to start mucking out operations. Later on, one of  

the workmen found what appeared to be a shelf of  
rock with wires sticking out. Seeing that it was  

only  a  small  protrusion,  the  man  attempted  to     

caused the death of a woman as a result of being  

struck  by  a  piece  of   structural  concrete.  The  

woman  was   standing  about  50m  outside   the     
    
reveals that a more effective protection against ‘fly  

likely  cause  of  the  incident  had  been  the    
impact of the pick on a misfired detonator still in  

would have avoided the accident. The exclusion  This  accident  need  not  have  happened  if  the  
workman had followed correct procedures, which  

include being alert for un-detonated cartridges in  

the muck pile. He also exceeded his authority in  

attempting to remove the misfire by mechanical  

means.   
2.4.12  Phantom misfire   

2.4.14  Dewatering blast hole accident  

amount of ANFO, which he put in a large coffee  

tin. Then he knotted a length of about half a metre  

of detonating cord to which he taped a capped  

   
gelatine  dynamite  primed  with  a  short  capped  
safety fuse into the hole and wait for the water to  
spout out. Such a system had been used for some  

safety fuse. He lit the fuse, put it inside the tin,    time  and  appeared  to  be  a  simple  method  of  
           

hollow under a fallen tree. He had not walked far  

when  he  heard  an  explosion.  On  looking  back   
 hole, retired some distance away and waited for  

 the water to spout. Instead, he was struck by debris  

 and was severely injured on the head and upper  

 body.  
 Subsequent  investigation  established  that  the  
  dewatering charge had lodged on a blasthole ledge  

 about 300mm down, and the resulting detonation  
 broke rock surrounding the collar and blew out,  

    
blowing off the tin, caused by the expanding gases  
of  the  burning  fuse.  The  second  explosion  was  

from the initiating detonator and the detonating  

cord. Fortunately ANFO did not initiate, or the  

damage to the man would have been severe.  

time of the safety fuse length. Moreover, initiating  blasthole dewatering pumps and aids available, or  

   
The man should have taken note of the burning  blockages.  There  are  a  number  of  proprietary  

  

why authorities  

zone was set at just over twice the height of the  

building.  Blast  protection  was  established  by  

erecting steel boxes. It is suggested that the failure  

of one of these boxes caused the accident.  

advisable.  

2.4.13  Explosion of an un-detonated charge in a  

 muck-pile   

 an explosion, and both he and another workman  
 standing about 2 metres away were injured.  
      Post  accident  investigation  revealed  that  the  

 water from the holes.  
 One day, the shotfirer prepared the charge in  
   the usual manner, lit the fuse, dropped it into the  

 the shotfirer.  
 Dewatering holes by the use of explosives is a  

dangerous practice, since apart from the possibility  

of there being a hung-up charge, detonators can  

become detached with the fall of the charge, and in  

weak  ground,  holes  may  collapse  and  cause  
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key  the  of  Some  

the  of  only  not  mission,  and  vision  

1999  Act  the  

all  of  and  security  safety,  

an  

Explosives  

Explosives  administers  

well-being  

and  control  
Explosives  

   the  proposed  directions  of  the  Australian     

This  section  describes  the  approach  of  the    

accumulated excessive amount of explosives in a  

concentrated form, and this could have been be the     

rock.  The  voids  in  the  blasthole  might  have         

holes using approximately 4,400 kg was fired. The  

position of the truck was about 240 m. from the  

shot area. Flyrock smashed through the windshield  
of the cab, fatally injuring the operator.  
 The drilling record shows that two of the blast-  

holes had voids, and two other holes were broken,  

with one venting air out of the highwall. It was  

An operator was in a pickup truck guarding an    sale,  use,  transport,  storage,  manufacture  and    

 are  
industries.  The  

cause  of  this  occurrence.  This  is  a  salutary                

 essential  

management  

Inspectorate             Queensland  

 
the  adoption  of  a  waterproof  explosive  would  

make any risky operation unnecessary.    of          
explosives in its life cycle is essential to the health,  

2.4.15  Fatal accident by flyrock in a limestone  
 mine, USA, 1999  

 those           
involved in its lifecycle. The lifecycle includes all  
those  activities  involved  in  the  import,  export,  

          
access road to the blast site when a shot of 22  disposal  of  explosives.  These  activities  are        

generally licensed under explosives legislation. On  

a mine site, the people with a role in explosives  

and blasting may include:  

   drill and blast superintendent;  

   blast designer;  

difficult to determine the exact cause of the fly-     driller;  

   blasting contractor;  

shot-firer;  

reminder that proper blast shelters must be placed  

near a blast site, and that taking shelter within a  

vehicle or behind some piece of equipment is not  

adequate protection.  

   shot-firer assistants;  

   magazine keeper;   

   vehicle drivers;  

   transporters; and  

STRATEGIC TRAINING PROGRAMME  

Several  incidents  have  been  referred  to  above  

which reinforce the need for a safety culture which  

is supported by appropriate and timely training.  

3.1  Introduction  

   explosives  manufacturers  including  mobile  

  manufacturing units and ANFO blow loaders.  
   
 Of these people, the shot-firer is one of the few  
people  who  must  have  mandatory  competencies  
for an accompanying licence or equivalent.  

          

Queensland Explosives Inspectorate, Department  

of  Mines  and  Energy,  Queensland,  Australia  in  

managing:  

   explosives safety and security; and   

3.2  Queensland Explosives Inspectorate  
Approach  

Explosives  
 and            

Explosives Regulation 2003. The approach of the  

inspectorate is governed by the legislation and the  
   shot-firer licensing.  

It also reviews:   

Forum of Explosives Regulators;  

   the  work  of  Skills  DMC  National  Industry  

  Skills Council in developing uniform national  

  shot-firer competencies;  

   the need for skills maintenance of shot-firer  

  competencies; and  

           

Inspectorate but also the Department of Mines and  

Energy.  The  vision  of  the  inspectorate  is  ‘Our  

community safe and secure from explosives’ and   

the mission is ‘To protect our community from the  

adverse impact of explosives’.  
 responsibilities  

Explosives Inspectorate are:  

   restrict explosives and explosives activities in  
the community to those of acceptable safety  
and security;  

   generally,  the  training  and  competencies  of     

  others in the explosives life cycle.  
ensure appropriate standards exist for the safe  

and secure handling and use of explosives;  
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tool  to the  mining  

The  
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in  place,  the  more  reliable  and  effective  the     1999. A shot-firer licence is  

 The approach of the Explosives Inspectorate is  

based on the work of Professor James Reason and  

the commonly referred to Swiss Cheese Model.   

This approach is summarised in Figure 6.  
 Briefly, in the ‘Swiss Cheese’ model, a series  

of barriers and defences are put in place to prevent  

incidents.  Each barrier and defence is not entirely  

100% effective and hence there is an opening in  

that barrier and defence and hence the hole. The  
hole  may  open  and  close  due  to  the  changing     

    

strategy and system will be. When the holes in the  

‘Swiss Cheese’ are in alignment, an incident will  

occur.  
 From Figure 6, a competent industry together  
with suitable education and training are important  

 
Queensland Explosives Inspectorate  
Strategies for explosives incident prevention  
and risk minimisation  

Explosives  
Activities  

Competent Inspectorate  

Consultation / Awareness  

Effective Legislation  

Appropriate Standards / Codes  

‘REASONABLE’  
SAFETY IN THE  

 EXPLOSIVES  
  INDUSTRY  

Competent Industry  

Effective Licensing Processes  

Product Safety / Quality  

Compliance / Enforcement  

Investigations  

Education/Training/Advice  

Emergency Response Capability  

EXPLOSIVES INCIDENTS  

Figure 6. Queensland Explosives Inspectorate Strategies for explosives incident prevention and risk minimisation.  

   monitor  all  explosives  activities  and  ensure  training and competencies are essential strategies.  
compliance  established  safety  and       Training  

be developed by a workplace for the development  

of their own strategies to prevent accidents and  

minimise risk.  

3.3  Shot-firers  

               in      

 Queensland, a shot-firer for underground or above  

 ground  coal  activities  or   in  other  metalliferous  

 mines  and  quarries  must  be   licensed  under  the    
 Explosives Act 1999, or appointed as a shot-firer  
    by  the  Site  Senior   Executive  under  the  Coal     

circumstances altering its effectiveness. The more Mining   Safety  and  Health  Act  1999  and  the      
barriers and defences that are effective that are put  Mining  and  Quarrying  Safety  and  Health  Act  

       of            

 Attainment from an accredited Registered Training  

 Organisation (RTO) under the Australian Quality  

 Training  Framework  (AQTF)  must  be  provided  
barriers  and  defences  in  the  strategy  to  prevent    with the application. The Statement of Attainment  
explosives  incidents  and  minimise risk. Effective  must be dated within the last three years and must  

    with  

security standards  
 is a combination of formal training and  

on-the-job training. A similar type of model could  

specifically  shot-firers  

 issued for a one or  

five year period. For a new shot-firer licence to be  
Statement  
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the  is  it  

review  
been  work   has  

with  

from        
which  
 topics  

above  

include  These  

 the   of   origins  The  

packages.  

 the subject  
stakeholders  

government and the unions. Table 2 in Appendix 2  

shows the proposed consolidation of the shotfiring  

units. As seen in Table 2, this will simplify the  

consultation  with  and  agreement  from  industry,  nationally  and  

requirements  
outline              each  

competency  

nationally          

 www.ntis.gov.au.  

     current  

competencies are set within a number of nationally  

accredited training packages under the Australian  

Quality  Training  Framework.  These  training  

packages can be found on the National Training   

Information   Service  (NTIS)   website  

be  obtained  to  achieve  the  desired  category  of     coal mines’.  

have  been  obtained.  The  columns  in  the  table  training  

from  

 
have the required national competency units from  

a national training package. Table 1 in Appendix 1  
is used by the Queensland Explosives Inspectorate  

to determine if the requisite competencies from the  

agricultural, metalliferous, quarry or coal packages  

of consultation and  
 government,         
industry and the unions who are in agreement with  
the  proposed  changes.  Table  3  in  Appendix  3    
provides an example of a unit of competency in  

    
provide a list of alternative competencies that can  

 In  
handle  and  transport  

    

licence, Category 1 being agricultural, seismic and  

small scale blasting, Category 2 is quarrying, open  

cut and construction and Category 3 is tunnelling  
and underground mining. As seen from Table 1,  

the  selection  of  competencies  is  quite  complex.   

Considering that these competencies options arise  

from the agricultural, metalliferous, quarry or coal  

packages and these can be considered equivalent  

competencies, the system is more complex than it  

need  be.  Table  1  and  other  information can be  

found  on  the  Department  of  Mines and Energy  
website www.dme.qld.gov.au.  

 The  Skills  DMC:  National  Industry  Skills  
Council has kept the members of the Australian  
Forum of Explosives Regulators (AFER) briefed  
on the progress and development of the work.  
 Skills DMC: National Industry Skills Council  

is a national organisation with the primary role of  

facilitating the Vocational and Education Training  

needs of all stakeholders within the Coal, Civil   

Construction, Construction Materials, Drilling and  

Metalliferous industry sectors.  

3.5  Australian Forum of Australian Regulators  

     military,       

transport,  coal  mining,  quarrying,  metalliferous  

mining, civil construction and agricultural training  
packages.  
accredited  mining  training  packages  referred  

In addition to the consolidation of the shot-firer  

units by the Skills DMC: National Industry Skills  

Council, all States explosives regulators who are  

representatives at Australian Forum of Explosives  

Regulators  (AFER)  have  agreed  to  adopt  and  
transition  

 for  
Magazine Keeping to Blast Design.  

3.4  Skills DMC: National Industry Skills Council  

 – Rationalising competencies  

accredited competency units as a basis for their   
respective shot-firer licensing regimes.  
 Through the activities of the AFER, all States  

explosives  regulators  have  also  committed  to  

consistent licensing and licensing criteria for all  

explosives related activities including shot-firers.  
Currently  the  Skills  DMC:  National  Industry  Not only has it been agreed, but it is currently    
Skills Council is managing a consolidation project  under  active  review.  All  States  explosives     
aimed  at  rationalising  duplication  of  similar    regulators  have  agreed  to  adopt  the  national  
competency  units  within  several  closely  allied  competencies as the basis for licensing.  
training  packages,  not  only  with  shot-firing  but  

also across a range of qualifications in the drilling,  

mining, quarrying and civil infrastructure sectors.  

The common units were finalised in late 2008 and  

are national competencies, for use in metalliferous  

 To  date,  there  has  not  been  discussion  or  

agreement  at  AFER  regarding  the  refreshing   of  

competencies at regular intervals e.g. every five  

years.  
 The members of AFER recognise that national  

and  coal  mining,  quarrying  and  construction      competencies  transportability,    
industries. These competencies were developed in  all shot-firers and employers of shot-firers  

 understand  
supported by the Unions.  

     
 existed for many years now.  Not all jurisdictions  
complexity  of  competencies  across  the  three      require evidence of the national competencies for  
nationally accredited mining training packages and  licensing  purposes.  Even  though  this  position    

  in            

 of       
blasting       shotfirers and shotfirer assistants in open cut and  

competencies  

this  case,  

The  listed  in  Table  

         
underground  applications  including development  
work and production underground.  

   ‘Store,  

explosives  in  underground  

     2  

Appendix  2  addresses  the  competencies  

   
nationally   

National  competencies  for  shot-firers  have    
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For  blasting,  the  three  

contain  units  

   

  
 benefit  

this  

towards  using  these              

   

      
     

through  their  

that  this  is  also          
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original  

2  No  

achieve  

industry  for  forum  

to  body  lead  the  as  

territory,  

of  consists  AFER  of  

of           
state,  national,  

“It  should  not  be  taken  for  granted  that  a  

if  it  is  dated  within  the  last  three  years.  This     

territories  within  Australia,  the  Council  of     
states  and       be  

licensing  requirements  for  users  of  explosives    underground coal  

3.6  Mutual recognition of licences  

   provide  

information  and      (Wardens  Inquiry)  stated  that  with  respect  to  

   promote the development and implementation  

   acting  

and  security  legislation,  standards  and  codes  of  provided  by  an  approved  Registered  Training    

Australian  

Membership  
Safety  and  Compensation  Council  (ASCC).    

Workplace Relations Ministers’ Council (WRMC)  
on  the  development  of  nationally  consistent        
explosives  regulation,  through  the  Australian  

for       registration are substantially the same (whether or  responsible  authorities  government  

government,  

legislated at a state level rather than at a national  
or  federal  level,  which  predominantly occurs in  possesses  through  the   Mutual  Recognition  Act.  
most  other  countries.  Australia  has  3  levels  of   The  principle  is  that  registered  occupations  in  

exists, all jurisdictions at AFER have committed to  

their adoption.  
 In Australia, explosives safety and security is  upon the duties the licence allows rather than the  

the  

of  matrix  a  equivalent  developed  

   developed  

         
including  shot-firers.  These  licences  cannot  be which  

      the         

Each state and territory in Australia has its own    procedures  for  granting  statutory  certificates   for  

 a  
knowledge  

investigation  results  to  improve  safety  and    

of nationally consistent legislation and safety  e.g.  three  or  five  years  was  introduced  in  the     

 provide                 

recommendations to governments through the  
WRMC  on  nationally  consistent  explosives  

regulation;  

 Government  
Defence, Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA),  

    
two      The Chief  

     and  

governments.  The  AFER  is  the  forum  

licences.  This  

   

has       demonstrate their fitness  

the             

 
    

allows an equivalent licence to be issued based  

qualifications  competencies  licence holder  

    
local      different  jurisdictions  are  equivalent.  If  the    

activities authorised to  carried out  
          
administering  explosives  safety  and  security      not  this  result  is  achieved  by  means  of  the           
legislation in Australia. The AFER reports to the  imposition  of  conditions),  conditions  may   be     

imposed so  equivalence.  

3.7  Maintenance of competencies  

                 

representatives  from  each  Australian  state      through  
Inspector of Explosives in Queensland  

apply for a new or renewed user type licence such  
Australian  Maritime  Safety  Authority  (AMSA).  as  a  shotfirer  licence  or  a  fireworks  operator     
AFER also fosters a nationally uniform consistent  licence  must  provide  a  current  Statement  of     
approach to, and application of, explosives safety  Attainment for the required national competencies  

practice.  
 AFERs terms of reference include but are not  
limited to -   

    
Organisation. A Statement of Attainment is current  
       

position is at variance with the State and  Territory  

bodies administering the AQTF. Their assertion is  
that  a  person  who  is  deemed  competent  will         

remain competent and that competency does not  

expire.  
 The approach of ensuring that a Statement of  
Attainment  certain period  

and security standards to Ministers, heads of  Explosives Regulation 2003 in Queensland.  
agencies and associated parties;  

   review  incident/accident  
   statutory certificates:  

 to  
 and  to  identify  and  

explosives related issues.  

    

statutory certificate of competency to practise as a  

mine manager, under manager or deputy carries an  
possessing  

 knowledge  
appointment.  

recommended,  therefore,  

mining and the conditions under  
       In            

used  in  other  jurisdictions.  To  facilitate  the       particular, it is recommended that certificates not  
shot-firers      granted for life and that a system needs to be  

          as           

Australian  Governments  (COAG)  through  the  practicable  that  requires  certificate  holders   to  
Recognition  Taskforce  to retain the certificate of  

and   the             

including       Explosives Regulation 2003, requires that a person  

resolve           

The  report  on  the  accident  at  Moura  

security  outcomes  nationally  in  explosives  

regulation; and  

the  Explosives  Act  1999  

    
underground  mine  on  Sunday  7  August  1994  

assurance  
maintaining, and where necessary developing, the  

they  are  reviewed.  
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share       

mobility  of  between  

COAG  Skills        

or  

         
be  under  each  

   
as to  

and  

         
      

is dated  within a  of  time  
   

   

  

that  the  person  it  is          

base  required  for  

“It  is  that  

awarded,  be  

and  put  into  effect  as  soon  



maintain  and  

an  as  training  

abreast  kept  and  on,  base  

challenges  such  as  hot  and  reactive  ground  in     develop,  operate  

companies  explosives  

performance  based  adopting  a  risk  management  

approach to the management health and safety.   
 During these periods, technology has advanced  

the last 15 years, there have been great changes in  

most areas within the explosives life cycle. There  

had been the implementation and adoption of new  

on-the-job  

competencies  was  undertaken  as  a  part  of  the     people  

 of,  

developments in coal mining and most particularly  

those relevant to coal mine safety”.  

competency on a regular basis, at intervals of not  

less than three and not more than five years.  
  “The  process  should  aim  to  ensure  that       a current Statement of Attainment. The issue date  

    
areas  where  they  were  unknown  for  the     management  

 initial  

requirement, and on-going refresher training as a  

condition of licence holding.  
 It  is  recognised  that  fireworks  operators had  

similarities to underground coal shot-firers to the  

extent that they conduct their explosives activities  

on an infrequent basis.  

      
investigation  into   the  fireworks  tragedy  at  Bray  
Park  Brisbane  in  May  2000.  Franklin  (Franklin  
2001) in his Training and Competencies Report   
recommended that a program should be developed  

technical            During   

 new  
products  being  used.  In  general,  there     activities require,  

licensing       than one  

was       

       
 All  shot-firers  must  have  and  maintain  a     

With  these  changes  have  also  come  new      needs,  

approaches  

    
considerable  change.  This  has  driven     national competencies,  

 
mechanism  

certificate  holders  maintain  a  sound  knowledge  should be within the last five years.  
      
crisis  has  resulted  in  the  upgraded  focus on         
security  of  explosives,   ammonium  nitrate  and    

and             
supervised  unsupervised   

   
 mining industries are facing huge challenges with  

 skill shortages, high staff turnover rates and loss of  
that states requirements for skills maintenance of  corporate  memory.  In  the  Australian  Mining  
all licence holders to the initial standards. Franklin  

(Franklin 2001) also recommended that legislation  

must be developed that requires both formal and  
Director reported that 41% of the employees of  

that company had been with the company for less  

              

 desirable  level  of  competence.  To  achieve  this,  

 shot-firers must be initially well trained. There is  

 sufficient data (Franklin 2001) to suggest this can  
 be achieved in a structured training course, which  
 includes sufficient task skills development. There  
In addition, from reviewing explosive incidents  is  also  sufficient  evidence  (Franklin  2001)  to    

and  complaints  undertaken  by  the  Queensland  

Explosives Inspectorate, the knowledge and skills  

skills (competence)  
            
 approaches. This indicates that competency can be  
legislation, Explosives Act 1999 and Explosives  lost  over  time.  One  explanation  is  the  loss  of    
Regulation 2003, changes for control and security  
of security sensitive ammonium nitrate, new and  Other explanations are that practical skills were  
updated Australian Standards AS2187 Parts 1 and  never  gained,  such  as  with  limited  practical    
2 for the storage and use of explosives, new code  
for the transport of explosives by road and rail,  numbers  of  blasts.  A  combination  of  the  two       
new industry codes for the explosives precursors,  

mobile  processing  plants  and  hot  and  reactive  
grounds. The Explosives Act 1999, like the Coal  

obvious explanation.  
 Analysis by time of licence holding reinforces  

the need for refresher training and this must be    
is                long-term licence holders.  

Under legislation,  trained and  
 competent for the role and tasks that they will be  
 undertaking.  They face a similar suite of issues  
with the implementation of new initiation systems,  with  changing  community  standards  to  
 introducing  
products including safer explosives and with the  that  were  identified  in  the  Roben’s  report.  In       
growth  of  the  industry,  shots  are  being  larger.  addition  to  the  identification  of  formal  training  

all workplaces managing explosives must  
    a  

system  and  security  plans.  
safety           

on-the-job training and for  
to be refreshed.    

upgrade  their  skills.  This  is  the  

shown  
over  

 that  
time  

initial  can  be  

These    

 training environment than by (potentially ad-hoc)  

of shot-firers has been contributing factors. Within  on-the-job  training.  Data  (Franklin  2001)  has  

    
changed      occupational  health  and  safety,  including  those  

 the      
mechanism  to  be  in  place  for  the  shot-firer  to     this training  

    

refreshing of the competencies though possessing  

    

explosives precursors and the appropriateness of  

access.  
 In  addition  to  these  technical  changes,  the  

         

Journal  Nov/Dec  2005,  the  Newcrest  Managing  

    
   suggest this is more likely to occur in a formal  

 lost  
and/or  replaced  with  alternative  

theoretical  knowledge  in relation  to safety matters.  

    
training, or were lost by lack of use due to limited  

focussed on  

    

in addition to formal training to  
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In  addition,  a  review  of  training  

Mining  Safety  and  Health  Act  1999  

     

   

         

  this     period,     the     world     security  

having  and           

year.  

is  another  

a  person  must  be  

  



ongoing  and  

in  The  

Inquiry  

and  nitrate  

of  

with the  aligned  closely  is  it   as  design  

that  require  

The  commitment  of  the  state  explosives     

consolidating  developments  

usage  and  that  their  knowledge  and  skills  are  

appreciation  

The  training  of  assistant  shot-firers  and    

There  is  a  critical  need  for  this  training  and     licensing  

firers  and  magazine  keepers.  This  is  a  very           

shot-firers  regulators  

This  is  essentially  renewing  the  national     

important.  
 The  essential  modules  of  such  a  refresher  

blasting course should consist of the following:   

reliance and use of national competencies is well  

recognised and supported.  The relative timing of  

formal  training  and  on-the-job  requirement  is    

 There is a combination of formal training and  
on-the-job  training  for  all  jobs.  The greater the    training  of  shot-firers  would  appear  to  have  an    

more  

   

    

competency which can be done by a combination  

of course work and recognition of prior learning.  

The addition of reviewing accidents and incidents  

such as those identified earlier in this paper would  

be most useful.  
 As seen above, national competencies exist for  

shot-firers and these are being rationalised by the  

Skills DMC National Industry Skills Council. We  

have  also  seen  that  not  all  states  explosives         
be    

ammonium  

                     must  

competent  under  these   national  competencies.  

Because   shot-firers  must    hold   licences  o r      
equivalents   based on   these  competencies   in  

Queensland,   there   are  eight   Registered   Training  

Organisations in Queensland approved to deliver  

training  and  refresher  for  shot-firers   to  these          

      

Queensland         

commercially  
 
compared  attractive  

on the provision of these  
    
   magazine keepers is more successful than for blast  
 shot-firer  
   competencies and training courses are provided by  

   familiarisation with current types of explosives  

  and accessories;   

   types and modes of initiation;  

   blast design and calculation;  

   precautions to be taken before and after firing;  

RTOs by way of the compulsory shot-firer training  
requirements.  
 From a review of the explosives accidents in  
Section 2 above, the majority of those accidents  
have  occurred  through  use  of  explosives  and  

transport of explosives. The use of explosives is  
covered  by  national  competencies.  However  the  

courses do not require a review of accidents which  

provide   significant   learning  and  a  better  
   consideration of environmental factors; and   

   dealing with misfires.    
   

 the  
explosives activities.  

The road transport of explosives is not covered  
competencies.  

Department of Transport has recently completed  

the  drafting  of  national  competencies  for  the  

transport of dangerous goods by road and these are  

in the process of being adopted nationally. This  

will   cover  competencies  of  drivers  transporting  
 ammonium  
emulsions but not for Class I explosives.  

nitrate        

4.  CONCLUSIONS  

national mining competencies covering explosives.  
This  training  covers  shot-firers,  assistant  shot-  

effective and satisfactory outcome.  

3.8  Competencies for other than Shot-firers  

This paper has identified a number of incidents  

which  have  occurred  due  to  human  error   and       

inadequate training. The impact of increasing and  

changing safety legislation as well as the growing  

explosives  security  requirements  demand  that  

shot-firers be competent in all facets of explosives  
   
regularly refreshed. This has been reinforced also  

through  the  recommendations  in  the  Wardens      
 in  the  Moura  accident  that  statutory       

certificates should be renewed on regular basis at  

intervals not exceeding 5 years.  
One  of  the  major  concerns  of  the  Explosives       

Inspectorate is that access to formal qualifications  

based upon national competencies can be difficult  
to obtain. One example is the blast designer. There  

is  national  competency  ‘Blast  design’  but  no  

known RTO to the Explosives Inspectorate who  

delivers this training. The explosives companies  

cover  blast   design  through  in-house  training.  

 and          
rationalising the current blasting competencies by  
the Skills DMC: National Industry Skills Council  
is positive step forward for identifying the initial  
 training  

requirements for shot-firers.  
      

regulators to move to adopt these competencies for  
         is a positive step forward together with  
competency  for  blast  design  to  be  provided  by  the step toward consistent licensing and licensing  
RTOs.  The  apparent  difference  in  demand       criteria.  
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to  the  

adverse  impact  courses.  

hazards  and  risk  from                 

by  national  The  

and  competencies               



Related  Explosive  

4.5  4  Volume  –  2001  June  

European  2007.  al.  et  J.  Akhavan,  

provided  who  persons  

of  a  follows  This  

Addressing  

Attachment  

      explosives            

 qualifications  –  the  EUExcert  Project.   Proc.  4     
 EFEE World Conf. Explosive and Blasting, Sept.   
 2007. Vienna, Austria. 417 – 424.  
Anon. Explosives Engineering. Journal of the Institute  

 of Explosives Engineers, UK. Information extracted  
 from several issues.  
Franklin,   P.D.   2001.  A  Report  on  the  Training  and  

 Competencies  of  Queensland  Fireworks  Shotfirers  

 and Related Matters For the Investigation Into The  

 Bray  Park  Fireworks  Tragedy  on  20  May  2000.    

information  
The  authors  would  like  to  thank  a  number  of        

the   

 Accidents  
Implementing  Strategic  Training.  Coal  

 
 The maintenance of the knowledge and skills  

of shot-firers should be refreshed at a minimum of  

every 5 years and this should be done through the  

maintaining of the national competency standard.  
  period  

technology,  legislation,  

security awareness.  

 rapid  
standards,  

 There should be better access to training under  

national competencies such as blast designers that  

are not mandatory for licensing purposes.  
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Appendix 1.  

Table 1. Shot-firer competency requirements – Queensland December 2008.  

Agricultural, Seismic,  
  Small Scale Blasting  

 Quarrying, Open  
cut (metalliferous  

Construction  

Competency  
 Units  
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 Tunnelling  
and under-  
 ground   
  mining  

  

 Training  
Package  

   
  

  

  

  

  
   

  

  

  

        
  

 
Category 1  

 
Category 2  

 
Category 3  

 

           

and coal),   

      

 A  B  C  D  E   F  G  H   I  J  
             
 MNMG 352A -  
Apply Blasting  
Activities #;  (or  
QEC110, 111,  
112, 113, 114)  

  MNM  
 05 (or  
39023QL  
 D)  

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  
Met  
alli-  
fer-  
ous  

   
RTD 3709A -  
Handle and  
Store Explosives  

RTD02  x  

A
g

ric
u

ltu
ra

l  

RTD 3710A -  
Identify and   
Select   
Explosives  

RTD02  x  

RTD 3711A -  
Prepare and  
Use explosives  

RTD02  x  

MNMG 313A -  
Charge Blast  
Holes (UG)*; (or  
MNMG 321A &  
MNMG 323A)  

MNM 05  x  x  

M
e

ta
llife

ro
u

s
  

MNMG 412A -  
Initiate blasts  
(UG)  

MNM 05  x  x  

MNMG 353A -  
Fire Surface  
Blasts  

MNM 05  x  x  

MNMG 210A -  
Store, handle  
and transport  
explosives  

MNM 05  x  x  

MNMG 311A -  
Conduct   
secondary   
blasting   

MNM 05  x  

MNMG 349 -  
Conduct   
accretion firing  

MNM 05  x  

MNQOPS 313A  
- Handle and  
transport  
explosives** (or  
MNMG 210A)  

 MNQ03   
(or MNM  
 05)  

x  Q
u

a
rry

  MNQOPS 413A  
- Conduct   
Shotfiring  

MNQ03  x  

MNCO 1040A -  
Conduct   
Shotfiring opera-  
tions  

MNC04  x  C
o

a
l  MNCU 1048A -  

Conduct   
Shotfiring (UG)  

MNC04  x  

Conditions (see  
over page)   1,5  2,6  2,5  2,3  2,4   2,5  2,5  2,5   2,7  2,8   

 



secondary  

 
Appendix 2.  

Table 2. Proposed consolidation of shot-firing units.  

•Further consultation is  

should be a separate units for employees  

Support  

•Examples are – ANFO blow loaders,  

  
•Consultations recommended that monitoring  

Conduct  

blast  

Conduct  Conduct  

Conduct  •Include relevant material from MNMG352A,  

Conduct  •Include relevant material from MNMG352A,  
        
   

•Townsville and Orange consultations asked  
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      MNQOPS313A  Handle and transport  
explosives  

   

  •All  
   

       •All  
     
   

  

   •All           

   

        

       

MNCO1040A  Conduct shotfiring   
operations  

MNQOPS413A  shotfiring  

MNMG322A  Initiate blasts by   
remote control  

MNMG412A  Initiate  

MNQOPS311A  Conduct blast survey  

 

  
      

  

•This      

         
•The unit      

  
  

•The unit  

  
•The unit      

      •This  

     

      

•This  

OLD CODE  TITLE  NEW CODE  TITLE  COMMENT  
MNMG205A  Maintain magazine  RIIBLA201  Support surface   

shotfiring operations  
consultations proposed these units  
should be consolidated into Support  
surface shotfiring.  
 required to check if  
Store, handle and transport explosives  

MNMG210A  Store, handle and  
transport explosives  

 who only carry out this work.  

MNCO1041A  Support shot-firing   
operations  

 

MNCU1049A  Support shotfiring   
operations  

RIIBLA202   underground  
shotfiring operations  

consultations proposed these units  
should be consolidated into Support  
underground shotfiring and include   
relevant  material from MNMG210A and  
MNMG205A  

MNMG241A  Conduct mobile mixing  
of explosives   

RIIBLA203  Conduct mobile   mix-  
ing of explosives  

consultations asked for this to be   
retained. Townsville requested that it be  
updated to ensure it covers existing   
techniques and new technologies.  
 ANFO  
kettle, IT mounted units, mobile mixing  
and use of emulsions, emulsion delivery  
units and the technology used; title  
should address mixing and delivery.  

MNMG313A  Charge blast holes  RIIBLA301  Conduct surface   
shotfiring operations  

 unit is for the licensed shotfirer in   
surface/open cut operations.  

MNMG353A  Fire surface blasts  

 the effects of blasting on the environment  
be included in the Conduct units.  

MNMG352A  Apply blasting activities   
MNCU1048A  shotfiring  RIIBLA302   shotfiring  

operations in   
underground coal mines  

 is for the licensed shotfirer for   
underground coal mining and includes  
dust and methane risks which are not  
applicable to underground metalliferous  
mining,  

MNMG323A  Charge development  
blast holes  

RIIBLA303   underground  
development shotfir- ing  MNMG412A and MNMG322A with re-  

mote control in Range Statement.  
 is for the licensed shotfirer for un-  
derground metalliferous shotfiring.  

TMNMG321A  Charge production  
blast holes  

RIIBLA304   underground  
production shotfiring   MNMG412A and MNMG322A with   

remote control in Range Statement.  
 is for the licensed shotfirer for   
underground metalliferous shotfiring.  

MNMG311A  Conduct secondary  
blasting  

RIIBLA305  Conduct  
blasting  for this to be retained  

MNMG349A  Conduct accretion   
firing  

RIIBLA306  Conduct accretion   
firing  

 is for processing but ensure monitoring  
of environmental emissions is included  

MNMG406A  Manage blasting   
activities  

RIIBLA401  Apply blasting system   unit is for the supervision/management  
of blasting activities  

MNQOPS513A  Manage blasting   
operations   

 



accessories  and  

as authorised  Gain access to magazine  

Identify the explosives  

Access, interpret and apply compliance  

 
•Consultations recommended monitoring  

•Consultations suggested these units  

CRITERIA  

documentation relevant  

 used for different applications  
Classify explosives according to statutory criteria  
Apply safe handling procedures and precautions  

 person  
Maintain compliance requirements for signage,  

magazines, storage limits  

Segregate explosives and accessories according to type in magazines and to prevent  

deterioration, spoilage and spillage  

construction, safety and security of  
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MNMG414A  Monitor and control the  

effects of blasting on  
the environment  

RIIBLA  Control the effects of  
blasting on the   
environment  

was included in the Conduct units  

MNQOPS511A  Design surface blasts  RIIBLA601  Establish a blasting   
system  should be consolidated  

MNMMSM626A  Establish a blasting   
system  

 

–       
  

 
Appendix 3.   

Table 3. Example of Unit of Competency in Training Packages  
underground coal mines.  

Store, handle and transport explosives in  

 

RIIBLA204A  
Unit descriptor  

Employability skills  
Application of the unit  

Competency field  

Store, handle and transport explosives in underground coal mines  
This unit covers the storage, handling and transport of explosives in underground coal mining.   
It includes planning and preparing for storage; handling and transport of explosives; accessing and  
managing explosives storage; preparing to transport explosives: and transporting explosives  

This unit contains employability skills.  
This unit is appropriate for those working in operational roles, at worksites within:  

Coal mining   

 

          

•   
Blasting  

        

   

  
      

         

  

ELEMENT  PERFORMANCE  
Elements describe the  
essential outcomes of a unit  
of competency.  

Performance criteria describe the performance needed to demonstrate achievement of the element.  
Where bold italicised text is used, further information is detailed in the required skills and knowledge   
section and the range statement. Assessment of performance is to be consistent with the evidence  
guide.  

1.  Plan and prepare for  
storage, handling and  
transport of explosives  

1.1  
1.2  
1.3  
1.4  

1.5  
1.6  
1.7  

 to the work activity  
Obtain, confirm and apply work instructions for the allocated task  
Identify, manage and report all potential hazards  
Resolve coordination requirements with others at the site prior to commencing and during  
work activities  

2.  Access and manage  
 explosives storage  

2.1  
2.2  

2.3  

2.4  

2.5  
2.6  
2.7  
2.8  
2.9  
2.10  

Receive and despatch explosives and record transfers indicating type and quantity together  
with identity of recipient  

Ensure rotation of explosives in magazine  
Restrict access to store to authorised persons  
Maintain stock records and report discrepancies  
Conduct housekeeping of magazine  
Complete all required documentation and reports clearly, concisely and on time  
Pass on information regarding explosives stock and storage  

3.  Prepare to transport   
 explosives  

3.1  
3.2  

3.3  

3.4  
3.5  
3.6  
3.7  

Receive orders and confirm authority of recipient to possess explosives  
Select sufficient quantities of explosives and accessories according to shot plan, for safe  
transport  
Conduct and record results of pre start check on explosive transport vehicle and confirm  
presence and operability of relevant safety equipment  
Carry out vehicle start up procedures  
Display and ensure legibility of relevant signs on vehicles  
Load vehicle in accordance with separation and segregation requirements  
Adhere to emergency procedures in case of fire and/or accident  

 



 
Communicate  with  other  equipment  operators  and  other  persons  using  appropriate  

communication methods to advise of explosive movements  

Implement emergency procedures to ensure safety of personnel and site  
Return surplus explosives to magazine  
Complete required documentation and reports promptly  

•legislative,  
  
•procedures  
•control requirements  

•explosives classification  

•hazard  
•hazardous goods  

•driving  
•towing  

•vehicle  

•mathematical  

•record  
•and  

manufacturers’  
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4.   Transport explosives  4.1  

4.2  
4.3  
4.4  
4.5  

4.6  
4.7  
4.8  

Transport explosives and accessories separately in approved and secured containers  
Transport explosives and accessories to designated location using designated route  
Apply secure and safe driving conventions  
Check that delivery site is suited to explosives  storage and that consignment is not left  
unattended  

 

  

  

  

•   

•   
•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

  

  

REQUIRED SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE  
This section describes the skills and knowledge required for this unit.  
Required skills  

Specific skills are required to achieve the performance criteria in this unit, particularly for the application in the various  
circumstances in which this unit may be applied.  
This includes the ability to carry out the following as required to store, handle and transport explosives in underground   
coal mining to apply -  
 organisation and site requirements and procedures for the storage, handling and transport of explosives in  
underground coal mining to apply  
 for preparing explosives and equipment for transport  
  and procedures explosives magazine  
  and segregation requirements  
 identification processes  
 handling techniques  
  regulations and site procedures for explosives transport  
 requirements and procedures  
 refuelling procedures  
  calculations using addition, subtraction, multiplication and division  
 keeping  
 implement emergency procedures  

Required knowledge  
Specific knowledge is required to achieve the Performance Criteria of this unit, particularly its application in a variety   
of circumstances in which the unit may be used.  
This includes knowledge of the following, as required to store, handle and transport explosives in underground coal mining:  
 shot plan  
 Site Security Plan  
 handling and transporting hazardous goods requirements  
 OH&S requirements and procedures  
 equipment safety requirements  
 emergency procedures  
 site operational systems, procedures and checks  
  instructions  
 types, characteristics and applications of explosives and accessories   
 explosives storage regulations and procedures  
 explosive transportation procedures and regulations  
 explosive magazine maintenance requirements  
 waste management requirements and procedures  
 equipment operational procedures, technical capability and limitations  
 start up and shut down procedures  
 isolation procedures  
 labelling requirements  

 



o  
o  theft  

•processes  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

o  

•chemical  

o  electricity  

o  faulty vehicle   

o  strata conditions  

o  methane  

o  weather conditions  

o  stored energy  

 energy, including:  
o  premature explosion  

 
manufacturer’s  

deterioration of explosives  

•working environment,  

insufficient illumination  

 coal dust  
o  NOX gases   

 fire/flames/ignition sources  

o  atmospheric contaminants  

and materials, including:  

faulty equipment  

 radio frequencies and transmitters  

o  hot exhaust system  

 and procedures, including:  

o   back injuries  

bell wire and firing lines  

delay mechanisms  

•people,   including:  
o  speeding  

poor road or rail conditions  

unauthorised persons  
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•   

•   

•   
•   

   
  

•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

  

including:  

o   dust  

o  noise  
o  

•equipment  

•   

•   
•   

•     
•   

•   
•   

•   

•   

  

o  
o  
o  
o  
o  

RANGE STATEMENT  
The range statement relates to the unit of competency as a whole. It allows for different work environments and situations th at may   
affect performance. Bold italicised wording, if used in the performance criteria, is detailed below. Essential operating c onditions that  
may be present with training and assessment (depending on the work situation, needs of the candidate, accessibility of the it em, and  
local industry and regional contexts) may also be included.  
Relevant compliance documentation  
may include:  

legislative, organisation and site requirements and procedures  
 guidelines and specifications   
Australian Standards  
codes of practice  

Work instructions may come from   
briefings, handovers, plans and work  
orders and may be written or verbal,  
formal or informal and may include:  

nature and scope of tasks  
specifications  
achievement targets  
operational conditions  
obtaining of authorisations required  
site layout  
designated routes  
out of bounds areas  
worksite inspection requirements  
lighting conditions  
plant or equipment defects  
hazards and potential hazards  
coordination requirements or issues  
contamination control requirements  
barricade and signage requirements  

Hazards may include:  

 lack of ventilation  
o  extraneous electricity e.g. static electricity, lightning  

Coordination requirements may include:  explosives purchase and delivery personnel and suppliers  
blasting team  
supervisors  
other mine personnel  

Explosives and accessories may include:  high explosives  
packaged explosives  
permitted explosives  
detonators  
detonation mechanisms including:  

blasting machines or mains firing equipment  
explosives tester  
binding tape   

 



 
•Knowledge  

•explosives  

•Implementation  

•Working  
  
•Consistent timely  
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•   

•   

•   

•   

•   
   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

•   

•     

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   

•   
•   

•   
•   

Explosives are classified in accordance  
with the Australian Explosives Code and a  
competent authority. These provide   
specifications for:  

class divisions  
segregation  
compatibility  
transportation requirements  

Magazine is:  A specially constructed store or container which is used exclusively for keeping  
explosives or pyrotechnics.  

Authorised person is a person authorised  
by an appropriate senior operational  
manager, and may include:  

shotfirers  
magazine keepers  
management  
supervisors  
surveyors  
drivers  
miners  
visitors  
trainees or apprentices  
inspectors  
maintenance staff  
service personnel  
tradespersons  

Designated route may include:  direct route  
safest route  
specified route  
preferred route  
alternative route  

Safe driving conventions may include  
observing:  

speed limits  
driving to road conditions  
mine lighting  
right of way  
parking on slopes  
refuelling procedures  
rules at intersections  
towing methods  
mine traffic procedures  
designated roads  
pre start checks  
signs on roads  
no tools or other equipment carried with explosives  
segregated explosives  
no smoking  
only authorised driver  

 

  

  

EVIDENCE GUIDE  

The evidence guide provides advice on assessment and must be read in conjunction with the performance criteria, required skil ls and  
knowledge, range statement and the Assessment Guidelines for the Training Package.  

Critical aspects  
for assessment  
and evidence re-  
quired to demon-  
strate competency  
in this unit  

The evidence required to demonstrate competency in this unit must be relevant to worksite operations and  
satisfy all of the requirements of the performance criteria, required skills and knowledge and the range  
statement of this unit and include evidence of the following:  
  of the requirements, procedures and instructions for the storage, handling and transport of   
 in underground coal mining  
  of requirements, procedures and techniques for the safe, effective and efficient completion of   
 the storage, handling and transport of explosives in underground coal mining   
  with others to undertake and complete the storage, handling and transport of explosives in  
 underground coal mining that meets all of the required outcomes.   
  completion of storage, handling and transport of explosives in underground coal mining that   
 safely, effectively and efficiently meets the required outcomes.  

 



 
•Evidence for  

•Assessment  

•written and/or  

•observed,  
 implementation of appropriate requirement, procedures and techniques for the safe, effective and  

efficient achievement of required outcomes  

 working with others to undertake and complete the storage, handling and transport of explosives   

in underground coal mining  
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•This  

•The  
  

  
•Where  

•Access  
  

  
        

  

o  

o  
•first  

o  

  •Consult  

Context of and   
specific resources for  
assessment  

 unit should be assessed in the context of the work environment wherever possible. Where this is not   
  possible, or where safety and/or environmental damage are limiting factors, assessment may occur in a   
  simulated environment.  
  assessment is best gathered using the outcomes of products and processes of the workplace  
 context.  
assessment environment should not disadvantage the participant. For example, language, literacy and  
 numeracy demands of assessment should not be greater than those required on the job.  
  of this competency requires typical resources normally used in the work environment. Selection  
 and use of resources for particular work sites may differ due to site circumstances.   
 applicable, physical resources should include equipment modified for people with disabilities.   
  must be provided to appropriate learning and/or assessment support when required.   

Method of   
assessment  

This unit maybe assessed in a holistic way with other units of competency.  
The assessment strategy for the assessment of this unit must include more than one of the following   
assessment methods:  
  oral assessment of the candidate’s required knowledge  
 documented and/or first hand testimonial evidence of the candidate’s:  

 consistently achieving the required outcomes  
hand testimonial evidence of the candidate:  

Guidance  
information for   
assessment  

 the RII08 Implementation Guide for further information on assessment including access and equity   
issues.  
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risks  as  well  as  

mining  

involving  

infrastructures.  

industry  has  resulted  in  the  development  of    infrastructures (i.e. less than 300 metres distance).  
The  recent  mining  boom  in  the  coal  mining         

potential  

    Increased  

requirements for the mining industry in Australia  

have  placed  additional  pressure  on  all  those           The  

safety       due        to  

1985,  2000,  

 
 Budapest Conference Proceedings 2009, P. Moser et al  
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Impact of close range blasting on infrastructure and                      

associated vibration management  

T. Lewandowski  
Enviro Strata Consulting Pty Ltd, NSW, Australia  
  
G. Cope  
Xstrata Coal (NSW) Pty Ltd, NSW, Australia  

ABSTRACT: A small open cut pit was developed in 2007 at the Bulga Coal (Xstrata Coal (NSW) Pty   

Ltd). The developed Bayswater Pit and subsequent blasting activities were located in close proximity to   

critical infrastructure, including a surface conveyor belt, concrete tunnel, reclaim tunnel, underground   

entry, and a service bay area. There were a number of contractors whose activities included pouring  

concrete foundations for the elevated conveyor structure and reclaim tunnel.  
  
The blasting occurred within 40 metres of the infrastructure and necessitated the following:  

 A blast impact assessment on the local strata,  
 An assessment of the impact of blasting on various structures,  
 Vibration predictions and high vibration management,  
Ground vibration and displacement measurements,  

Personnel management during blasting activity.  

This paper outlines how the system of dealing with close range blasting was developed, implemented and  

managed. Described are the various techniques available for assessing the impact of blasting on the rock  
strata conditions and infrastructures. For the purpose of vibration management, a model of accurate  
vibration predictions has been developed and implemented.  
  

1.  INTRODUCTION       equipment  
damage.  This  is  especially  important  when     

        a  
number  of  pits  in  close  proximity  to  existing    

    
addressed in detail.  

   
assessing  the  risks  involved  during  the  blasting  vibrations is relatively well documented (Dowding  
process. This includes risks for mining personnel  Siskind  2000).  

   Therefore,  the  possibility  of  equipment  damage  

    
blasting  is  to  be  undertaken  close  to  existing  

excessive  vibrations  

response  structures  
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or   flyrock  has  to   be  

of  house  to  ground     

On  the  other  hand,  

  

-  

-  

-  

-  

-  
  



a  

2.  

   Blast  

details  

project  adjacent  

which  for  belt  

blast  
depth.  

 on  

overburden  Bayswater  

maximum  

rock strata damage occurs. This can be manifested  

in physical displacement and / or movement of the  
rock strata. As a consequence, this could impact  finer lithologies.  

base for any infrastructure placed on it. In essence,  approximately  16  degrees.  Sandstone  is  the  

damage  to  the  infrastructure  due  to  blasting  /     adjacent  

BLAST DAMAGE MECHANISM  

each                  

These           

undertaken  construction  

workings,  underground  

(NSW)  Pty  Ltd)  in  2007.  The  project  was     generated  

Some       from the blasting  construction  
examples  

structures (Siskind 1997) such as conveyor belts,   
concrete  tunnels,  power  poles  etc.  This  limited  due  to  blasting  observed  during  blasting  

there is a relatively limited knowledge of vibration  
response (Svinkin 2007) for other mining related  induce cracks and/or minor/major damage to the  

         

of  

  seam  

 depth  
included  several  

    
various           The second possible  

          in      
knowledge  is  due  to  a  number  of  significant     Bayswater Pit is shown in Figure 1 (i.e. damage  

 and  
 of  
thin  coal  seams, known  as  

foundations and  infrastructure  
 
subsequently  

infrastructure.  rock strata  

      
factors  such  as  variations  in  materials  used,     extending  

foundations  
          
direct mechanism and is related to the excessive  

strain delivered during the blasting process to the  

infrastructure. This mechanism is mainly driven by  
    
instigated  by  the  proposed  development  of  the   vibration levels and generated frequencies.  
Bayswater  
excavated  in  close  proximity  to  various  mining    

infrastructures.  It  is  important  to  note  that  the  

closest structure included an operational conveyor  
      was          
approximately  40  metres  from  the  proposed    

 by      

various contractors for an adjacent underground  

mine.  
 The  project  evolved   around   different  issues  

ranging   from   vibration  management,  personnel  

management,  minimisation  of  the  impact  of    

 of  
included:  

undertaken  processes.  Figure 1. Impact of blasting – showing surface rock  
strata damage to blasted pre split line.  

   An assessment of blast impact on local strata,  

 impact  

infrastructure,  
assessments  

BLAST IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL  
STRATA  

   A vibration predictive model and management  

  of high vibrations,  

   Vibration and displacement monitoring,  

   Personnel management during blasting.  

The interval proposed to be extracted included the  
 total       

section          
             the  

Broonie seam, and a small portion of weathered  

Vaux  seam.  Information  pertaining  to   the  local   

geology  was  obtained  from  the  site  geologist,     

        a             

here  are  two  possible  mechanisms  for  inducing  geotechnical description. The borehole locations,  
      
vibration impacts. The first is an indirect method,  

related to damage of the rock strata which forms a  

infrastructure  Bayswater  

           

when sufficient energy is delivered to rock strata  dominant  rock  type,  with  lesser  amounts  of      
(i.e. a level exceeding rock strata strength) then  mudstone  The           

sequence  is  generally  well  bedded  with  several  

   adjacent  

 impacts  

infrastructures were discussed by Oriard (2002).  
 The  paper  presented  below  provides  a   case  
study  undertaken  at  Bulga  Coal  (Xstrata  Coal  

    

blasting area. In addition, the proposed Bayswater  

Pit was to be developed in close proximity to an  

         

blasting,  management  of  flyrock  and  interaction  
between various contractors. The paper presents  

mechanism  

displacement,  

   to  

40  metres.  This  

    

including the logs of two boreholes, 50 and 141A,  

shown in Figure 2.   

   
larger  bands  of  massive  sandstone  amongst  the  
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and  

Pit.  The  pit  was  designed  to  

the  

for  

on the  

An  example  of  damage  

to pre  split line  up  to 17  metres  
area).  

damage  i s   a   

which  is  a  function  of     

be             

3.  

the  latter  being  of  large  diameter  with  

and  the  Pit  are  

In  this  area  the  dip  is  to  the  SW  at               

and  siltstone  being  present.  



(UCS)  Strength  Uniaxial  Compressive  

 
Figure 2. Bayswater Pit and adjacent infrastructure.  

Figure 3. Geological borehole log – Borehole 141A.  

Indicative  rock  strength  categories  (strong,  bore  141A  was  a  sandstone  with  an  indicative  
medium, weak) for individual overburden units are  
presented  in  Figure  3.  The  largest single unit in   

 value       

exceeding 30 MPa. A weak band of claystone was  
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damage  any  before  vibration  

mass  rock  the  of  

  
The  estimation  of  a  safe  vibration  limit  for    

contact with  

mudstone and siltstone.  
 The inspection identified that the conveyor belt  

was  fixed  to  the  ground  through  a  number  of    

The area scheduled for blasting was surrounded by  

diverse  infrastructures  such  as  a   conveyor  belt,  

concrete  tunnels,  timber  poles  and  buildings.  

These infrastructure points were made of various  

types of materials and highly variable foundations.  

As the blasting pit was designed to be as close as  

40 metres from some of the infrastructure points, it  

was  paramount  to  assess   the  ultimate  level  of     

significant  

behaviour  

dominant  rock  type  is  classified  as  a  strong     the  

and above, the Broonie and Bayswater seams are  
classified  as  moderately  strong,  given  that  the  legs (posts) of the conveyor belt were attached to  

assessment, to pose any potential hazard.  
 In summary, the assessed rock strata between  footing was poured. This provided direct contact  

recognized in bore 50 at a depth of 50 metres but  
was  not  considered,  for  the  purpose  of  this          

            

vibration that can be delivered to the infrastructure  
without  the  possibility  of  damage.  That  is,  to     

 
each other.  

footings for each supporting leg were made via an  
auguring  concrete  

with surrounding  

           

sandstone. The remaining mudstone and siltstone  

layers  are  relatively  thin  in  comparison  to  the  

sandstone bands; hence it is considered that the  

steel bolts.  

 will  

influenced by the sandstone layers.  
more              

 Based on the above assessment the analysed  

rock  strata  are  classified  as  moderately  strong.  

This type of strata can sustain a substantial level of  
 is           

induced. The indicative vibration damage level for  
this type of strata is in the range 350 – 500 mm/s  

based on the assumption that high frequencies will  

be generated during the blasting process.  

4.   BLAST IMPACT ON VARIOUS  
  INFRASTRUCTURE 
POINTS  

Figure 4. View of gradient for conveyor belt.  

      
assess at what levels of vibrations there is a chance  
of material fatigue and/or excessive loading level.  
 The conveyor belt was a critical structure as it  
was to be as close as 40 metres from the blasting  

area.  The  conveyor  belt  was   positioned  across  

most of the rock strata measures as indicated in  

borehole log no. 141A. Essentially, the conveyor  

belt  was  positioned   along  a  steep  gradient.  A  

trench was excavated across the whole rock strata  

as shown in Figure 4 and the conveyor belt was  

positioned in the middle of the excavated trench.  

Due to the gradient of the excavation, the footings  

of the conveyor belt were located across a number  
of  various  strata  layers  such  as  sandstone,     

Figure 5. View of footing of conveyor belt.  
               

concrete  footings  embedded  in  the  ground. The  

footings for each post of the conveyor belt were  

independently  installed  of  each  other  i.e.  the  

    

objects buried in the ground is dependent on two  
main  factors;  strength  of  the  structure  and  the  

   
 As shown in Figure 5 the analysed conveyor  

belt structure was placed on concrete cylindrical  

footings embedded in the ground. The size of the  

concrete footings was approximately 700 mm in  

diameter and 500 mm in depth. The conveyor belt  

structure consists of a number of longitudinal and  

cross-beam supports. As a consequence of such  

design,  the  conveyor  belt  structure   provides  an    

effective  system,  which   is   resistant  to  forces   of   

nature  such  as  erosion  or    human  activities  like  

blasting.  
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be  

   

footings  were  not  in  The  

process,  and  then  for  each     

for  the  footing  rock  strata.  Steel  

 concrete  
  

via  

      



the  

specified  As  

The  2008).  mm/s  280  

severe  that  Note  ground  

5.  VIBRATION  

concrete  pouring  time.  After  such  time  the     

were  a  number  of    various  minor  infrastructure  

points  including  a  water  hydrant,    water  pipes,  

water  pump  and   a   fuel  farm.  All   of  the   noted       

infrastructure  elements  were  made     of   steel.  As    

mentioned  

ground movement.  

supported  by  a  video  recording,  vibration  and  

(Lewandowski  

vibrations.  

exposed  to  vortex  shedding.  Vortex  shedding  
power  poles,  this  type  of  construction  can  be     

 Note that a typical footing is approximately 3  

meters deep and 0.6 meters in diameter. Usually  

the  footing  hole  is  made  by  auger  and  then     

   Materials  used,  i.e.  timber  is  considered  a  most  likely  occur  in  situations  where  ground       

Another  infrastructure  of  concern  included  possibility  of  vibration  magnifications,  it  was  

assessed  that  the  object  or,  in  this  case,  the     industrial buildings located in the proximity of the  

     

PREDICTIVE  

       
concrete  should  reach  approximately  75%  of     

 previously  
analysed rock strata, the specified damage  

      pole         
movement  from  vortex  shedding  (i.e.  over  a     

       
concrete is poured into the ground. Therefore, a  

firm  contact  between  rock  strata  and  concrete  

footing is obtained.  
 Based  on  the  structural  design  criteria  for  

       
concrete cylinder footings, can only be damaged  

or  displaced  if  sufficient  strata  movement  takes  

place.  
 In the analysed case, the weakest element does  

not appear to be related to the conveyor belt steel  

structure,  nor  concrete  footing,   but to  the  rock  

strata  itself.  Note  that  based  on  the   strength     

infrastructures  
 
strength  characteristics  of  the  ground.  It  was        included  

Bayswater  Pit.  These  included  the  area  service   

station, a number of sheds and a car wash bay.   

These structures appear to have stable construction  

and are made of steel, concrete, galvanised sheets  

and plastic. Such structures can be exposed to a  

substantial vibration level without adverse effect  
       
assessment  analysis,  ground  vibration  levels  of  structures  can  only  be  induced  by  significant  
200 – 300 mm/s are not sufficient to cause damage  

to concrete and steel structures. This is assuming  
that high frequencies will be generated during the  

blasting process.  

  for the  

 level is  
in the range of 350 – 500 mm/s. Considering the  

timber power poles. Based on author’s experience  

a timber power pole can be exposed to substantial  

vibration levels before any damage or permanent  

    

proposed that for the analysed industrial buildings,  
the vibration level should not exceed 150 – 200  
mm/s.  

tilt  (deflection)  from  the  original  position  is         structures,  
induced. This is due to a number of factors like:  

   Vertical  placement  of  a  power  pole  in  the  

  ground,  

   Size of the footing,  
    

indicated previously the strength of steel is quite  

considerable. However, damage to steel joints will  

flexible material.  vibrations  are   strong  enough  to  cause  ground    

displacement.  Therefore,  this   could  result  in     
damage to the pipe connections.  

As discussed previously, damage to the rock  
strata  may  occur  at  a  relatively  high  level  of     

infrastructure  

         

usually occurs during wind loading conditions. A  

similar  principle  applies  during  exposure  to  

          

substantial period) can result in fatigue cracking of  

poles. However, considering that blast durations  

are very short, in the range of 2 to 6 seconds only,  

the  possibility  of  fatigue  cracking  taking  place  

should be dismissed.  
 The  author’s  experience  includes  a  project  
dealing with the exposure of timber power poles to  
various vibration levels ranging from 150 up to   
        study       

concluded  that  there  was  no  damage  to  timber  

power poles at the specified levels. The study was  
    

displacement measurements, and visual inspection  

of the poles.  

significant  challenge  in  terms    of  blast  impact  

minimisation and blast impact assessment was a  

reclaim   tunnel.   The   existing  limitations   were  

mainly  because  the  reclaim  tunnel  was   in  the  

process of construction. Therefore, blasting would  

coincide   with  various   concrete   pours.  To  avoid  

any potential damage or formation of micro cracks  

during the concrete curing process (by exposing  

concrete to high levels of vibration) it was decided  

to conduct blasting at least seven days after the  

      

designed concrete strength and therefore be able to  

sustain substantial vibration levels.  

MODEL  

The development of a vibration predictive model  

was an important part for the Bayswater project.  

is believed  

       
vibration. Therefore, the proposed vibration level  

for the water hydrant, water pump, water pipes,   
and fuel farm was in the order of 200 mm/s.  
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Other  a  number  of       

  the  on  stability.  It  that  damage  to such  

elevation  of  some  of  the  buildings  and  the         

In   addition  to   there  

   

   
   

  

The  other  that  produced  a        

  



the  
accuracy  

Bayswater Pit. As explained, the first pass includes  
vibration estimations (using site law analysis). The  
vibration predictions from the first pass assume  predictions during the entire period of the project.  

presented in Figure 6. As shown, the blast was  In  

vibration  predictions  (site  law  analysis)  is  an     adjusted  and  instead  of  the  initial  estimations  

on two factors, i.e. charge mass and distance.  

 However, the first part alone is not sufficient to  

predictions,  
 of  

predictive  

process  was repeated for  

      
accurate estimation of the impact of the initiation  

sequence on the level of ground vibrations. The  

impact of wave interaction / interference in a given  

direction is paramount for an accurate estimation  

of vibration levels.  
 The introduced system included a combination  

of a site law analysis, 2D wavefront reinforcement  
analysis and site model calibration. The details of  

vibration       that        there     
model       waves interaction only) in all directions. However,   vibration  

consisted of two parts. The first included initial   

point  of  interest.  The  missing  factor  in  the       vibration  

Consequently,  

 
 upon detailed analysis of the initiation sequence,  

vibration estimations using the site law analysis  the  model  had  to  be  adjusted  to  cater  for  the     

the vibration estimations were highly dependent  (towards conveyor belt) instead of normal uniform  
distribution.  

   
accurately  predict  vibration  levels  for  a  given  distributions  towards  the  conveyor  belt.  The        

predictions  conveyor  

 (from the initial site law analysis) the predictions  

 were increased from 50 to 60 mm/s. The vibration  

 predictions in other directions (as shown in Figure  

 6) did not require an adjustment for the impact of  

 reinforcement. The vibration predictions were as  

 follows: Reclaim Tunnel - 18 mm/s and Service  

 Building - 27.1 mm/s.   
  The  vibration  record   from  the  conveyor  belt  
the system were previously described in details by  area  revealed  that  the  vibration   level  for   the     
Lewandowski, Kelly and Weeks 2006.   
 An  example  of  how  the  system  works  is       equal to 60.4 and 50.7 mm/s see Figures 6 and 7.  
      allowed         
scheduled to be fired in the eastern part of the  accurate  vibration  predictions.  The  described  

 each blast.  
in  a  high  degree  of  accuracy  

Figure 6. Blast impact assessment showing direction of reinforcement – Blast no 3.  

wave  
had  

the  

This  

               
generated for Bayswater conditions. In this case  arrival  of  approximately  3  –  4  differing  waves    

is uniform wave  distribution  

site constant  
to  be  adjusted  to  reflect  different  wave     

    
critical infrastructure (i.e. the conveyor belt) was  

summary,  introduced  

  resulted  
for  vibration   
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To  ensure  the  

    

(one  or  two  

      

for  the  belt  were  

the  system  

         

  



station  conveyor  the  from  

to  feedback  

and  sequence  initiation  the  
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monitoring  

   Ongoing  
 operator  

   Strict  

6.  VIBRATION  

262  30.5  5.2  192  15.9  228  

/  

* 150 kg per hole – pre split **  

 
   Ongoing vibration predictions for each blast  

  including an assessment of the suitability of  
 vibration            
predictions for each infrastructure of concern,  

 management  
blasting time,  

personnel  

   Vibration monitoring including multi station  

  monitoring,  

   Displacement  monitoring  including  multi    
station monitoring,  

Figure 7. Vibration predictions versus measured –     

Blast no 3.     A post blast assessment for flyrocks following  

  each blast,  

 DISPLACEMENT  

MONITORING INCLUDING BLAST  

IMPACT MANAGEMENT  

 provided  
and other parties on  

following each blast.  

To ensure the safety of personnel and minimise the  

risk of equipment damage the following steps were  

undertaken:  

   Imposing a strict regime of ‘no blasting’ (i.e.   

  for at least 7 days) after pouring fresh concrete  

  for reclaim tunnel and conveyor foundations,  

   The introduction of target vibration limits for  

  each infrastructure of concern and appropriate  

  blast design,  

 An excerpt from the vibration monitoring data  

is presented in Table 1. In addition, a sample of  

the  vibration  monitoring  record  is  presented  in  

Figure 8. Note that the vibration predictions for  

this particular blast (Blast fired on 05.12.07) were  

in the order of 33.3 mm/s, while the measurement  
 was           
approximately 30.5 mm/s. Again, a high accuracy  
of vibration predictions was achieved.  

Table 1. Sample of vibration monitoring results.  

642  

variable charge mass, i.e. 300 – 600 kg  

Stn. A – Conveyor Belt  
Stn. B – U/G entry  
Stn. C – Reclaim Tunnel  

Stn. D – Service Area  
Stn. E – Concrete Foundations for Elevated Conveyor  

 the  

vibration  

MIC  
Distance   

(m)  
PPV  

(mm/s)  
Distance   

(m)  
PPV  

(mm/s)  
Distance   

(m)  
PPV  

(mm/s)  
Distance   

(m)  
PPV  

(mm/s)  

450  
-  

10.2  
-  

380  
589  

11.6  
1.51  

539  
147  

-  
-  

-  
-  

  

73  

128  

260  

328  

-  

-  

-  
Stn. E  
161  

36.6  

19.2  

6.6  
  

305  

382  

630  

630  

143  

138  

150  

216  

7.8  

4.7  

2.6  

4.3  

28.6  

22.1  

20.7  

21.4  

      Stn. A  Stn. B  Stn. C  Stn. D   
 Blast Date/Type  

(kg)    

 
18/07/08  
27/07/07  
01/08/07  
09/08/07  
23/8/07 5/9/07  
14/9/07 14/9/07  
26/10/07  
14/11/07 5/12/07  
14/12/07  

150* 530  
540  
540  
550 300 300  
300 300**  
300** 300**  
300  

6.8  
38.7  

       16.5  
144.7  60.4  -  -  258.5  12.1  200  26.7  

 

137.6  
81  
45  
45  
380  
309  
137.2  
51  

38.4  
135  
250  
232  
15.3  
30.7  
30.5  
218  

-  
-  
-  
Stn. E  

-  
-  
-  
-  
256  
237  
220  
236  

-  
-  
-  
-  
10.8  
13.1  
16.6  
15.6  

  
 

  

  

of  during      

   

blast      

levels  
      

  

  



belt  conveyor  for  

also  

Also,  a  sample  of  the  VW  crack  meter      detailed assessments  

calliper         
 In 2007 Bulga Coal (Xstrata Coal (NSW) Pty Ltd)  

 developed  a  small  open  cut  pit  called  the     

monitoring  

monitoring  displacement  

 Displacement monitoring was also an essential  
part  of  the  blast  management  process.  The       belt was exposed to vibration levels of 22.1  

     

 taking  

    
   

 
Figure 8. Sample of predicted versus measured              

vibrations.  

particular  conveyor  

    provided  

additional tool for the blast management process.  

Sample  of  displacement  monitoring  equipment  

used during the project duration is presented in  

Figure 9. These included a convergence rod for  

tunnel behaviour monitoring, a VW crack meter  
 and  
monitoring for reclaim tunnel behaviour.  
   

7.  CONCLUSIONS  

       
Bayswater Pit. The pit was designed to be in close  

proximity to various infrastructures. As extraction  
processes,  the            

development  of  an  appropriate  Blast  Control  
Strategy was required.  

Figure 9. VW crack meter - showing monitoring set up.  

 The main infrastructure of concern included a  

conveyor  belt,  reclaim   tunnel,   service  bay  area,  

underground  concrete  tunnel,  and  underground  

workings. Some  of  the  described  infrastructures  

were as close as 40 metres from the blasting area.  
 The paper presents details of the Blast Control  

Strategy  developed  for  the  Bayswater  Pit.  The  

paper  also  describes  experiences  and  challenges  

involved in the management of high vibrations as  

well as ways of reducing blast impacts on adjacent  
infrastructure. The success of the project relied on  

displacement monitoring is presented in Figure 10.   
of each infrastructure and on  

appropriate safety measures.  

an      This  resulted  in  the  measured  displacement      
0.016  mm.  Note  that the obtained displacement  

values were used in direct assessment of blast im-  
pacts on each structure of concern.  
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Note  that  in  this  case,  the  
mm/s.  

of  

  

of  the  pit  involved  blasting  
  

   



Saddle  Upper  control.  

and  vibration  

Prentice Hall,  

present  the  results  described  in  this  paper.  The    Oriard, L.L. 2002. Explosive Engineering, Construction  

the             

displacement  

vibration and displacement measurements as well  

as detailed site inspections after each blast.  
 Also,  the  success  of  the  project  required  an    

detailed         

to  infrastructure  due  to  excessive  vibrations,     

In summary, the described system performed  Xstrata  Coal  (NSW)  Pty  Ltd  –  Bulga  Coal     

levels  of  vibrations.  Enviro  

   monitoring  

continuous feedback to the blasting operator. In   
addition,  numerous  contractors  working  on  a     

    

introduction of appropriate procedures / protocols  

(including an extensive series of checks), ongoing  

           

unexpected  strata  movement  or  flyrock.  These  

acknowledge   Strata  

internal report no. MT-0805-140808.  

 
Figure 10. Sample of displacement monitoring results obtained from VW crack meter.  

                   
exceptionally  well.  There  were  eleven  blasts  in    Management  –  Liz  Watts,  Peter  Graham,  Steve  
total during the process of pit extraction and no  Koosmen, Jarvis Lawes.  
damage to any infrastructure. That is, no damage  

Xstrata Coal (NSW) Pty Ltd – Blakefield South –  

Noel Trickey, Brian Pease, Shane Healy.  

confirmed  following  Enviro  Strata  Consulting  Pty  Ltd  –  Katarina  
Lewandowski, Peter Przyborowski.  

Geoff Keith.  
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ABSTRACT: We were recently assigned to manage two blasting projects, which were carried out very  

   Also, due to other particular conditions, there  

  was lack of option concerning detour of the  

  certain  sectors;  this  detour  would  provide     

inability  of  applying  serious  protection  and  

supportive  and  propping  works,  from   the    

   Supporting  and  lining  consisted  of  stone  differences define the risk assessment and the final  

   The  estimated  construction  period  of  the     

At the end of 2007, Exorixi SA was assigned to  

design, manage and control two crucial blasting  

projects, which were carried out and implemented  

very close to tunnels of the existing and operating  

railway network in our country.  
 The common feature in both projects was the  
need  to  protect  and  avoid  any  damages  to  the     

GENERAL CONCEPT AND PARAMETERS     Due  to  the  particular  conditions,  there  was    
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Blasting close to old railway tunnels  
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close to tunnels of the operating railway network. These tunnels were old, since they were constructed   

during the period of 1930-35. Nevertheless, they will continue to be in use as part of the basic railway  

network  by  the  time  the  works  of  the  new  railway  network  are  completed.  This  network  regards  

high-speed trains and is now under construction. In the first blasting project a twin railway tunnel of the  

new railway network should be constructed under the operating old railway tunnel. At their crossing   

point, the top of the new tunnels was 4m below the floor of the old railway tunnel. In the second blasting  

project massive rock excavation blastings of a motorway project should be implemented in distances of   

about 20m from the adjacent old tunnel, in order to remove a part of the mountain, which was in parallel   
and alongside the existing old railway tunnel. Valuable experience, useful conclusions and monitoring  
data have been collected from these blasting projects. Both have been successfully performed.  

OF THE TWO CASE HISTORIES  
    

moment that the construction of the new High  
Speed Railway line was already in progress.  

    

adjacent old railway tunnels and the network. The  

following had to be taken into consideration:  

          

alternative routes for the trains to pass instead  

of  using  the  present  tunnels  while  blasting,  

which could certainly be dangerous.  

tunnels was 1930 – 1935.  
 The main differences come from the usage of  

the two old railway tunnels and, of course, the  

source of the blast vibrations in each case. These  

choice of the Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) limits,  
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approaching  

 
but, at the same time the type of the consulting and  
monitoring services we should provide (Baliktsis  and weakening zones behaviour (on the rock mass  
and Fragoulis 2003).   
   

regarding  new situation  

particular consideration were the following ones:  ‘permissible  PPV  limits’,  in  the  way  these  are  

   The old tunnel in Central Hellas, in Lianokladi  

  area  (as  AL),  gets  the  biggest  part  of  the     

efficiently  manage        

technical           
personnel in the tunnel, in order to collect the  

monitoring data from the vibration monitoring  

stations, was rejected from the very beginning.  

For this reason, the project planning included  

a system  that  allowed  the  collection  of  the  

The  main  features  and  steps  taken  into     

Room’  outside  the  tunnel  (Figure  2.).  In     regarding  

 were           
constructed a few meters underneath the older  
one.    

discussion  between         
       Northern  

Promachonas  area  (below   is  coded  as  MP),  

constitutes a part of the only railway line from  

Hellas  to  Bulgaria,  with  train  passes  at  the  

level of many trains per day (Figure 1.). There  

was the possibility of easy access inside the  
tunnel, in order to collect the data from each  

vibration  monitoring  station.  In  that  case,  

though, the possible risks in the tunnel were  

caused by the nearby massive surface blastings  

for the new highway (Figure 11.).   

   No construction drawings or details of the two  

  old railway tunnels were found.  

   The first step was a visual, draft evaluation of  

  the tunnels, regarding visible damages, local  

  failures  that  may  lead  to  problems,  other     

2.  ADOPTING  

 official             

specifications for the permissible PPV limits. The  

German criteria DIN4150 have been adopted in  
some big projects or in some cases are concluded  

in our main proposals from the side of the blast   

consultant.   
 Even  using  the  DIN4150  criteria,  someone  

could not correlate the permissible PPV values for  
the  various  types  of  structures,  with  the  risk     

‘operation  value’  of  old  tunnels,  evaluating  

how crucial the possible damages would be.  

That proved to be very important, since in the  

one tunnel (AL) there was a scheduled number  

of trains passing per hour, while in the other  

case (MP) there was a scheduled number of  

trains per day. In the AL case there was no  

time to intervene after the blasting, while in  

the MP case if a failure was detected, it was  

feasible  for  a  repairing  team  to  go  into  the   

tunnel for a short time.  

and control the risk assessment in the old tunnel.     A  right  vibration  monitoring  system  was    

either  through using very long cables and only   

 have  
Hellas,             experts.  

   specifications  

   
tunnels, is generally considered as an ‘endless’  
issue or an issue open to speculation.  

       
consideration, some general comments, planning  

decisions  and  parameters  for  the  adoption  of     

   No  internationally  acceptable  models  or  

PPV  

and  

 approaching of the blastings, etc.  
The  main  parameters  that  had  to  be  in           Therefore,  we  had  to  leave  behind  the     

    

railway traffic of Hellas, reaching a number of  

few train passes per hour, almost during the  
whole  day  and  night  (Figure  1.).  Thus,  the    

monitoring  data  from  a  central  ‘Control     There  were  no  clear  contractual  obligations,  
         

addition,  damage  risks  and  vibrations  were  

both caused by the tunnelling blasting of the  

LIMITS  

       
assessment and safety of an ‘old tunnel’. There are  

a variety of parameters that may be unknown or  
undefined, but are in strong position to interfere  

For  example,  the  condition  of  the  surrounding  

rock mass, the construction conditions, the exact  

repairing,  

    
either  defined  or  formed  by  some  well-known  

specifications, and both propose and adopt some  

‘acceptable PPV limits’ for the specific blasting  

projects.  
 could  

something like this?   

    

‘acceptable PPV limits’ before the beginning of  

these specific blasting projects were the following:  

 of  
blast vibrations.  

   
specifications that define the acceptable PPV  

limits for our cases were found, even though  
  a  

The  ‘pursuit’  of  such  limits  

              

elements  that  stand  up  for  failures  and         

previous   repairs  (Baliktsis  and  Baliktsis  

2006a). Photo and video documentation was  
also included in this pre-blast survey.  

   The base of a reliable risk assessment was the  

    
chosen  in  each  case.  This  was  carried  out  
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Figure 1. The Hellenic Railway network and the sites of the blasting projects AL and MP.  
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gauges  Crack  devices.  

while blasting.  (Baliktsis  2005).  As  a  result,  there  was  a    allowed  

   It was established that every blasting had to be  

  prepared according to the results, remarks and  
 the monitoring data of the previous blasting  processing.  No  train  pass  through  the  tunnel  is    

   A  blasting  programme  gradually  increasing  

  both in size and ‘intensity’ was implemented.  

  This  means  that  in  both  cases,  a  phase  of    

monitoring  

taken,  changes to  significant  needed to  

               and          

surveying measurements  were  used  in  both  

cases  to  monitor  possible  convergences  or  

movements  of  any  kind.   Particularly,  in  the  
project of AL tunnel, there was a proposal to  

install, at the same time, monitoring systems  
along  with  CCTV  infra-red  cameras,  in     

be  

from tunnelling blasting  
 
   geophones installed inside the tunnel (AL) or  

  applying  on-site  installation  and  removal  of  

  the monitoring units (MP).  

   It  was  advisable  to  collect  and evaluate the  

  monitoring  data   from  the  blast  vibration  

  monitors, in combination with other types of  

   When  
 vibrations, the usual interventions to minimize  

 the caused vibrations may not be particularly  

 effective. On the contrary, when dealing with  

 surface blastings, it’s easier to differentiate the  

 blast design and the parameters of the prepara-  

 tion of each blasting, in order to effectively  

 minimize  the  caused  vibrations.  Scaled  Dis-  

 tance models can constitute an effective tool  

 when dealing with surface blasting (Baliktsis  
 2004).  
  

    

combination with railway movement detection  

system, during the entire blasting process of  

the project.  

                           

conservative    blastings  or  trial   blastings  of  

rather small scale preceded the main blasting  

period  (Baliktsis  and   Baliktsis  2006b).  That  

took  place,   in  AL,  by  implementing   trial  

blastings  of  lower  part  in  the   new  tunnels,  

while, in the MP case, we initially dealt with  

small blastings and pre-splitting in low height  

benches.  

 Finally, the PPV limits we proposed and used  
are as on table 1.  
 Notes to table 1.  
 1.  1st level of safety and alertness means that  

below this limit, we have safe conditions for the  

old tunnel. The evaluation of the data is correlated  

to   other  monitoring   devices  and  even  with  the  

slightest movements or failures. The objective is to  

minimize the caused vibrations. At this PPV level,  

we  considered  free  train  pass  from  the  tunnel    
during the blastings, absolutely safe.  
 2. On the 2nd level of safety and alertness, a  

revision or modification of the blast design and  

blast preparation is obligatory in order to minimize  

the caused vibrations.  
 3. Above this PPV level, drastic actions are  
 the  
design and pause or even stop the blasting  

    

constant dependence of each and every blast  

design on the monitoring data of the previous  

one.  

       
4.  Only  the  20%  

Table 1.  PPV limits.  

alertness  alertness  
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1  2  

      

level  3  

   
20 –  

 

 Risks -  

Vibrations  

 caused by  

PPV limits (mm/sec)  

Blasting Project  1st level of  
 safety and  

2nd level of  
 safety and  

 Alarm -  
restriction   

Lianokladi   

 (AL)  

Tunnelling  

 blastings  
10  10 - 15  15  

Promachonas  
 (MP)  

 Surface  
blastings  

20  25  4  25  

 

  

   

the risks  come  

   

 blast  
faces  

   

of  the  blastings   was              
acceptable to cause maximum  PPV values in this  
range (MP).  
   



was  system     The  

heavy  where  point),  (crossing  

the  through  

it  

–  –  Athens  –  

easier  were  that  blasting  

subject  the  of  aspects  different  

   Use  of  non-electric  caps,  LP  series,  with     

firing/initiation  

implementation  continued  

Thessaloniki  

parameters  

 and                 
intervention of the relative Authorities and the  
Contractor, it was considered advisable – safer  

to submit a revised proposal. The ‘modified’  

PPV values, as on the Table 1. were 10, 10-15  

and 15mm/sec respectively.   

   Regarding the AL project, the initial technical  

  report – proposal suggested the values 20, 20-  

  25  and  25mm/sec,  like  in  the  case  of  MP    

 As it can be seen on Table 1. different levels of  

PPV  limits  were  adopted.  Some  comments     

 planned        
always  in  a  way  of  having  one  or  two     

          Eidomeni  

Promachonas Twin High Speed Railway Line, by  

the  year  2015.  The  total  budget  of  the  project  

comes up to 3.7 billion euros and is expected to   

considerably  reduce   the   travelling   time  from  

Northern to Southern Hellas (Figure 1.). A lot of  

tunnels, C&C and surface construction works are  

included in this project.   

      to        

manage,  the  significant  fact  and  advantage  

compared to AL project was that the vibrations  

were caused by surface blastings. Therefore,  
the damage risk was considered to be slightly  

lower  leading  to  an  ‘acceptable  –  adopted’  
PPV limit in the range of 20-25 mm/sec.   

   and blasting operation in  

junction  

be  

–       monitoring data of the previous blasting, are  

    
concerning  the  ‘adopting’  procedure,  are  given  part,  at  Ch.  14  to  25km.  More  specifically,  

frequently  

 
The  AL  project  dealt  with  the  infrastructure  

the above  mentioned  

    

project. Due to the high risk in AL blasting  

project, after the presentation - examining of  

    
included  the  blast  design,  implementation  and  

control for the part of the tunnel that was passing  

very  close  to   the  existent  and  operating 350 m  

long single railway old tunnel of approximately 20  

m  operating cross section (Figures 2. 3. 4. 5.). At  
their crossing point the roof of the new tunnels  

was approximately 4 m below the floor of the old  

tunnel (Figure 3.).  
 The engineering firm which had prepared the  

whole study for this project, ‘arbitrarily’ suggested  

which  zone  (of  the  new  tunnel),  under  the  old    

   Regarding  the  MP  tunnel,  besides  all  other  

 of       

mechanical means. What finally happened was to  

define a 20 m zone on either side of the tunnels  

CASE HISTORY: PROJECT IN  

LIANOKLADI AREA (AL)  

 roof       

supporting took place, before mechanical means  

undertake the tunnelling there (Figure 3.).   

3.3   Blast design adaptation  

3.1   The wider project of high-speed train  
 network  

Depending  on  the  conditions  of  the  rockmass,  

various  changes  were  implemented  on  the  blast  

design  and   the  preparation  procedure.  Some  of  
The  Hellenic  Ministry  of  Transportation  has  these parameters which were carefully planned or  
scheduled to finish the modernization of the Patra  altered and  

         
following:  

       

blastholes per delay time, minimizing the total  

charge (explosives) weight per delay time.  

3.2   The AL blasting project  

The part Lianokladi – Domokos regards an area in  

Central Hellas, close to the city of Lamia. It was  

planned that 16 tunnels and C&C of about 13km  

total railway line length had to be constructed. The  

most important tunnel is the one mentioned in this  

paper, named as OTHRYOS or SS6 twin tunnel,  

of approximately 7.0 + 6.4 km and cross-section of  

85 m . It had to be opened mainly in basalt and  
peridotite as well as fractured and weathered schist  
formations.  

   In each blasting face, there were a number of  

  possible  combinations  of  explosives  and  

  blastholes patterns to achieve the best results  

  with the minimum damage risks.  

           

frequent modifications based on the vibration  

monitoring  data  of  the  previous  blastings,  

mainly during Stage A of tunnelling blasting.   

3.4   Blast vibration monitoring   

The blast vibration monitoring became contractual  

obligation  for  the  Contractor of the project when   

                  

operating tunnel, should not be opened through  

applying  blasting.   Of  course,  it  would  be  more  

practical   for  the  project  needs  to  suggest  an         

acceptable PPV limit, under the condition that if  
this  PPV  value  is  exceeded,  then  the  blastings  
should stop and the tunnelling procedure should  
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below:  

3.  
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2  

based on  the  results  and  the  
the  

   



blasting  approached  the  crossing  point.  The  some  

The 2nd period regarded  

subsidiary  cases addition  

 
Figure 2. The general layout of the AL blasting project.  

    
minimization of the caused blast vibrations was  

the main objective and desirable target of the blast  

design. It was assumed that in this way the damage  

risk in the adjacent old railway tunnel would be  

avoided.   

blastholes.  

instrumentation monitoring and evaluation of  

 the data from cracks, failures or movements in  

 the old railway tunnel or on the surface.  

from that, other parameters that were taken into  

consideration  or  been  included  in  the  planning,  

were:  
   

the majority  
with their optimal distribution on the blasting    
 face and blasting pattern.  

ings,  under  the  guidelines,  restrictions  
experience of the trials from the 1st period.   

   ‘alternation’ of the blasthole pattern and in   network   of   four   digital   Instantel   blast           

   
The  charge  weight  per  delay  time  was           The  monitoring  programme  was  considered  

calculated  for  the  proposed  blast  design.  Apart  advisable to be held in two periods:  
  
 The  

the  usage  of  all  available  delay  times along      -  

  1st period regarded trial blastings and data  

 evaluation from seven monitoring stations.  
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Figure 3. Vertical section at the crossing point of the new and the old tunnel (AL project).  

Figure 4. Entrance portal of the new tunnels (AL project).  
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Figure 5. Train passes through the old railway tunnel. Inset - Detailed photos of a vibration monitoring  

station and a DIN geophone inside the old tunnel.  
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is  This  

made  data  the  of  

blasting  parameters.  The  following  simplified  

The  processing  of  the  data  gave  certain     

tunnelling.  

recordings  -  analytical  reports  were  gathered  

supervision,  design  and  monitoring  of  the     

to  follow  effective,  safe  and  constantly  more  

monitoring  collecting  

stations), in order to transfer the data.   
 Nobody  would  risk  their  lives  to  enter  the    

   
(Exorixi SA 2007-8). The monitoring programme  

was considered advisable to be held in two periods  
starting  from  10/2007  up  to  4/2008.  The  first     

 
vibration  monitoring  units   was  used  during  the  

2nd period. It was on a 24 hour recording basis.  

The singularity and uniqueness of this project lies  

in the fact that only the geophones were installed  

at  the  monitoring  stations  inside  the   old  tunnel  

(Figures 5. & 6.). Their recording units were all   

gathered in a ‘control room’ near the exit of the  

old tunnel (Figure 2. & 7.). For this reason special  

triaxial DIN geophones were used. This type of  
geophones  can  be  used   and   connected  to  long    
cables  (400m  long  for  two  of  the  monitoring     

                        

tunnel in order to collect the monitoring data or   

the monitoring units, as trains passed too often and  

there  was  too  limited  free   space  in  the   tunnel.    

Following the above-mentioned strategy, though,  

the  monitoring  data   were  automatically  sent  

through  the  special  cables  to  the  ‘safe’  control  

room (CR). There, an up to date database stored  

the data of every blast. The back-up and the instant  
 the       
planning and the on-site supporting of every blast  
      
documented,  based  on  the  data  of  the  previous  

blasts.   

              
blastings  very  close  to  the  old  tunnel,  123            

                   

period regarded trial blastings for both Stages A  

and B of the tunnelling, mainly to perform some  

tests and define the vibration characteristics and  

proper positioning of the monitoring stations. At  

the  same  time,  monitoring  data  from  the  train  

passes  were  gathered  in  order  to  be   used  for    

 when  
monitoring data were gathered.   
             

valuable results, conclusions and correlations of  

PPV  in  dependence  with  the  distance  and  the  
          

diagram for example (Figure 8.) comes from the  

recorded  data  of  the  monitoring  station  AL05  

Figure 6. DIN geophone (vibration monitoring station)  

and crack meter above it.  

Figure 7. Instantel monitoring units and facilities in the  

‘control room’.  
  
3.5   Monitoring data and statistics  

            

correlations and comparisons. The second period  

regarded  mainly  blastings  for  the  Stage  B  of    

   
(Figure 2.), and includes data from both A and B  
stages of tunnelling, assuming that blasting was  
implemented on a uniform way.   
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During  the  period  that  Exorixi  SA  had  the           

   
the  majority  of          



 
Figure 8. Simplified diagram correlating PPV with distance.  

Figure 9. The general layout of the MP blasting project.  
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rocky  

         the   of  

in  the  North  end  of  the  one  last  is  the  MP),  

Axes  Vertical  These  

 
Figure 10. Vertical section of the blasting site of MP project.  

CASE HISTORY: PROJECT IN  
PROMACHONAS AREA (MP)  

4.2   The MP blasting project  
   
The  Project  that  this  paper  refers  to  (coded  as  

4.1   The wider project of Egnatia-Odos motorway      

above-mentioned Vertical Axis Derveni – Serres –  
Egnatia-Odos    motorway  is  a  670  km  dual     Promachonas.  

traffic lanes per direction, a central reserve and an  
emergency lane. It stretches from Igoumenitsa in  motorway.  Nevertheless,  it  

Pan-European  Axes  and  link  Hellas  with  the    blasting  area  (Figures 9.  10. 11.).  Both  the   

Balkan  and  European  countries  to  the  North.   excavation blasting site and the 280 m long old  
 connect  
motorway with the Hellenic – Albanian borders,  consisted of limestones.  

Western and Eastern Bulgaria and Fyrom.    

formation  

Derveni  –  Serres  –  Promachonas  is  one  of  
these  Axes,  with  total  length  of  96  km  and     
construction cost of 310 million Euros. Five big  Massive  rockmass  excavation  (total  volume  of  

by  the  end  of  2010.  The  completion  of  this      in this blasting project which had to be completed  

Thessaloniki  
design  and  PPV  limits  regarding  the  old  

railway  tunnel  or  relevant  blast  experience  on  

Vertical  Axis  results  in  a  new  motorway  that    

 was  
the Prefecture of Thesprotia (Western side) to Kipi  necessary  to  implement  blasting  in  a  way  of  

   in a very strict - limited time schedule.   

   
in  the  Prefecture  of  Evros  (Eastern  side  of    minimizing  the  caused  vibrations  and  avoiding  

the        Since  there  was  no  previous  experience  on  

    

Northern Hellas). The Egnatia-Odos motorway is  

Egnatia-Odos  motorway)  with  the  Hellenic  –  blast  

construction  

         
carriageway  of  international  standards  with  two  surface blastings were needed in order to ensure  

 damage risk to the operating single railway old  

served by 12 Vertical Axes, which form part of the  tunnel  that  was  positioned  very  close  to  the    

Egnatia-Odos       railway  

contracts - projects are scheduled to be completed  

Bulgarian Borders (Promachonas area).    

    

absolutely         

 4.3   Blast design adaptation  
     

about 40.000m ) and pre-splitting were included  
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connects  (the  main  part  of  
   

  

Almost  in  the  middle  of  this  part,  

enough  space  for  the    

   
           

tunnel  lie  on  the  same  

3   



the  of  
 was  

blast  

per  of  number  

was  system     The  

model,  Distance  

either  result  would  data  

use  to  

prerequisite  
another       right  

   This was used in combination with the Scaled  

  Distance guides, which provided a maximum  
 charge weight per delay time, in order not to  
 exceed  certain  limits  of  PPV  in  a  given     

blastholes  

firing/initiation  

the MP project.   
 Apart  from  the  determination  of  an  initial  

regarding  especially  

monitoring  

 The  Scaled  Distance  (SD)  methodology   was  

used for the formulation of safe – restricted blast  
planning  guides.  The  evaluation  of  the  trial    

This  fact  in  combination  with  trial  blastings     

monitoring  advisable  considered  

      

    
a    

      

since      one  

        planned        

always  in  a  way  of  having  the  minimum    

 the           

geological formation and blasting particularities of  

    

supported and characterized the chosen safest and  

most effective blast planning policy. This means  
that  the  design  of  the  trial  blastings  was  a          

 and        
statistical data from other projects of Exorixi SA.  

    
time,           

   Flyrock  

 
other  parts  of  that  specific  project,  it  was            with the blasting area (Baliktsis and Baliktsis  

   Absolute  minimization  of  ANFO  usage  was  
basic element of the blast preparation (in order  

to avoid blasthole water problems as well as  

flyrock events).  

conservative interpretation of the previous relevant  

vibration monitoring data and experience.   

Figure 11. Blasting site of MP project close to the new  
motorway and the old railway tunnel.  

 in  
verification or modification of the existing Scaled  

Figure 12. Blasting site of MP project in touch with the  
new motorway.  

   
blasting pattern and planning according to the SD,  

specific  attention  was  given  to  other  significant  

parameters of blasting (Baliktsis 2004), such as:   

 delay  

minimizing the total charge weight per delay  

time.   

distance (where the railway tunnel was).  

prevention  

4.4   Blast vibration monitoring   

A network of five digital Instantel blast vibration  

monitors was used during the trial blasting period  

in  combination   with  two  crack   gauges  for   the  

measurement  of  possible  movements  inside    the  

tunnel.  After  this   period,   the     blast  vibration  

monitoring   was   performed    by   two  units.   All  

monitoring stations were installed inside the old  

railway tunnel and the units were placed at them a  

short  time  before  each  blasting (Figure 13.). In  

contrast with the AL, in MP project there was the  

possibility to enter the tunnel in order to install  

and remove the vibration monitoring devices, read  

the crackmeters and examine the area for possible  

failures, damages, movements, etc. This fact gave  

the  opportunity  to  evaluate  the  monitoring  data  

 design,  

Egnatia-Odos motorway was almost in contact  
      utilizing   the  valuable   experience  on  every  

 blast  design.  Thus,  it  was  possible to gradually    

after each blasting and proceed to the next  
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      The          model.  Distance  Scaled  existing  the  

passes  train  the  from  data  

charge weight of 5.3kg per delay time, satisfying  

the set PPV limit.   

in distances of 25m, should be 5.6kg (Exorixi SA  

2007-8).  This  corresponds  to  a  usage  of  one   

blasthole of 2.7 – 3.0m depth per delay time. The  

the next 12 blastings, up to the completion of the  

excavation (4/2008).  
 More  analytically,  regarding  the  initial  blast  
planning, the maximum charge weight per delay  

proved to function in high-level reliability, so it  Table  1).  The  

monitoring  

increase the charge weight per delay time or the     
 

blasthole length.  
 Like on AL project, at the trial blasting period,  
 were       

gathered to be used for correlation and comparison  

purposes.   
 The initial period included four trial blastings,  

which were implemented during the first days of  

2/2008. These blastings were planned according to  

the condition of the geological formation,  

   the  exact  position  of  the  monitoring  station    

  regarding the increase of the delay times,  

   the preparation and choice of proper drillhole  

  pattern.  

4.5   Monitoring data and statistics    

       The evaluation of the vibration monitoring data   
determination  of  the  exact  drillhole  length  and  totally  verified  the  suggested  Scaled  Distance  
charge weight (and therefore the charge weight per  

delay time) was based on the guides of the existing  

SD  model.  After  the  first  blastings,  this  model  

model for the planning of the trial blastings. The  

max PPV values remained in the range of 20 – 25  
mm/sec (2  level of safety and alertness, as on   

          the  
was  instantly  and  directly  considered  to  be  a     monitoring stations (MP02, MP04, as on  

closest           

 at the range of 9 – 26 mm/sec, with more frequent  
 or prevailing ones in the range of 17 – 18 mm/sec.  
  These data, in combination with the data from  
 the crack gauges and the detailed photo and video  
time in order to get PPV values under 20mm/sec  documentation  from  the  pre-blast  survey  have  

 shown  that  no  damages,  cracks,  displacements,  
  etc, took place inside the old tunnel.  
 Regarding  the  measured  features  of  the     

first blastings were prepared with the maximum  blastings,  Table  2.  below  indicatively  shows  a    

                 
After  a  series  of  blastings,  the  PPV  values  values  recorded.  The  two  monitoring  stations  

proved to be particularly influenced by:  which  are  mentioned  on  Table  2,  MP02  and  

Table 2. Distance of monitoring stations from blasting and relevant PPV values.  

A01  

A06  

A07  

A09  

A01  

A06  

A07  

A09  

       Fig. 9),  

satisfactory and useful guide for the planning of  with distances from blasting sites 20 – 60 m, were  

relation  between  the  distance   of  the  monitoring  
station  from  a  blasting  and  the  relevant  PPV     
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Code  

Blast  

Blast  

1  
Vibration monitoring station  

No. of blastholes  
MP02  MP04  

Distance (m) from the blast  2  

3  55  28  

53  62  30  

35  77  42  

29  59  38  
1  

PPV (mm/sec)  

3  14.6  14.4  

53  23.2  24.9  

35  13.6  9.1  

29  24.6  17.3  

 

nd  

PPV  values  at  

   
   



effects  

even  or  

the  persuade  and  result  best  the  

which  were  

crucial,  
which  projects  blasting  two  

Baliktsis,  E.  and  Baliktsis,  A.  2004.  Flyrock  risk     

management.  environmental  

during the  constructed  

 from  

beginning have been characterized as  

MP04, were not only used during the trial period,  

but during the following blastings, as well.   
   
 Notes to Table 2.  
1          of  

high risk and of high operational ‘value’. Indeed,  

this  was  the  category  they  belonged  to,  since,    

For  correlation  purposes,  Table  2.  includes           

blastings  that  had  approximately  the  same       
maximum  charge  weight  per  delay  time  (about  

5.5 Kg).  
2  
 Actual distance from the ‘centre’ of the blast.  
   
 The particularity of this project is that the size  

of blasts was rather big. Furthermore, the position  

of the monitoring stations was covering the two  

sides of a blasting site. The wide blasting face, the  

geological  formation  of  the  area  and  the  blast                

patterns, all acted jointly towards the minimization  

of  the  PPV.  It  was  rather  difficult,  though,  to   

specify which blasthole corresponds to every peak  
- PPV  in  the  analytical  report  of  a  monitoring    

 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS  

Recently, Exorixi SA has been assigned to manage  
very           

    
implementing blastings so close to railway tunnels  

    

station, and consequently what was the exact or  

‘active’ distance of the station from the specific   

blasthole, and what charge weight is responsible  

for the certain peak. It is highly possible that the  

void of the rail tunnel was also responsible for the  

above-mentioned fact. In some blasts (as shown on  

Table 2.) the recorded PPV value was almost the  

same in the two monitoring stations, even when a  

station had twice the distance of the other from the  

blast. Therefore, given that the distance wasn’t a  

distinct factor, the analysis and graphical depiction  
– correlation of PPV, in regard to it, would not   

give reliable conclusions for the total of blastings.  

In addition, no modification of the initial period  

SD model could take place.  
   

 period 1930-  
35, could definitely prove to be catastrophic for  
the  country’s  railway  network.  This  was  the         
mutual risk factor and decisive element regarding  
two different blasting projects, one in North and  

the other in Central Hellas.   
 The complete absence of data – knowledge in  

the beginning of these projects was developed and  

resulted in adopting of some safe limits, even if  

these seem to be slightly conservative after the end  

of the projects. It is of high significance to achieve  
 relevant             
Authorities that the blasting operations can offer  
safe  and  effective  solutions,  even  when  dealing  

with cases where these Authorities were sceptical  
 ill-disposed  

beginning.  
 The AL project has surely been handled with a  

more conservative policy concerning ‘acceptable’  

specifications  (PPV  limits)  than  the  MP  one.  

Nevertheless, sometimes this is necessary due to  

the demand for effective and absolute damage risk  

management or completely safe blasting.  
 Now that the projects are finished, without the  

slightest  failure,  damage,  problem  or  delay,  the   

selection and adoption of the PPV limits, as on  

Table 1. proves to be totally successful.  
 Therefore, the gained experience is from now  

on   a  valuable  tool  and  a  useful  consultant  for    

relevant projects.  
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How big a charge is needed to make a concert hall shake        

(determining the eigenfrequency of a large structure)?  

S. Qvist & J. F. Gjødvad  
NIRAS DEMEX, Denmark  
  

ABSTRACT:  NIRAS A/S has been consulting engineers for the building of the new concert centre   

‘Koncerthuset’ for the Danish Broadcasting Unit (DR), being the trademark for the new media city,   

centralizing all the activities of DR, a project with a final cost of more than 600 million € in total. During  

the construction of the very spectacular concert hall many interesting challenges appeared, amongst these  

the physical confirmation of the eigenfrequency found by the finite element modelling (FEM) of the  

concert hall tribune. To physically determine the eigenfrequency the tribune was set into motion with an  

impulse load created by the use of explosives. The unusual test setup consisted of a suspended mass   

dragging down the tribune where after the construction was freed from the mass in an instant release by  

the use of explosives, resulting in a free oscillation of the tribune structure. For monitoring, a number of   
high sensitive multi channel geophones were mounted beneath the construction. This paper is about the  
practical and theoretical considerations that were made to ensure:  

sufficient (measurable) movement of the tribune  

that the design of the explosion ensures an instantaneous and at the same time safe release of the load  

that the disturbance from the air blast on the vibration sensor readings was limited  

Finally the paper tells how the results ended up confirming the more theoretical FEM results.  

1.  INTRODUCTION      
supported by just three towers and a few columns  

The  new  concert  centre  ‘Koncerthuset’  was         illustrated in Figure 2. The hall is 60 m long, 45  
officially opened 17  January 2009. The centre is  
designed by the French architect Jean Nouvel, who  
has created the very spectacular grand concert hall  

to appear as a flying golden meteorite. From the  

distance, the meteorite can be glimpsed through  

the concert centre’s semi transparent blue facade  

as shown in Figure 1.   
The    grand    concert    hall    ‘floats’   above   the  

encloses a  
 of 50,000 m  and weighs 12,000 tonnes.   
 Danish  NIRAS  A/S  has  acted  as  consulting    

engineers on the entire concert centre. Due to the  

complexity of the structure a 3D FE-model with  
 7            

construction phases was required for the structural  
projecting of the concert hall.  
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number  a  setup,  a  such  establish  To  

structure  with  a       with  a  steel/concrete  composite    

 

Figure 1. The top picture shows the exterior of the brand  

new Copenhagen concert centre ‘Koncerthuset’.           
The interior of the grand concert hall does not have any     
parallel lines or any plane surfaces (bottom picture).    
The hall contains 15 terraces, seating an audience of  

1800 in total.  

Figure 2. The grand concert hall is supported by three  
towers and a few columns (top). The area just below the  
floating hall contains the lobby, and the lower part of the  

building contains two smaller studios. The bottom      

picture shows a cross section of the grand concert hall.  

3.  EXPERIMENTAL  

THE CONCERT HALL TRIBUNE  
It  was  considered  that  the  best  way  to  cause     

During the construction of the concert hall many  

interesting challenges appeared, amongst these the  

determination of the eigenfrequency of the concert  

hall  tribune.  The  tribune  slab  consists  of  a     to the idea of creating the impulse loading  
             
maximum  span  of  35  meters  as  illustrated  in     dragging down the tribune’s main beam, followed  
Figure 3.  
 To  avoid  the  experience  of  discomfort,  the  

lowest   acceptable  eigenfrequency  for  a  tribune  

with crowd load is 3.4 Hz, according to Eurocode  

3. Initial FEM calculations had indicated that the  

tribune structures fist mode shape was above the  

criteria. In order verify the result, it was decided to  

carry out a full-scale test series.   
 The tests were to be carried out just after the  

by an instant release of the mass, was brought up.  

The instant release of the mass was to be realised  

by cutting the suspension rope by the use of an  

explosive charge.   
 of            

requirements were to be fulfilled, amongst these:  

illustrated in the bottom left picture of Figure 3.   brought into the building.  

     The mass had to be of sufficient size 

to cause a  

   measurable  dynamic  motion  of  the  structure  
tribune  slab  was  completed,  i.e.  at  the  stage          after  release,  but  yet  small  enough  to  be  

 DETERMINATION OF  
TRIBUNE EIGENFREQUENCY  

      

ressonance oscillations in the huge structure was  
to expose it to impulse loading, thereby making it  

vibrate freely at its lowest eigenfrequency. This  

setup  consisting  of  a  suspended  mass    
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capable  building  the  

tri-axial  Five  

 The suspended mass had to be of sufficient size  

to   cause    a  measurable   dynamic  motion  of  the  

structure  after  release.  On  the  other  hand,  the  

weight and shape of the mass was limited by the  

fact that it was to be brought into the lobby in the  

audience   elevator.  Based  on  the   results   of  the    

high-sensitive   vibration         

transducers were mounted in the concrete slab to  
pick up the vibration signal. The equipment was  

chosen to be resistant to environmental influence  

from  e.g.  temperature  and  humidity.  Their     

 
   The choice of suspension rope, which was to  

  be strong enough to carry the mass, but yet    

  require as small a charge as possible to be cut  

  instantaneously.  

   The  design  of  the  explosive  charge and the    

  establishment of shield to avoid influence on  

  the measurements caused by the blast pressure.  

Figure 3. The tribune slab is a composite steel/concrete  

structure. Top left picture shows the steel structure of the  

tribune. The middle left and the bottom left pictures  

show the structure after the concrete has been cast below  

and above the steel skeleton, respectively. Finally, the  

picture above shows the layout of the completed tribune.  

   The choice, and installation, of robust and at  

  the  same  time  high-sensitive  measurement  

  equipment   for  determination  of  the  lowest    
eigenfrequency of the tribune.  

 A plate was specially designed for the fixture  

of the suspension rope at the centre point of the  

main  steel  beam,  as  seen  in  Figure  4.  It  was  

welded to the beam before casting of the concrete  

slab.  

    

placement is shown in Figure 4. In order to avoid  

disturbance of the measurements, it was arranged  

that no other activity was ongoing in the building  

or in the surrounding construction site while the  

experiment was carried out. And all equipment in  
 of  

vibrations was shut down.   
background         

    

initial FE-calculations, a 1600 kg HEB-1000 steel  

profile with a length of 5.1 m was found to be   
adequate for the purpose.  
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Figure 4. Placement of the five tri-axial geophones (only the steel part of the tribune structure is shown in  

the close-up; i.e. the concrete has been left out of the figure).  

Figure 5. Fastening the tri-axial transducers in the      
concrete at the under side of the tribune structure.  

Figure 6. Suspension of the mass. The HEB-1000 steel  

profile was fastened to the underside of the tribune with  

a purpose designed Dyneema-line. A set of wooden  

blocks were placed underneath the suspended mass in  
order to reduce the impact on the underlying floor upon  
release of the mass.  
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 As the falling mass was not allowed to cause  

damage when hitting the beneath lying deck (the  

lobby  floor,  which  is  located  under the concert  

hall, ref. Figure 2), the mass was suspended just a  

few millimetres above the lobby floor and wooden  

blocks  were   placed  on  the  floor  to  reduce  the     
impact.  
  The suspension line was specially selected to  

require as small a charge as possible to make an  

instant cut. Amongst the considered candidates, an  

8  mm  line  woven  in  the  high-strength  material  
Dyneema having a breaking load of 3900 kg was  

found most qualified.  
 Prior to the dynamic experiment, a number of  

blast  tests  were  carried  out  to  find  the  optimal  

charge for cutting the rope. It was found that 10  

cm  detonating  cord  (10  g/m)   and   a  NONEL    
detonator   would    make  an  instantaneously   and  

thereby perfect cut. In all approximately 2 gram of  

explosives were applied. At the same time various  

shields were tested. It was found that 35 kg gravel  

in  a  bucket  and  several   layers  of  blasting  mat,  

weighing  15  kg,   would   prevent  the  blast  wave  

from disturbing the vibration sensors.  

to prevent potential influence on the test from the blast  
wave.  

 A  number  of  four  identical  impulse  loading  

tests were carried out. Through measurements of  

the structural response it was possible to determine  

the tribune’s lowest eigenfrequency.  

Figure 8. Count down.  

 Figure 7. Blasting preparations. 2 grams of explosives  
 were applied to cut the line. The charge was confined  
   with gravel and covered by a light blasting mat in order  
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and  time  in  given  are  

velocity  The  out.  carried  were  

Figure 11. Sensor A1, 3  Figure 9. Sensor A1, 3  

frequency  

rd  rd  

 
4.  RESULTS  

A number of four identical impulse loading tests  
 signal  

measured in 5 positions (15 channels in total).  
 As   an  example,  the  results  from Sensor A1,   

being  the   vertical  direction  in   the  measurement  

position at the centre of the main beam, are given  

in the Figures 9-11 and Table 1 below. The results  
 domain,              
respectively. The left graph in Figure 10 contains  
the  measured  signal,  i.e.  velocity  vs.  time.  All  

other graphs are derived through data analysis as  

appropriate.  

2 , 5 3 3 ,54 4 , 5 5 5 ,5 6   

  Blast. Acceleration, determined  
by differentiating the velocity signal.  

  Blast. Displacement,             

determined by integrating the velocity signal.  
  
 As Table 2 shows, the reproducibility of the  

four tests was impressive. The mean value of the  

measured Peak Particle velocity is 1.42 mm/s and  

the mean value of the lowest eigenfrequency is  

6.64 Hz.  
conclusion  

2 , 5 3 3 , 5 4 4 , 5 5 5 ,56   

Figure 10. Sensor A1, 3  

signal.  

rd   Blast. Velocity, measured     
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I.e.  the  first  of  a   practical              

experiment to determine the frequency of the first  
mode shape is that the lowest eigenfrequency of  

the tribune is well above the preferred level of  

minimum 3.4 Hz. It should however be taken into  

consideration that the experiment was carried out  
at a stage where the concert hall was not fully  
completed.  



of  

of  (Danish  2005.  April  

the  that  found  was  It  planned.  was  

            Lowest  

April  2005.  (Danish  Federation  

Federation  

2 grams  was  what  was  needed  to  cut  the  rope     

loading tests. Thus, it can be concluded that the  DSF,  Vibrationsvirkning  af  bygninger,  anlæg  og  
af  sprængningsarbejder,  

 
Table 1. Data from Sensor A1, 3  

Table 2. Data from Sensor A1, 1 -4  

Peak Parti-  
cle Velocity  
  
[mm/s]  

   
eigenfrequency  
  
[Hz]  
  

was noted that reproducibility of the four tests was  
impressive.  
 As also expected from initial FE-calculations,  

the frequency of the first mode shape was well  

above the acceptance criteria.  

6.  AFTERMATH  

Apart from the blasting, being the subject of this  
paper, the ‘Royal Box’ of the concert centre had to  
be  removed  by  ‘mini-blasting’,  as  its  initial     
placing was wrong.  

 Measurements of the background vibrations in  

the building showed that the level was less than  

1% of the first amplitude and around the same  

level  as  the  twentieth  amplitude  in  the  impulse  
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5.  CONCLUSION  

In order to determine the lowest eigenfrequency of  

the concert hall’s tribune, a full-scale test series  

EN 1993 Eurocode 3: Design of  

 most            

convenient method was to expose the tribune to an  

impulse loading while measuring the structure’s   

dynamic response.  
 A special tests setup was designed, where the  

impulse loading was created by a suspended mass  

dragging down the tribune’s main beam, followed  

by an instant release of the mass. An instantaneous  

release  of  the  mass  was  required  get  the  best  

quality measurements. The instant release of the  

mass was realised by cutting the suspension rope  

by the use of an explosive charge. A charge of just  
           

instantaneously  and  thereby  setting  the  concert  

hall into dynamic motion.  
 In all four  identical  tests  were  carried  out.  It  
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as   the  

ABSTRACT: This paper focuses on the mutual influence of these resources and materials when blowing  

background  moment  of  actors,  stunt-men,  other  objects  in  i n   

practically  every  single  explosion  has  to  be     while  

making  there  are  very  rare  occasions  in  which  
electrical  firing  machine  can  be  used,  because  performed  by  means  of pyrotechnical resources,  

charges in film-making is different from industrial  
explosions. The main difference is that in movie  approximately in proportion 1:1.     

JOINT USE OF PYROTECHNICAL AND  

HIGH EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCES IN THE  
FILM INDUSTRY  
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Joint use of pyrotechnical and high explosive substances                         

for the film industry  

V. Dikov  
STEN 7 VD Company, Sofia, Bulgaria  

them up consequently in a fast sequence or at once. Another topic, which is also considered, is the   

importance of the factors that have to be observed when planning and preparing that kind of effects-place  

of performance, a way to construct and protect the electricity network and the explosive itself. Different  

aspects of the joint use of pyrotechnical and explosive resources are examined, starting with the artistic  

side, an image, which is shown on the screen. On the practical side, the beneficial role, which can be   

played by choosing the right sequence, when working in an area, that can easily catch fire. Preventive   

measurements  for  protecting  the  environment  and  the  material  base  in  various  circumstances  are  

described in the article. There is no difference if special effects have to be made in a rural, aquatic or city  
surrounding. The aim is to preserve the life and the health of all those people who are taking part in the  

film  production  and  of  course  protecting  the  vegetation  and  equipment,  except  for  that,  which  is  

purposely aimed for destruction, burning or other effects. Security measurements, suitable for different   

terrains are illustrated with various practice examples.  

management  traditionally  
 realized through a control-deck, known as ‘Guitar’  
 see Figure 1.   
  Despite  the  constantly  used  definition  ‘Film  

Simultaneous or sequential firing of a group of  pyrotechnics’  when  realizing   special  effects,  

completely  

      
synchronized  with  the  position  at  the  particular  when raging and destructive actions are presented  

motion and with the position of the camera.  
 well  
land-mines and bombs.  

range  of  explosive  

         

pyrotechnical  and  explosive  resources  are  used  

resources is  
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1  

   

The  in  these  cases is  

Fire  and  smoke  effects  are                

the  full  used  

as   bullet  hits,  shells,  

  

  



when  that  proven  has  Practice       locating       

pyrotechnical  effects  and  high-charges  close  to  

each other, the first one to start working has to be  
the  pyrotechnical  effects  because  if  the  process  
starts  the  other  way  around  the  shock  wave,     

 
Figure 1. Control desk.  Figure 2. Protected charge in a car.  

      

produced by the explosive charges, will damage  
the pyrotechnics nearby that are not encased.       
 Exceptions:  
 Protected   pyrotechnical  effects,  for  instance:  

Simultaneously  acting     gunpowder  explosive     
pistons  and  fire  effects,  placed  in  a    specially     

Figure 3. Action effect in the car.  

Figure 4. Sequence of buried and surface effects.  

    
    

prepared car, whose body naturally protects the   

effects in all positions. See figure 2 and figure 3.   
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charge,  A  

has         this  

and  

simulating  pyrotechnical  

For  fire  protection  in  the  range  of  several     

Neglecting  important.  

pyrotechnical  
On  rare  occasions  it  is  possible  to  initiate  

the fuel are placed in barrels, completely buried in  

Large  fire  effects,  e.g.  a  fire  sphere  with    

 
Figure 5. Sequence of effects in proper distances.   

Aluminum  bands  any thickness,  
diameter over 15m. In this case the charges and  including household foil are suitable for protecting  

the  ground  with  a  weak  cover  of  the  upper     An  example  of  the  described  

waves and other interactions. See Figure 4.  
   episodes of  American film production  

 explosive  

simultaneously. This is possible when working in  

a large space and when there is sufficient distance  

between them. See Figure 5.  
 The  electric  wiring  has  to  be  buried   always  

when it is possible. If there is a lack of time or the  

characteristics of the terrain do not allow burying,  

the electric wiring has to be covered with materials  

such  as  dirt,  soil,  sand,  fine  stone  fractions,  

boards,   plywood,  insulating  planes  and  tissues,  

metal sheets; anything that can protect the wiring  

from fire or other forces for 30-40 seconds.  
 The cover of the end conductors is especially  

       the           

explosion of the helicopter gave a signal to the  

stuntmen to jump over a trench. Afterwards the  

massive  explosion  located  on  the  ground  was     

 operation  
sometimes ruined many days of hard work.  

   Trenching the electric wiring   

tenths of a second, any kind of insulating pipe can  

be used. One should avoid pipes with a porous  

structure.  
 Two or three layers of aluminium band have to  

be stacked at the place where the end conductors  

protrude from the charge.   

Placing the end conductors in a synthetic pipe  

 Covering the end conductors and the charge     

itself with four layers of aluminum foil, fixed  

with aluminum band.  

At the time of the performance of these effects  

   
opening.  This  preserves  the  effects  from  shock  measurements  is  the  performance,  which  was    

charges            We sought to imitate explosion of a helicopter,           

charges from brief flame  

presented by our firm, when shooting one of the  

which was flying several meters above the ground  

and also provoke an explosion of an object placed  

on the ground.  

    

initiated. The entire fire emission produced by the  

first charge was directed opposite to the position  

of the stunt men and completely directed towards  

the second charge. The protection of this charge  

was made through:  
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and  foils  of  

all  kinds  of  action.  
actions  and    

   

the  ‘Bats  3’.    

  
-  



and  old  the  

of  numbers  

with  rails  artificial  and  

to  develop  to  need  

special  of  the  During  

including  buildings,  

emblematic  and  irreparable  yellow  pavement.  

petrol-station  

 As every human work, actions and results in  
this  job  are  unpredictable  and  are  subject  to  

the            techniques  

performance  

boosters were fired. Our calculations were correct.  

charge and the fuel in the centre of a conventional  

container with parallel sides, on the top of each we  

placed  one  open-air  pentolite  booster,  covered  

with 100 kg of bentonite.  
 When cameras were rolling the fire charge was  
initiated first. After a one second interval, and in  

Slivnitza region) our company performed a series  
of effects; imitating explosions, as neither of them  
was required as a massive fire explosion. For this  

film  production  ‘Don  Nioki’  (the  terrain  was     trams and trucks  

delay.  
 Choosing the right sequence of the initiation of  the  Presidential  Building  and  the  Ministry  of     

there  were  no  misfires  and  all  of  the  charges  with  important  buildings  such  as:   the  National  

worked in good time with no premature firing or  Bank,  the  National  Art   Gallery,  the   ex-Party     
 
    

centre, nowadays, part of the National Assembly,  
             

the explosions can play a role for fire prevention  Defense,  all  located  near  by  the  place  of  the     
under certain circumstances:  
 In the process of shooting a part of the Italian  the  effects  of  jumping  and  reversing  of  
      
located in the hills of the ex-military polygon in  pistons.  Thus  our  first  task  was  to  

 tests  on  cushion  layers  of  sieved  sand,  covered  
 with many layers of water-resistant plywood. The  
effect we used 150 liters of fuel. We placed the  tests  were  realized  with  two  explosive  pistons  

placed on a surface of 8 m . The paving-stones  
 were simulated by means of specially made sheets  

 of “glass plastic” with a thickness 3 mm, placed  

 over two layers plywood sheets with a thickness of  

 25 mm. The results showed, that 10 cm layer of  

 sieved sand, covered with sheet plywood with a  
quick  sequence  the  remaining  four  pentolite  thickness  25  cm  completely  protects  the  “glass  
  was          

After the sequence there were no traces of fire,   constructed that way, as under every piston was  
despite the completely dry and fire-prone grass.  placed an additional plywood base with diameter  

The 400 kg of bentonite quenched every single  50 cm. Before shooting we worked out a sketch of  
the whole terrain, we marked the places and the  

PROTECTING THE ENVIROMENT AND  

THE SURROUNDINGS FROM SPECIAL  

EFFECTS IN THE FILM-INDUSTRY  

 all  
paving-stones.  

missing         

 effect             
explosions, when movie-making, there’s a concern  
to protect not only human life and health but also a  
 protect  

environment, buildings and equipment.  

   
analysis.  On  the  basis  of  these  preventive        
measurements  can  be   taken  in  order  to  assure  

maximum  safety  for  people,  environment  and  

technique. These problems are most complicated  

in urban location.   
 Part  of  the  shooting   for  the  American  film-  

production ‘Run of the rails train’ took place at   

‘Al.  Batenberg’  square  in  Sofia.  Covering  the  

square  there  was  a  built-up  set,  representing  a    
       trams.        

According to the script a truck hits a tram, which  

reverses and pushes another car. It knocks over an  

electrical  post  and  after  few  short  circuits  the    

Batenberg  remarkable  its              
           
Another  special  feature  is  that  it  is  surrounded  Figure 6. Pyroeffect in vulnerable urban surrounding.  

planned  t o   use  

the  

    

petrol-station explodes along with three trucks. Al.  

gunpowder  
 assure            
protection of the yellow pavement. We prepared  

protection  

 After  the  performance  of  the  effects  and  by  

means of the sketch we found out that there was  

not a single damaged or missing pavement-stone,  

except of those already listed in our sketch. We  

did not use any high explosives and detonating  

wire in order to avoid dangerously strong shock  

waves. Despite this all gunpowder charges were  

placed in conic and cylindrical iron pots, propped  

up in safe angles towards the buildings. After the  

performance of the effects there were no broken  

windows and no other negative consequences on  
 very            

vulnerable edifice of the Palace (Figures 6 and 7).  
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flame.  

2.  

square  is  with  

      
action.  

 For  
we  

2   

plastic”.  The  of  the  square  

cracked,  broken  or  



delicate  very  is  prone  environment  

 
Figure 9. Start of the effects.  

Figure 7. Pyroeffect in vulnerable urban surrounding.  

The use of explosions and fire effects in a fire  
 and             
complicated, especially in the dry summer months.  
 For the American film-production ‘Frogmen’  

we had to imitate the explosion of a terrorist base.  

In the second half of July, on the terrain of an     

ex-military area above Vakarel region was build a  

set, representing stores and barracks. The scene  

was going to involve real buildings and the set. It  

was surrounded by a thick forest. See Figure 8.       
Figure 10. Effects in progress.  

Figure 8. Sketch of the set in Vakarel forest.     

Key to the sketch:                 
 Object 1 Real existing steel-concrete hangars.  
 Object 2 Set, with reinforced walls, facing the  
forest and light and walls, cut in advance, facing  

the yard.  
 Object 3 Set, with reinforced walls, facing the  

forest  and  light,  cut  roof  and  walls,  facing  the  

yard.   
 The  whole  electrical  wiring  was  buried  at  a  

depth of 20 cm. The whole wood part of the set   
was  treated  with  three  layers  sodium silicate, in   Figure 11. Final scene.  
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the  in  aims  

using  while  problems  some  examine  

 
order to avoid the ejection of burning pieces of  

wood.   
 Along the reinforced walls, on special installed  

shelves, 150 plastic sacks were located. Each one  

was filled with 60-80 liters. Wind conditions and  

the air speed were monitored and forecast for the  

time of the blast. Their values were registered.  
 At the time of the performance, firemen, with a  

full range of equipment and fire-plug were at the  

set. After the special effects were performed, only  

the set remains were put out. There were no fires  
in the forest. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the effects  

in progress.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS   

The aim of the work described in this paper was to  
 both            
materials and resources for pyrotechnical and civil  
 process  
production company.  

film           

 The main purpose has been to show that when  

using explosives in the film industry it is realistic  

and better to think about maximum and successful  

protection  than  about  steps  to  recover  already  

caused damages.   
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ABSTRACT: As the use of emulsion explosives in underground construction increased in recent years,   

many construction sites also reported an increased amount of ammonia in the blasting fumes. This paper  

summarizes in the first part the work on ammonia in blasting fumes so far reported in the literature. In the  

second part it presents the results obtained from blasting tests in an underground blasting chamber with 3  

different kinds of explosives under different shot conditions. In the third part the results from calculations  

with a thermodynamic code are described. As the results from the experiments and the calculation are   

contradicting, it is concluded that the parameters influencing the ammonia formation in the blasting fumes  

could not be determined in real test results yet.  
  

1.  INTRODUCTION  

 used          
successfully in surface blasting for quite a long  
time now. In the last years they have also become  

popular in underground blasting applications, as  

the suppliers built smaller units that fit into the  

underground environment and have the advantage  

that no explosives are transported on the road as  

they  are  mixed  on  site.  Bulk  emulsions  offer  a  

wide variety of changing the specifications of the  

explosives  to  the   desired  blasting  conditions  

(density, VOD, filling degree) right before loading  

and have therefore become very popular. Using  

such on site mixing systems furthermore reduces  

the need for a large explosives magazine.  
 At the same time as the use of bulk emulsions  

increased,  the  complaints  from   workers  about  

higher  ammonia  concentrations  in  the  blasting  

fumes increased. Until now these experiences were  

PARAMETERS  

Looking at a detonation of ANFO with 5,6 % fuel  
oil from a strictly chemical point of view, shows  

 for          

measuring blasting fumes EN 13631-16 only takes  
into account CO, CO2, NO and NO2 but not NH3,  
although  its  presence,  especially  when  using  

    

strong-smelling, colourless and toxic gas, similarly  

toxic to carbon monoxide, it is worth having a  

look at the subject and the research already done  

on it.  

   
aqueous explosives, has been often reported. The  

US code of Federal Regulations for the ‘relative  

fumes  toxicity’  (RFT)  goes  already  further  and  

takes NH3 as well as H2S and SO2 into account  
and weights it influence according to its toxicity  
(see equation (2) in section 3).  
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partial  

with  studied  been  have  

This  

reduced     with  

confinement,  (diameter,  

Parameters  such  as  explosive  type,  density,  

performed  

Theoretical calculations give trends that may serve  

as guidelines for determining the relevant factors  

in ammonia and other toxic fumes production. The  

CJ toxic composition could be representative for  

the original ammonia production during blasting  
but  it  must  be  taken  into  account  that,  during     

3.  THEORETICAL  

   adding  rock  dust  and  aluminium  to  ANFO    conditions  

ammonia             

   the  explosive  packaging  contributes  to  the  parameters.   

 which   implies  a  non  ideal  detonation.  This  

could  be  one  of  the  influencing  factors  for  the  

production of ammonia in blasting fumes.  
 Some  research  on  toxic   fumes  from blasting  
agents  was  done   at   the  NIOSH’s  Pittsburgh     

(equation 1):  
   

monoxide.  
 If, on the other hand, pure ammonium nitrate is  

heated  to  25-170°C,  ammonia  is  produced    

for  the  amount  of  nitrogen  dioxide  or  carbon  

monoxide in the products. This means ammonium  

nitrate with less than 5.6 % fuel oil, results in an  

that,  if  the  reaction  takes  place  very  rapid,       expansion, mixing with  

with  been  

combustion  calculations.             

 
      
nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide are produced  wall  shotcrete,  the  ammonia  amount  is  strongly  
(Maurer 1963). The percentage of fuel oil mixed  modified. This is the reason why this study should  
with the ammonium nitrate is ideally responsible  be compared to experimental values, as done in  

  section  
     
 behaviour, which is enhanced by the relative small  
oxygen  positive  reaction,  producing  nitrogen      diameters of application in underground blasting.  
dioxide, more than 5.6 % fuel oil results in an   A partial reaction model has been used in order to  
oxygen  negative  reaction  and  produces  carbon  reproduce the real conditions. Calculations have  

the code W-Detcom.  

 NH 4 NO 3    NH 3 + HNO 3  

  

   detonation  

 W-Detcom  

 (Sanchidrián  
explosive reacted fraction in the detonation state  

may be used as fitting factor so that the calculated  

detonation velocity meets the experimental value.  

The BKW equation of state (EOS) will be used for  

the detonation gases with the Sandia parameter set  

BKWS (Hobbs & Baer 1993).  

       
Research Laboratories Experimental Mine, which  

mainly  did  tests  with  ANFO  explosives.  Their  

main findings are as (Rowland & Mainiero 2000):  

First, the non-ideal CJ state is obtained using  

   an increased oxygen balance for ANFO leads  

  to an increased ammonia production  

fumes production  

 confinement  

production decreases  

    
velocity of detonation, gas expansion and water  
contamination  

 increased the ammonia production  
   
 Nevertheless it was not clear how the ammonia  
production was affected.  
 Other results were reported by Revey (1996).  

He states that ammonia in blasting fumes in tunnel  

applications can also be a result of the reaction  

from  ammonia  with  the  very  alkaline  shotcrete.  

Unfortunately, no further research was conducted  

into that direction.   

          

detonation  ...)  have  been  simulated  varying  the  
VOD  with  the  partial  reaction  model  for  each     

explosive composition. A total of 120 calculations  

have been reported varying all of these factors.  
 The US Code of Federal Regulations (2005)  

limits the ‘relative fume toxicity’ (RFT) evaluated  

as:  
   

RFT = 2  [NH ] + 0,01 [CO ] + [CO] + 5  [H S ] + 2  [NO] + 17  [NO ] + 25  [SO ]  

CALCULATIONS   RFT has been reported for all the calculations  

in order to asses the behaviour of fume toxicity  
 with the different parameters. Ammonia and RFT  

 are  given  in  table  1  at  three  different  pressure    

 levels (CJ pressure, at 1000 bar and 1 bar) in order  

 to see the evolution along the gas expansion. Both  
 parameters decrease with the gas expansion for the  
   three explosives.   

includes  a  partial  reaction  model  

and absorption from  

 4.  
Commercial  explosives  exhibit  a  non-ideal  

      is  

a thermodynamic  code  developed  by  UPM  for  

    
&  López  2006),  in  which  the   

velocities  of  detonation  expected  in  non-ideal  

conditions.   
 Ammonia production has been investigated for  

commercial explosives: Dynamite (gelatine type),  

emulsion  and  ANFO. Table  1  summarizes  the  

main results of the explosives. These data were  

used  as  reference  for  the  study   of  the  different    

 the         

thermodynamic code (W-Detcom). Different shot  
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(1)  

   

air  

and  

        

   

      

2  2  2  2  3  
(2)  

  



with  work  basis,  
the  as  increases  ammonia  

10.94  

 
Table 1. Explosives calculations with a thermodynamic code (WDetcom).  

Detonation  Ideal  

Oxygen Balance  
   
-2.09  -2.09  

Density (g/cm3)  

Velocity of detonation  

   
0.75  0.75  
   

1.2  1.2  

6322  4499  

Reacted fraction  

CJ Pressure  (GPa)  

CJ Temperature (K)  

Heat of Explosion  

   
5.01  2.88  
   
2959  2849  
   

5.76  

2460  2371  

3113  1859  
NH3 at CJ state  
(mol/kg)  2.49E-03  
NH3 at 1000 bar  
(mol/kg)  0.00E+00     

NH3 at 1bar (mol/kg)  

RFT at 1000 bar  

RFT at 1 bar  

RFT: relative fume toxicity  

 From a theoretical point of view, the key factor  

is the oxygen balance. Negative oxygen balance  

strongly  increases  ammonia  production  while  

PRACTICAL  

negligible amount of ammonia.   
 The  addition  of  water  does  not  change  the   blasting  conditions  is  difficult  and  expensive.  
oxygen  balance  so  this  parameter  does  not        

(ideality  of  detonation).  This  means  that  shot  
conditions such as diameter, a proper stemming,  
and  quality  of  initiation  affect  the  ammonia      In  order  to  measure  underground  in  different     

ammonia  but  increases  the  RFT.  Summarizing,  mobile.  measurement         
 following  
conditions do: Shot diameter, quality of stemming,  
quality of initiation (e.g.: initiation with booster).  

4.72E-04  

0.00E+00  

   

6.41E-03  

   Measuring  

2.06E-02  

03    

2.97E-  
04  

     
 blast requires the measurement device to be set up  

03    
3.54E-  

1.49E-04    

influence NH3.  
 For  similar  compositions,  that  is  keeping    quite  

shot       devices  that  measure  gas  concentrations  

Non-ideal  

   
(m/s)  7640  4934  3799  

   
(kJ/kg)  4096  3829  2184  

1.93E-04  

0.00E+00  

0.00E+00  

   4.1   Measuring blasting fumes  

    
oxygen  balance  constant,  ammonia  production  

   damage  

     
continuous  

it  during  the  blasting  

on  a      
and   

Ideal  Non-  Ideal  Non-ideal  
 ideal  

5000  
   

2218  

4.29E-05  

0.00E+00  

0.00E+00  

balanced  or  positive  compositions  produce  a    

               mixing of the fumes with the air, as this falsifies  

increases  as  the  following  factors  do:  Pressure,   the  result.  On  the  other  hand,  setting  up  the  

velocity  of  detonation,  density,  reaction  factor  measurement  device  too  near  to  the  face  might  

            

production.  A  non-ideal  detonation  reduces  the  locations requires the measurement device to be  

measurement  

 process.  
The way of measuring poses another problem.  

 infrared  

electrochemical sensors to detect gases. Infrared  
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              Explosive type  Gelatine explosive  
(cartridged)  

 ANFO explosive  
(bulk)  

 Emulsion explosive  
(cartridged)  

 

4.27  4.27  1  1  
  

1.45  1.45  
  

1  0.54  1  0.57  
  

1  0.60  

19.02  8.54  
  

3111  3027  
  

9.65E-  

0.00E+00  0.00E+00     

RFT  (*)  
 at CJ state  0.492  0.631     0.383  0.458     0.120  0.129  

0.065  0.071     0.357  0.414     0.040  0.033  

0.032  0.040     0.040  0.039     0.064  0.064  
(*)  

   

  

4.  TESTS    

  
The  of  blasting  fumes  under  real  

in  a   tunnel  or  a   mine  directly  after  a   

near  to  the blast  in  order  to  avoid  too  much  

   

Nearly  all  mobile  gas  

        



well,  as  devices  
problem  

an  in  expected  be  can  values  

would  which  vapour,  water  

parameters  that  cannot  be  controlled  like  the     The  

 for  

measurement  

measurements.  Especially  the  measurement  of  

ammonia  seems  to  be  a  highly  complicated     

 Also important is the fact that gas measurement  

devices should be calibrated with calibration gases  
on  a  regular  basis  in  order  to  verify  the     

 underground           

environment and if these can be measured at all, as  
all  sensors  only  work  in  defined  ranges.  Going  

over these ranges, firstly consumes more of the  

electrolyte and the sensor has to be changed more  

often and secondly could even destroy the sensor  

on the spot, if the values are too high.  

are  kept  away  from  condensing  humidity  and    different  

            

    
the    

wall  was  constructed.  It  consists  of  a  wooden  

frame  that  is  fixed  to  the  rock  on  both  sides.     
    
mobile           of  

which  

 
sensors deliver quite stable measurements if they  which  the  blasting  fumes  are  sucked  out  from    

chamber (see Picture  
            influence  

measurement. Electrochemical sensors are harder  

to handle, as the electrolytes tend to react with   

many  different  gases.  These  cross  sensitivities  

make the right detection of gases and especially  

the  measured   values   very  complicated  and  all  

measurements  should  be  questioned  and  redone  

for validation. Moreover it is hard to predict which  

Picture 1. 4 pipes where fumes are sucked out.  
  
On the entrance side of the chamber a flexible  

manufacturers  
 was            

discovered during the research done. All sensors  
used during the development of the underground  

tests  site  from  different  manufacturers  showed  

more or less high cross sensitivities to nitrogen   

oxides.  

4.2   The underground blasting chamber  

As can be seen the measurement of blasting fumes  

under stable and unchanged conditions is nearly  

impossible in a tunnel or mine, as the blasting sites  

or blasting conditions change regularly. Therefore  

a drift in an old underground iron ore mine at the  
Styrian ‘Erzberg’ in Austria, was converted into an  

underground  blasting  chamber  (see  Figure  1).  

Here, the surrounding conditions of:  

   the location of the blast,   
Picture 2. The flexible blasting curtain.  

   the surrounding wall and  

   the air inflow   
   
 are kept constant. Of course, there are other   
    

ambient temperature or the humidity in the drift  

and in the chamber.  
 The chamber is closed on one side by a wall  

that is built of loose material and shotcreted on the  

surface  to  avoid   any  gases   passing   trough.  

Through  the  wall  4  pipes  are  installed  through  

  
The curtain does not seal off the chamber but  

allows fresh air to enter the chamber. With this set  

up the chamber can be cleared from blasting fumes  

in less than 45 minutes.  
 ventilation is done by two ventilation fans  

outside  of  the  chamber.  One  is  located  directly    

behind the concrete wall where the 4 pipes from  

the chamber are combined, and the other is located  

near the entrance of the drift.   
 The blasting fumes are then vented into the air  

outside the drift (see picture 3).  

             

Attached to it is a flexible blasting curtain that is  

able to move when the detonation pressure arrives  

and due to its weight falls back after the pressure  

waves  and  keeps  the  blasting  fumes  inside  the  

chamber (see Picture 2).   
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most  the  listed  which  2007),  Moser  

as  emulsion  

(a  of  kinds  

explosive  

program is listed in Table 2.  
 The  cartridged  explosives  (gelatine  and      

explosives  
The test program was conducted with 3 different  fumes.  Firstly  a  dry  steel  pipe  was  used  for     

 The chamber is reinforced with shotcrete and  

steel arches directly above the location of the blast  

tests. Additionally the steel arches are reinforced  

with steel plates to prevent the surrounding rock  

from being damaged by the blasts on the one hand  

and on the other hand to avoid any rocks, loosened  

by   the  blasts,  from  falling  down,  in  order  to           

 
Figure 6. Sketch of the underground blasting chamber.  

emulsion explosive) in different shot conditions.  

Each setup was repeated with 3 shots to reduce the  

variance  and  check  the  consistency.  The  test     

        

emulsion)  were  shot  unconfined  without a steel  

pipe in a first place. All other tests were conducted  

in a 60 cm long steel pipe, to simulate a confined  

detonation in a borehole. The inner diameter of the  

steel pipe is 52 mm; the outer diameter is 60 mm.  
 The  unconfined  shots  were  done  with  the     

Picture 3. Blasting fumes exiting the ventilation tube  

outside the drift into the air.     Gelatine explosive: 25 x 350 mm  

   Emulsion explosive: 50 x 700 mm  
   
 The confined shots in the steel pipes were done  
in their packaging for the gelatine explosive and  
unpacked  

cartridges  

unpacking them.  

enhance safety.   The simulated conditions in the steel pipe were  
set  after  a  literature  review  (Bauer,  Pressler  &  

4.3   Test setup        likely            

influences  that  lead  to  ammonia  in the blasting  

 cartridged  

explosive,  an  ANFO  explosive  and  a cartridged  

      

gelatine       comparison with the other blasts. Then the pipe  

           

explosives packed in their packaging. The gelatine  

explosive  are  wrapped  in  paper,  the  emulsion     

for  the  

      
was  wettened  inside  with  water  to  simulate wet  

    

explosives are packed in plastic hoses. Cartridge  
dimensions for the explosives are:  

      the        

wouldn’t  fit  in  the  pipe  without           
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NO.  CO2 and  

a  for  the  from  sheet  

amount  

reduced values for  

 The VOD values for blasts with ANFO were  

consistent with velocities of 3000-4000 m/s. No  

real effect on the VOD from the additives could be  

seen, although the mean value for the blasts with  

water was lowest.  
 The  generated  gas  volume  shows  higher     

manufacturer  

gelatine            

Xam 7000, with sensors for CO2, NO,  the value to over 17 l/kg of explosive.    

shot and to be able to compare it with the designed  
VOD. Picture 4 shows a loaded steel pipe with  water/lime mix. NO2 and NH3 stay at low level for  

inner ring of the pipe to simulate a reaction with  

drill cuttings from a non calcium bearing rock.  

calcium, resulting from the rock or from shotcrete,  

during the detonation. The last set up is a mixture  

boreholes. Afterwards a calcium stone dust (lime)  
was mixed with water and put in the inner ring of  
the  pipe  to  simulate  a  possible  reaction  with      lower for the unconfined detonation and higher for  

5  and  4  Figures  

tests  the  In   the  
VOD  

 There  

no NO2 or NH3 in the fumes produced.  

maximum  conducted  

   gas volumes show less NO generated when  

 The velocity of detonation was measured at all  blasted  under  confinement,  while  the  smallest  
shots to make a statement about the quality of the  amount  of  gases  was  produced  when  blasting     

Figure 8 shows a comparison of all NH3 values.  

detonations,  

 
Table 2. Tests conducted in the underground blasting chamber.  

Explosive type  steel confinement  steel + water  steel + water/lime  steel + water/quartz sand  

Gelatine (cartridged)  

Anfo (bulk)  
Emulsion (cartridged)  

       achieved  

is  only  4200  m/s.  Overall  the  velocity  is  

but the addition  
 stone dust did not influence the detonation in a    
of water and quartz sand that is poured into the   direction  consistent  with  non-ideal  detonation  

    
unconfined  and  in  the  steel  pipe  with  the   

VOD rod ready for blasting.  
 For  measuring  the  fumes  concentration  the  

all shot conditions. Only CO2 changes its value  

highly. Especially the addition of water increased  

NO2  and NH3 was used. CO was not measured    
because only 3 electrochemical sensors fit into the  
equipment, which is already filled up with NO,  

NO2 and NH3. CO2 is measured with an infrared  
sensor.  

 display  
volume generated for ANFO.  

Picture 4. Loaded steel pipe with VOD rod ready for  
blasting.  

           

concentrations  when  blasting  ANFO  in  wet        

conditions. NH3 and NO2 levels stay almost the  
same for all shot conditions and no influence from  

any of the different confinements can be detected.  

CO2  is not shown in the diagram, as the sensor  
wasn’t working.  
 Figures 6 and 7 show the VOD and gas volume  

generated for the packaged emulsion.  
 The VODs for the packaged emulsion are all   

very high, which might be affected by the booster  

used,  which  ensured  a  perfect  initiation  of  the  

detonation. An interesting point here is that the  
blasts done with water (only water, water/lime and  

water/quartz sand) all show increased values for  
4.4   Test results  

Figures  2  and  3  show  the  measured  VOD  and  
 of  
explosive.   
 The gelatine explosive is designed for a VOD  
of 6000 m/s (according to the product information  
 confined       

detonation  in  a  steel tube, measures: 52/60/500).   

As  can  be   seen  no  NH3  is  produced  in  the           
unconfined  detonation.  The  emulsion  explosive  
only  produced  NH3 when  shot  confined  in  the  

steel pipe, but no NH3 if one of the additives was  
in  the  pipe.   Gelatine  and  emulsion  explosives   
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Figure 7. Measured VODs for the gelatine explosive.  

Figure 8. Measured gas volume for the gelatine explosive.  
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Figure 9. Measured VOD for the ANFO explosive.  

Figure 10. Measured gas volume for the ANFO explosive.  
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Figure 11. Measured VODs for the emulsion explosives.  

Figure 12. Measured gas volume for the emulsion explosive.  
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High  

been  not  has  fumes  blasting  

explosives.  

found  yet.  

code          

   Measuring  blasting  fumes  in  conditions    

NH3 produced per kg explosive, but again showing  
showed values between 0,16 and 0,3 litres of  to  the  explosives,  not  changing  the  ammonia     

It  is  

           

comparable to real underground conditions in  

mines  or  tunnels  can  be  made  with  good      

no  real  trend  in  which  additive  has  a  large           As it seems at this point of the research the   
the  in  of  amount  

     

produced  ammonia  

Properties,  

 Part  

measurement of toxic gases.  

 
Figure 13. Comparison of all NH3 values.  

values in any specific way.  

influence on the ammonia production.  

5.  CONCLUSIONS AND  
 
 RECOMMENDATIONS  

 blasting  
fumes was not influenced by the addition of water,  
a  water/lime  mixture  or  a  water/quartz  sand     

So far, the following conclusions can be drawn:  

accuracy in the underground blasting chamber  
of University of Leoben in Eisenerz.  

    
therefore recommended to do further research and  

concentrate more on one kind of explosive than on  

many different ones to be able to better compare  

results and evaluate differences in the ammonia  

production  and  to  eliminate  the  influence  from   

different explosive compositions.  

thermodynamic  
calculations, which showed an increase of the  

amount of ammonia at a less ideal detonation  

could  not  be  verified  in  the  practical  tests.  

Higher VODs did not show higher ammonia  

levels in the blasting fumes.   

More work will also be done in the future on  
bulk emulsion explosives as these were the initial  

reason  for  researching  ammonia  in  the  blasting  

fumes.   
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ABSTRACT: A carbon footprint study of quarries and public utility mines found the greenhouse gas  

contribution of the explosives to be very weak compared to all emissions coming from a quarry or a  

public utility mine. Extracting a tonne of hard granite from a quarry generates an average of 3.53 kg CO2  
(4.87  in  Europe  due  to  the  methods  used  for  producing  electricity)  and  consumes  44.54 MJ.  For  

extracting a tonne of hard limestone, a quarry produces an average of 3.33 kgCO2 (4.26 in Europe) and  

consumes 38.58 MJ. For a public utility mine, CO2 emissions rise to 3.58 kgCO2 per tonne at most and  

consume 55.6 MJ. From a greenhouse gas point of view, mining and well drilling contributes less than   

10.5% of CO2 emissions and explosives 2.5%. From an energy point of view, mining and well drilling   

does not go beyond 6.5% of consumption and explosives represent less than 1.5% of the energy used. The  

study emphasises the idea of useful energy. In this way, for the particular situation of increasing the   

explosive energy by 50%, estimations indicate that there is a 4-6% reduction of global CO2 emissions for  

quarries and around 20% for public works mines. A carbon footprint study of quarries and public utility  
mines found the greenhouse gas contribution of the explosives to be very weak compared to all emissions  

coming from a quarry or a public utility mine. Extracting a tonne of hard granite from a quarry generates  

an average of 3.53 kg CO2 (4.87 in Europe due to the methods used for producing electricity) and   

1.  INTRODUCTION  Specialising  in  the  Use  of  Explosives  –  has  

worked  to  promote   industrial  explosive-related  
Since its creation in 1990, SYNDUEX – National  know-how  syndicate’s  
Syndicate  Businesses       ‘technical excellence’ initiative covers  

consumes  44.54   MJ.  For  extracting  a  tonne  of  hard  limestone,  a  quarry  produces  an  average  of  

3.33 kgCO2 (4.26 in Europe) and consumes 38.58 MJ. For a public utility mine, CO2 emissions rise to   
3.58 kgCO2 per tonne at most and consume 55.6 MJ. From a greenhouse gas point of view, mining and   

well drilling contributes less than 10.5% of CO2 emissions and explosives 2.5%. From an energy point of  

view, mining and well drilling does not go beyond 6.5% of consumption and explosives represent less   

than 1.5% of the energy used. The study emphasises the idea of beneficial energy. In this way, for the  

particular situation of increasing the explosive energy by 50%, estimations indicate that there is a 4 -6%  
reduction of global CO2 emissions for both quarries and public works mines.  
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bulk  and  dynamite  

80  and  30  between  

gas  the  change  

emulsions  

 billion €  
industries concerned.  

emission  greenhouse  

forecast  reduction  objectives.  This  model  

   In  early  June  2008,  the  Strategic  Analysis  

   Water  acidification  due  to  the  emission     market,  

   Eutrophication, which involves the production  
 of  excessively  high  levels  of  phosphate  or     
 nitrate  mainly   in  water  which  leads  to  a     

With  respect  to  the  major  forms  of  pollution    

the  introduction  of  new  

vibration  management,  aquatic  mining,  and  

for  

quota  

of  

   
      

3.  ENVIRONMENTAL  

           

sulphur  oxide  and  nitrogen  oxide  which    emulsions, ANFO or ammonium nitrate-fuel oils,  

    

demolition work involving explosives. Faced with  

new environmental imperatives, it was logical for  

SYNDUEX to commission a study to define the  

environmental impact of industrial explosives and  

measure their efficiency in terms of CO2 emission.  
 The  

issues,   regulations          
designed to limit and reduce the impact of industry  
on our environment have led to the integration of a  
new criterion when selecting methods and tools at  
company level: impact on the environment.   
 Industrial  explosives,  prized  for  their  power,  
efficiency, very high production yield, low cost are  

the  tool  of  choice  for   quarriers   and  earthworks  

companies  worldwide.  But  how  do they rate in    

relation to this new ecological criterion?  

environmental        

international  CO2  

ballasted           
civil          

 
issues including the study of detonation smoke,  2.2   ‘Polluter- pays’ principle   

awareness  

Future   regulatory  changes   stem    from  major  

international   decisions   to   prevent  greenhouse  

gases  and  the  resulting   climate  change.  The  

implementation of a policy with targets to limit   

and  reduce  greenhouse  gases  via   a  national  

greenhouse gas quota plan (PNAQ) promises to  

bring   about   major   changes   in    addressing  

environmental   issues  on   public    works   sites.  

Without  removing   obligations    in     terms  of  
pollutant emission, the policy sets out a two-year  

plan  which   only  authorises   the  most  polluting  

companies  to   emit   a  limited  quantity   of  

greenhouse    gases,   quantity    given   in   tonnes,  

beyond  which  the  company  will   be  required   to  

purchase  additional emission  tonnes   on  the  

 Note: This study does not take into account the  

‘disadvantages’  of  explosives  such  as  dust,  
vibration, noise – issues widely studied in the past  

and effectively managed today.   

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND THEIR  
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PROFESSION  

 Bluenext  exchange.  A  major  

feature of the PNAQ is that although the number  

of companies concerned is set to increase every  

two years, emission masses will be increasingly  

reduced.  
 Two  changes  are  to  be  anticipated  for  the  

CO2 quota allocation system:   

   
Centre,  developed  a  model  to  calculate  the    

The public works sector has been concerned with  

its  impact  on  the  environment  for  a long  time.  

Accordingly, a high number of public works sites  

are now HQE (High Environmental Quality), even  

THQE  (Very  High  Environmental   Quality)  

certified.   Labels of  this  type  and   other  ‘green  

projects’  or  ‘ecological  sites’   merit  a  study  to  

ratify their low impact on the environment.   

2.1   Different types of pollution  

   
forecasts a CO2 price per tonne of 32 € in   

2010, 100 € in 2030, and 150 to 350 € by   

2050.  

   In  early  July   2008  Mr.  Jean-Louis  Borloo,  

  Minister for the Environment & Sustainable  

  Development,    described   the  environmental  

  objectives  of  the  French   Presidency  of  the  

  European Union and announced his wish to  
    

generated by industries in general, the manufacture  

and use of explosives can have an impact in terms  

of:   

   
system by charging for quota allocation. The  
aim of said system is to cut carbon equivalent  

emissions  by  20%  between  now  and  2020.  

Experts estimate the cost of such a measure at  
   Greenhouse gases or climate change caused by  

  the  production  of  certain  gases:  CO2,  NO,  

  NO2, N2O   

the European  

IMPACT  
EXPLOSIVES  

significant fall in biodiversity.  
3.1   Composition of explosives.  

To  accurately  reflect  the  French  and  European  

    

damage flora and therefore the ecosystem as a  

whole.  

the  explosives  studied  are  cartridge    

 or  
ammonium  nitrate-fuel  oils.  The  
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growing  of  

2.  

future  price  of  a  tonne  of  CO2  based  on        

  

OF  

total  



are  They  more  composed  sensitive.  

   Many  dynamite  compositions  are  possible.  

  The generally accepted composition for dyna-  

  mite is a mixture of: nitroglyceroglycol (nitro-  

slightly negative oxygen balance in order to limit  

  Aluminium,  found  in  numerous  explosives  

does not actually play a direct role in the chemical  

reaction which produces the explosion, but acts as  

a catalyst. Ideally therefore explosive formulation  

is  based  on  a   comburant-combustible  balance,  

of  

glycerine + dinitroglycol), ammonium nitrate,  Bibliographical  research  and  the  study  of  
have  enabled us  chemical reactions  detonation  

water and  
 
explosive mass used in France is 45,000 Tonnes  

per annum. This quantity fluctuates slightly year  

on year depending on which large public works  

sites in France require the use of explosives (large  

scale earthworks sites to build motorways, TGV  

lines).  Overall,  the  mass  of  explosives  used  to  

blast rocks in quarries is stable over time. This   

total quantity of civil explosives can be broken  

down as follows:  

   10% Dynamite  

   40% ammonium nitrate-fuel oils  

additives such  
as  aluminium.  Bulk  emulsions  or  ballasted  

ammonium  nitrate-fuel  oils  have  the  same  

composition but in different proportions.  

   Detonators  are  more  powerful  compounds  

  (detonation speed of 8000 m per sec compared  
 with  6000  m  per  sec  for  dynamites  and         

 cartridge emulsions and a minimum of 3000 m  
 per sec for ammonium nitrate fuel-oils) and  

    
penthrite  (or  PETN),  hexogen,  octogen  and  
hexolite, glass fibre, carbon.  

   30% bulk emulsion (or ‘slurry’ )  

   20% cartridge emulsion  
   
 Modern   civil  explosives  are  chemical  

compounds  combining  an  oxidant  and  a  fuel,  

made up of the following basic molecules:   

3.2   Component toxicity  

A study of the chemical properties of explosives  
components  

   Carbon: C  

   Oxygen: O  

   Nitrogen: N  

   Hydrogen: H  

   Components  with  no  effect  on  the  environ-  

  ment:  water, aluminium, wax.  

   Components  with  an  immediate  impact  but  
which do not cause any damage to living or-  

ganisms: nitro-glycerine, low dose ammonium  

nitrate.  

   Components  causing  irreversible  impacts  on  

  the environment and living organisms: trinitro-  

  toluene, dinitrotoluene.  

  This  last  category  is  no   longer  a  cause  for  
known as the oxygen balance, which must be nil.  concern   in  France  as  said  components  are   no  
However,  in  practice  it  is  preferable  to  have  a  longer used in dynamite manufacture.  
         The  impact  of   pre-detonation  explosives  is  

the  production  of  gaseous  oxides  such  as  NOx  non-existent  today  in  standard  explosive  usage  
nitrogen oxides.  (see Other forms of pollution).  

3.3   Pollutants produced by explosive blasting &  
 their effect.  

nitric cotton, wood flour, dinitrotoluene or tri-  
nitrotoluene, peat, salt and aluminium.  

   Ammonium  nitrate-fuel  oil  is  composed  of  

  technical ammonium nitrate, domestic fuel oil  

  or other fuels such as nitro paraffin, and occa-  

  sionally  aluminium  and  anti-caking  agents.  

  The ideal proportion is 96% ammonium nitrate  

  to 4% mineral oil.  

              to  

define  the   gaseous  residues  emitted   during  

detonation.     The  latter  differ  in  terms  of  their  

impact on the environment.   
 Inert  gases  whose  only  potential  danger  is     

   N2 – nitrogen   

   Cartridge emulsions contain a high proportion  

  of ammonium nitrate, mineral or organic ni-  

  trates,  mineral  oil  or  wax  for  fuel,  tension-  

   H2 – hydrogen  

   CH4 – methane  

    

excessive concentration levels which could result  

in asphyxia:   
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active  agents,  various  

        

has  enabled  us  to   define               

pre-explosion toxicity. The latter is presented by  
degree of impact:   

  



simply  was  i t   known,  was  each gas  

forms  Potential  

that  affirm  to  is  it  

necessary  

explosive  

of pollution other  

possible  present,  

Although we do not know how to measure the  

   N O (powerful greenhouse gas and toxic for  designed to measure said gases and Nitro-Bickford  

 In  spite  of  a   lack  of  scientific  research  on  

comprehensive    emissions  from    explosive  

detonations,   it   would  appear   that  the  gases  

measured  during    experiments   or  predicted   by  

thermochemistry and concentration of the latter do  

not present any particular danger to man or his  

environment under normal usage conditions:  open  

quarries and sites, waiting before movement on the  

detonation zone after detonation.  

to  
2  

packaging  

   Dissolving  

software  

 
   O2 – oxygen  

   CO2 – carbon dioxide or carbonic gas  

   H2O – water vapour  

   Al2O3  

   Na2O  

 Short term harmful gases with no cumulative  

effect:   

 said  

concentrations are negligible as they are produced  

by ‘direct’ gases in limited quantities.  
 The  prediction  of  new  complex  detonation  
residues  could   justify   a  comprehensive  
experimental  study  on  gases  resulting  from  

explosions. Based on our knowledge to date, we  

can  nevertheless  affirm  that  said  concentrations  

remain at levels which are not harmful to man or  

his environment.  

   NH3 (irritation) – ammonia  

   CO (toxic) – carbon monoxide  

   NOx (toxic) – nitrogen oxides  

 than  

to detonation have been identified:   

ammonium nitrate or  
 Gases which are dangerous when accumulated  
in the environment: greenhouse gases:   

ter, this form of pollution can occur in a  
shaft containing water.   

   CO (this gas is only harmful when accumu-  

  lated in the organism)  

   Management  

  detonation.  

   Detonator management after detonation.  

   NOx   

 In addition to minor environmental impact, the  

dissolving of products in water can only occur in  

the event of incorrect use of explosives and only  

concerns a small quantity of pollutants. The other  

above mentioned pollutions have no real impact  

on the environment: explosive packaging is made  

from  plastic  and  cardboard  materials  which  are  

therefore non-toxic.  

EXPLOSIVES CARBON & ENERGETIC  
BALANCES  

3.4   Formation of indirect pollutants  
4.1   Explosives CO2 equivalent   

By  identifying  ‘direct’   residues  of   the  above-  

mentioned  detonations,  it  has  been  possible  to  

establish other potential ‘indirect’ residues which  

can   be  formed  from    gases   emitted   during  

explosive blasting.   
 These new products are:   

The case of Greenhouse gases emitted during the  

detonation  of  explosives  has  been  specifically  

studied.  Based  on  available   theoretical  and  

experimental data, a method has been developed to  

calculate the CO2 equivalent of using an explosive.  
It involved defining the average mass of each gas  
emitted  during  detonation.  Previous  studies  

Man) – Nitrogen protoxide  Detheocalc98  designed  

   NH4NO3 -  

   NH4-CO3H  

established a relationship between theoretical and  

experimental values, thus enabling the quantities  

of gas emitted to be estimated.  Since the mass of  
   Al2O3-Na2O  

      (Global Warming Potential) to obtain the carbon  
concentration  of  said  components  exactly  at  balance of the explosives (by type of explosive,  

©      calculate  
gaseous  residues  from  detonations  have  

 to  

calculate the equivalent CO2 mass using the GWP  
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   CO2  

   CH4  

  

3.5     Other  forms  of  pollution  

those  due  

of  oil  in wa-  
mine  

of  after  

  

4.  



types  Two  

for  balances  Carbon  

  

 of  
hard  rock  and  

In view of the CO  emissions produced by the  

   Transport  

total  drilling-mining  station  in  terms  of  CO  quarry  

4.2   Quarry & site balance methodology  

 The results obtained are as follows: 1 Kg of     

explosive produces on average 539 grams of CO2  

2  

2  

 production  

Calculating the carbon equivalent for explosives  explosives  

 the  

are based on the following:  

 
per kg of explosive and by MJ of explosive). The     
residual  detonation  components  contributing  to  
greenhouse gas effect identified earlier are:  

Electrical consumption of crushers & belts =   
 varies according to rock   

   NOx (NO & NO2)  

drilling-mining  

   Drilling =    
 varies according  

   CO (gas which is not directly classed in the  

  greenhouse  effect  gas  category  but  which  

  tends to stabilise into CO  over time)  

 of  
0.224 kg CO  

   Quantity of explosives =    
varies according  

on  explosive  blasting  and  to  produce  1  MJ   of     

explosive  energy,  141  grams  of  CO2  will  be      
emitted.  

Drilling machine transport =    

1.143 kg CO2 per km   

   MEMU - Mobile explosive manufacturing unit  

  = 0.387 kg CO2 per km   

ammonium  primary           
       of             

has enabled us to define the contribution of the   explosives  and  the  drilling  machine,  dumpers,  
infrastructures,  upstream  

emissions for quarry and public works activities.  
 Carbon  balances  calculated  for  quarries  are  
based on the activity itself (assuming an average of  

2.67 kg CO2 and 10.7 kW – or 38.5 kJ – per litre  
of fuel):   

fuel emissions have been taken into account for  
the purpose of calculating the carbon balances:  

   Ammonium nitrate production =    

  0.815 kg CO2 per kg of explosive   

   Internal transportation by dumper =     

  0.449 kg CO2 per T blasted per dumper   

   Upstream diesel emissions =     
 +11.61% emission for combustion engines   

   Shovels =                                                     
  0.449 kg CO2 per T blasted per shovel   

   Machinery & infrastructure construction =    

  5.5 kgCO2 per kg of machine per structure   

   Loaders =                                                        

   0.296 kg CO2 per T blasted per loader   soft  limestone  type  rock,  this     

Table1. Calculation of CO2 equivalent & energy produced annually in France.   

cartridge   explosives =   
per km   

component,  production  
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Type of explosive  Emulsion  
Bulk  
emulsion   ANFO  Dynamite  Total  

Explosive total(kg)  9,000,000   13,500,000  18,000,000   4,500,000  45,000,000  

kgCO2/kg  0.669   0.669   0.339  0.676  0.539  

Total CO2 emitted (kg)  3,008,640   9,025,920   6,110,904  6,087,958  24,233,423  

MJ per kg  3.6   3.2   3.8   4.9   3.82   

Total energy (MJ)  32,400,000  43,200,000  68,400,000   22,050,000   171,900,000   

kgCO2/MJ  0.186   0.209   0.089  0.138  0.141  
 

   CO2  

   CH  4  

   N O  2  

2  

   

  
station  

to  rock   

  
2  

to  rock   

  

of  nitrate,  
the  

shovel,  loader,  

  
rocks  are  studied:  granite  type  

      



to  due  Europe  in  

electrical  

In the case of hard rock, there are no mechanical  

devices capable of mining rock in large quantities.  
As  a  result  there  is  no  alternative  method  to    

Kg  CO2  (4.87  

80  blasts  

consumption,  Concerning   a            

distinction has been made for quarries situated in  

France where the majority of electricity production  
is nuclear in origin, which emits very little CO2 in  
relation  to  average  European  production  which  
uses more gas, coal or oil. In France, one kWh of  

electricity results in the emission of the equivalent  

of 0.084 kilogram of CO2, whereas the average  
value in Europe is estimated to be 0.352 kilogram  

of CO2 per kW electricity produced.  

Driller-quarry  
distance:  
Explosive-quarry  

distance :   
Distance covered  

by MEMU :  

 
distinction is justified by the difference induced by  

the rock in terms of drilling time and quantities of  

explosive used.  

   Drilling =     
 20 m per hr i.e. 0.092 kg CO2 per T blasted for  
 granite                                                             
 30 m per hr i.e.  0.061 kg CO2 per T blasted for  

 limestone   

And  the  distance  covered  by  a  dumper  is    
doubled, which gives us: 1.043 kg CO2 per T.  

4.3   Quarry balances:   

Carbon and energy balances have been calculated  

on the basis of an average quarry (characteristics  

are summarised in table 2 and 3), then calculated  

per tonne blasted.  

   Explosives =     
 131 g per T i.e. 0.0705  kg CO2 per T blasted  

 for granite                                                       

 100 g per T i.e. 0.05358 kg CO2 per T blasted  
 for limestone   

   Electrical consumption (crushers) =     

  2 000 000 kWh per year for granite     
 1 400 000 kWh per year for limestone  
   

4.4   Public Works site balances:   

To  sum  up,  blasting  one  Tonne  of  granite-type  

hard rock from a quarry generates on average 3.53  
 electricity             

production methods) and consumes 44.54 MJ.  
 To  extract  one  Tonne  of  limestone-type  soft  

rock, a quarry produces on average 3.33 Kg CO2  
(4.26 in Europe) and consumes 38.58 MJ.  
 On  a  public  works  site,  the  maximum  CO2  

emitted is 3.58 Kg CO2 per T (= 2.5 T per cubic  
meter) and consumption is 55.6 MJ per T.  
 In  terms  of  greenhouse  gases,  the  drilling-  

mining operations contribute less than 10.1% of  

CO2 emissions and explosives 2%.  

Production :   

CARBON BALANCES OF ALTERNATIVE  
 METHODS & COMPARISONS   

Production  

equipment :   

per  

km return journey  

km return trip  

km return trip  

 In the case of public works sites, there are two  

main differences.   
 Explosives whose quantity is on the increase  

due  to  the  absence  of  a  free  face effect during     

explosive blasting, which gives us:  

   0.1064 kg CO2 per T for granite  

   0.0809 kg CO2 per T for limestone  

    

compare with explosives in terms of greenhouse  

gas.  
 For limestone type rocks, the ripper can replace  

explosives    in  a  certain   rock    hardness   range.  In  

effect,  although     soft  rock      does  not   require  

explosives     and   mechanical    device   working   is  

simple,   once   a     particular  hardness    is  reached  

mechanical methods such as the ripper come up  

against major resistance on the part of the rock,   

resistance  which    explosives   do   not   experience.  

Fuel  consumpt ion and pollut ant  emission will  

therefore vary according to said resistance   

experienced by mechanical devices. It is possible  

to produce a graph indicating the rock hardness  

range where the explosives produce less CO2 than  
using the ripper.  
 Figure  1  graph  is based  on  CATERPILLAR  
abacus  and   a  D10  ripper   yield  which  varies         
according to rock hardness.  

In  terms  of  energy,  the  

  
Table 2. Characteristics of the quarry.  

year  

      drilling-mining           
operations  do  not  exceed  6.4%  of  consumption  
and  explosives  represent  less  than  1.1%  of  the    
energy used.  
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400 000  T per year  

2  dumper  
1  shovel  
1  loader  
1  transfo  

200  

200  

200  

  

   

   

5.  



 
Table 3. Quarry carbon balances by location and type of rock.  

    

Table 4 Energy balance results   
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 Hard rock  Limestone   
France  Europe  France  Europe  

Supply including  
ammoniac  
production  50 193  50 193  38 531  38 531  kgCO2 per year  
(manufacturing)  0.125  0.125  0.096  0.096  kgCO2 per T   

 
    

  
Blasting  28 200  28 200  21 432  21 432  kgCO2 per year  

 
0.070  0.070  0.054  0.054  

kgCO2 per T due to  
 explosives  

 

  
  

Other mining and  
drilling operations:  64 798  64 798  52 554  52 554  kgCO2 per year  

  0.162  0.162  0.131  0.131  kgCO2 per T  
 

  
  

Drilling-mining  
total:  143 191  143 191  112 517  112 517  kgCO2 per year  

 0.357  0.357  0.281  0.281  kgCO2 per T  
 

  

Total exclusive of  
drilling-mining:  1 268 650  1 804 650  1 218 250  1 593 450  kgCO2 per year  

 3.17  4.51  3.05  3.98  kgCO2 per T  
 

  
Quarry total:  1 411 842  1 947 842  1 330 768  1 705 968  kgCO2 per year  

 3.53  4.87  3.33  4.26  kgCO2 per T  
 

    Hard rock  Limestone   

Drilling-mining total:  1 134 842  910 202  MJ per year  
 2.84  2.28  MJ per T  
 

  

Explosives total:  0.5  0.38  
MJ per T due to  
 explosives  

 
Total exclusive of drilling-  
mining :  16 682 400  14 522 400  MJ per year  

 41.71  36.31  MJ per T  
 
Quarry total:  17 817 242  15 432 602  MJ per year  

 44.54  38.58  MJ per T  
 



 
Table 5. Carbon balance.  Table 6. Energy balance.  

Figure 1. CO2 emission according to seismic speed of the limestone.  
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Drilling-mining stations  
balance (in kgCO2):   

 Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  501.41  450.66  

Per cubic metre  1.00  0.90  
 

    

      

   

Drilling-mining stations  
balance (in kgCO2):   

 Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  501.41  450.66  

Per cubic metre  1.00  0.90  
 

    

      

   

Drilling-mining stations  
balance (in kgCO2):   

 Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  501.41  450.66  

Per cubic metre  1.00  0.90  
 

  

  
  

      4  

   

Drilling-mining stations  
balance (in MJ) :  

Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  4947.76  706.66  

Per cubic metre  9.90  9.41  
 

  
  

      4  

   

Drilling-mining  
stations balance (in  
MJ) :  

Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  4947.76  706.66  

Per cubic metre  9.90  9.41  
 

  
  

      4  

   

Drilling-mining  
stations balance (in  
MJ) :  

Granite  
type rock  

 Limestone  
type rock  

Total  4947.76  706.66  

Per cubic metre  9.90  9.41  
 



the  take  results  obviously  

 
 The use of explosives to mine limestone rock  

must be prioritised over rippers for rocks whose  

seismic speed exceeds 2,100 m per s, while rippers  

can operate at up to 3,250 m per s.  
 On public works sites, the choice of alternative  

methods  is  often  based  on  non-CO2  emission  

criteria: cost and environmental constraints. In the  

specific case of a THQE (Very high environmental  

quality)   site  the  environmental   criterion  is  

increasingly important and comparison therefore  

becomes    useful.  CO2  evaluation  of  explosives  
versus hydraulic rock crusher methods has been  

conducted for the purposes of an actual call for  

tender.  Site  characteristics  and  results  are  as  

follows:   
  
Table 7. Site using explosives.  

GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON  
EXPLOSIVE ENERGY  

In this final section we will estimate the changes in  

carbon  balance  by  quantity  of  explosive  energy  

delivered to the rock.  
 Based on the hypothesis that added explosive  

energy for blasting purposes can result in savings  

in terms of upstream stations, estimates have been  

produced to quantify such operational savings. It   
has thus been illustrated that for the total quarry or  

public  works  site  balance,  increasing  explosive  
energy results in a fall in CO2 emissions.  
 This  hypothesis  is  mainly  based  on  the  

resulting reduction in the granular dimensions of  

the blasted rocks which enable:  

   The main crusher to process more when empty  

  (less large-sized rock)  

Operation 39 hrs per week  

   The different crushers to reduce the rock size  

  more  easily  and  to  wear   out  less    (attrition  

  phenomenon:    the   rocks  crush  against  each  

  other   rather   than  against  the  walls  of  the  

  crusher)  

   shovels and loaders to pick up blasted rocks  

  more easily   

   dumpers  and  shovels  to  increase  their  yield  

  (average rock density becomes larger)  

Table 8. Site using a Hydraulic Rock breaker.     shovels to no longer have to pick out lumps  

  which are too large for the main quarry crusher  

  to cope with.  

 These estimates have enabled us to define a  

carbon balance profile for a quarry with increased  

explosive energy contribution during mining. The  

Table 9. Comparison  

      above-mentioned         

reductions in use and wear into account as well as  

supplementary emissions due to added explosives,  

necessary  drilling  to  put  them  in place and the  

production of said supplementary explosives.   
 The following profile in figures 4 and 5 were  

obtained for a massive rock quarry in France and  

Europe:  

kgCO2 per m  

with MEMU – no deposit   kgCO2 per m  

Hydraulic rock breaker  kgCO2 per m  

MEMU: mobile explosive manufacturing unit)  
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m  3    

       

    

    

Method:   
Quantity of CO2  
 emitted   

Quantity of CO2 per  Comparative  
 ratio  

Explosives without MEMU - deposit  194 807 kgCO2  

195 953 kgCO2  

356 222 kgCO2  

32.47  

32.66  

59.37  

3  

3  

3  

1  

1.006  

1.828  

Explosives  

 

  
3  

  

  

Explosives:  500 g per m  

emulsion  

Drilling machines:  
3 Tamrock 500 drilling  
machines  

Consumption: 25 Ldiesel per  
hr  

Salaried employees:  6 persons  
Site duration:  5 months  

 

6.  

  

  

Hydraulic rock  
breaker  

6 shovels on caterpillar  
equipped with HRC   
 Liebherr R317 shovel +  
MB800 HRC  

Operation 39 hrs per week  

Consumption : 20 Ldiesel per hr  
Salaried  
employees:  10 people  

Site duration :  6 months  
 



 
Figure 2. Effects on crusher use.  

Figure 3. Effects on dumper and shovel use.  
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Figure 4. Impact of additional explosive energy (FRANCE).  

Influence of additional explosive energy on the overall carbon balance  
 (EUROPE)  

Effects on the overall CO2  

balance (in KgCO2/T)  

Figure 5. Impact of additional explosive energy (EUROPE).  

Influence of additional explosive energy on the overall carbon balance  
 (EUROPE)  

Effects on the overall CO2  

balance (in KgCO2/T)  
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of  types  other  

oil  fuel  Nitrate  

the  only  danger  is  an  which  of  

research  

and  the  on  effects  
which  

no  with  

chemical  the  of  study  The  

impact  the  on  study  This  

In  

energy  extra  

Bibliographical  

explosives,  no  leaving  the  explosive  in  the       incorrectly.  

is  nowadays  non-existent  in  the  context  of    In  addition  to  a  reduced  

irreversible         produce  

environment  

the                    Components  

pre-explosion  toxicity.  This  can  have  various     

properties  

An  initial  part  of  this  study  focuses  on     

environmental  

in  Europe  (source:  UEPG  2006),  that  would     

 the  
production  of  massive  rock  granulates  is  250  

explosive  

Ammonium  

management  

 
 Previous page estimates still need to be further  

validated, but according to said estimates: a 50%  
 and  
detonation  chemical  reactions  

 contribution  
between 4 and 6% less greenhouse gas emissions  

for total quarry balances. Similar figures can be  

obtained for public works sites.  

    

Million Tonnes  per annum, 50% extra explosive  

energy would enable a net saving of 0.15 KgCO2  
per T meaning 38 Million KgCO2  (including the  
increase in drilling and blasting operations).  
 Based  on  average  European  electricity  CO2  

emissions of 0.352 kgCO2 per kWh (instead of  
0.084  KgCO2 per  kWh  in  France),  net  saving  

would reach 0.3 KgCO2 per T. Assuming a total  
production of massive rock of 1.8 billion Tonnes  
     

represent a net saving of 540 Million KgCO2  per  
year.  

to  asphyxia:  N2,  H2,  CH4,  O2,  CO2,  H2O,  

Al2O3, Na2O.  

   Gases  which  are  harmful  in  the  short  term,  

  with no accumulation effect: NH3 (irritation),  
 CO (toxic), NOx (toxic).  

   Gases which are dangerous when accumulated  

  in the environment or organism: greenhouse  

  gases: CO2, CO, CH4, NOx,   

7.  CONCLUSION  

 of           
industrial explosives in quarries and public works,  
their Carbon balance and their Energy balance, has  

underlined certain facts.  
            

chemical  pollution  due  to  explosives  at  several  

levels of their use:   
       of          
explosive  components  has  allowed  us  to  define                  

degrees of impact:   

 effect  
environment: water, aluminium, wax.  

   Components with an immediate effect with no  

  alteration of living organisms: Nitro-glycerine,  

  Ammonium Nitrate in low doses.  

concentrations  of  these  compounds  but  they        
depend  on  certain  ‘direct’  gases  in  limited     

   Components  
 living            
organisms: Trinitrotoluene, dinitrotoluene.  

   This last category no longer applies to France,  

  given that these dynamite manufacturing com-  

  ponents have disappeared.  

The pre-detonation impact of the explosives  
 or  
of packaging  

 in  
and detonators.  

water,            

    
normal  use  of  explosives  (intact  cartridge       impact, the dissolution of products in water can  

explosives,  no  prolonged  contact  with  bulk      only take place if the explosives are    being used  

environment).  
 The  
mentioned  above  

  
In  spite  of  the  lack  of  prior  studies  on    

case  of  France  whose  national            Inert  

             

overall  emissions  from  explosive  blasting,  the  

gases measured in experiments or predicted by  

thermochemistry,   and  their  concentration,  do  

not represent any particular danger for humans  

and their environment in normal use conditions:  

open air quarries and sites, waiting time before  

moving onto the blasting zone after detonation  

(the contribution of greenhouse gases shall be  

described later).  
 It has been possible to identify other ‘indirect’  

residues which may form from the gases emitted  

upon  detonation,  by  identifying  the  ‘direct’     

implies       possible  to  define  the  gaseous  residues  emitted  

 gases,  
excessively  

      

residues of the blasts above. These new products  
are  N2O  (powerful  greenhouse  gas,  toxic  for     

   
during detonation. These differ in their impact on  

the environment:   

    
high concentration which may lead  

humans), NH4NO3, NH4-CO3H, and Al2O3-Na2O.  

quantities.  
 Predicting new blasting residues reminds us  

of the need for an overall experimental study on  

the  gases  which  result  from  an        explosion.  

Without being able to determine the quantities  

emitted, the conclusions on their environmental  

impact  are  identical  to  the   ‘direct’  residues  

above.  
 Potential  pollution  other  than  that  due  to           
detonation has been identified: the dissolution of  

environmental  

 pollution       
 have  no  deep  impact  on the   
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It  has  not  been  possible  to  quantify  the              

      

        



in  

plastic  

according  

does   not   exceed   6.4%   of   consumption  and        

4.6% for other drilling and mining operations.  

of  CO2 emissions:  2%  for  blasting,  3.5%  for  

KgCO2 (4.26 in Europe) and consumes 38.58 MJ.  

 For a PW site, the CO2 emitted rises to 3.58  
KgCO2  per  Tonne  maximum and consumes 55.6  
MJ.  

methods and possible changes to CO2 balances.  

 Extraction of a Tonne of granite type hard rock  
in  a  quarry  generates  on  average  3.53  KgCO2  

(4.87 in Europe because of the electricity produc-  

tion methods) and consumes 44.54 MJ.  

established. The following results have thus been  

obtained:  
 Secondly, the study in table 10 places this CO2  

explosive detonation has been specifically studied.  
Based  on  the  theoretical  and  experimental  data  a seismic speed exceeding 2100 m per s.  

 materials  

therefore not toxic.  

explosives represent less than 1.1% of energy  the  most  appropriate  with  respect  to  estimates     

From  a  greenhouse  gas  viewpoint,  the    the  

For extraction of a Tonne of limestone type  between  

available,  a  method  for  calculating  the  CO2  Based  on  the  hypothesis  that  an  additional           

The case of greenhouse gases emitted during        For  breaking  limestone  rock,  explosives  

can  blasting  

 
MJ/kg  3.6  

Total energy (MJ)  32,400,000  

environment:  explosive  packaging  is  made  of  from an environmental point of view, as the cost  
cardboard,  

ripper for  

equivalent  of  using  an  explosive  has  been      explosive   bring  
downstream,  

reductions  in  operation.  It  was  thus  possible to  
equivalent  in  the  context  of  quarry  and  site          
activity,  and  assesses  the  benefits  of  alternative  or  PW  site,  this  increase  in  explosive  energy     

 The reduction in use at stations downstream  

from  the  blast  is  still  to  be  estimated,  but         
   to  these   estimates:  an  additional       

input  of  50%  of  explosive  energy  implies     
            

hard  rock,  a  quarry  produces  on  average  3.33  emissions for the overall balance of quarries or  

      alternative methods indicate that explosives are  

drilling/mining station contributes about 10.1% a  low  polluting  tool.  Its  contribution  to  the    

supply  including  ammoniac  production  and  appears even lower when we consider the major  

Energetically,  the  drilling/mining  station  that explosives represent in a quarry.  

used.  
 In the case of hard rock, no mechanical device  

may be used for mass rock blasting. For limestone  

type rocks, the ripper may replace explosive within  

a certain range of rock hardness. On Public Works  

sites,   alternative   methods  cannot  be  compared  

involving  

explosive-related emissions are cancelled out and  

the quarry’s carbon balance decreases.  
 This study comes to the conclusion that in  

the case of France, 50% extra explosive energy  

      
 economies  

is      and  the  

a  

energy   input  
use  at  

      

    
energy    an  increase  of  

 environmental constraints  

criteria.  
predominant  

should be  chosen over the  rock with  

    stations  
estimates  have  been  made  to  quantify  

underline  balance of  

implies a reduction in CO2 emissions.  

   
4  and  6%  fewer  greenhouse  gas     

Public Works  
 Thus,  the  study  of  explosive  gaseous  

pollutants, calculation of their CO2 equivalent and  
CO2 balances for quarries, public works sites and  

    

greenhouse effect, a major future industrial issue,  

reduction  and the portion of  

beneficial energy  

 explosive  

delivered to the rock since, for the quarry overall,  
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Explosive type  Emulsion  Bulk emulsion  ANFO  Dynamite  Total  

Explosive total (kg)  9,000,000  13,500,000  18,000,000  4,500,000  45,000,000  

kgCO2/kg  0.669  0.669  0.339  0.676  0.539  

Total CO2 (kg)  3,008,640  9,025,920  6,110,904  6,087,958  24,233,423  
 

3.2  3.8  4.9  3.82  
 

43,200,000  68,400,000  22,050,000  171,900,000  

kgCO2/MJ  0.186  0.209  0.089  0.138  0.141  
 

Table 10.  

and  and  

  

are  

during  
    
these    

   
   

   
   

   
   

   

that  for  the  overall  a   quarry  
     

sites.  

in  rock  size  energy  

The  concept  of  appears  to  be  
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would enable a net saving of 38 million Kg CO2  

which would mean a potential net saving of half  

a  billion  Kg  CO2  for  the  whole  European  
quarry industry.  
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of the environmental effects of ground vibration  

induced by blasting in various quarries at Cebeci Quarries Production and Marketing Cooperative located  

at  Northern  Istanbul  in  Turkey.  This  project  is  conducted  under  the  control  of  the Environmental  

Protection Department, Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, Fatih, Istanbul, Turkey.Within the scope of   

this study, scaled distance components have been recorded for all shots at these quarries at different  

times. And also, ground vibrations and air blasts produced by these shots have been recorded by means of  

different ground vibration monitors. Then, the data pairs of scaled distance and particle velocity obtained  

from all records were analysed statistically. At the end of statistical evaluation of the data pairs, an  

empirical relation which gives average line at upper bound 95% prediction line with a good correlation   

coefficient was established between peak particle velocity and scaled distance. As a result of the studies in  
these quarries in question, some practical approaches are created in order to minimize the psychological   

effects of the shots and make the authorities of shots job easier and make sure that the shots in the area   

will be done in a controlled way.  
  

1.  INTRODUCTION  is increasingly growing  

In the aggregate mining, which is done with use of  
explosives  and  the  construction  sector  which  is  take  such  subjects  into  consider  as  producing    
supported by aggregate mining, with the increased  
population  urbanization,  for       systematic  breaking  pieces  degrees,  

today.          In  

order  to  meet  the  need  of  construction  sector’s    
aggregate  aggregate  
         

better  explosion  designs,  more  appropriate  and  
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and  the  need       

mining,  miners  now  have  to   

into  equal    

  



area  the  in  

environmental problems such as ground vibrations  

induced by blasting on the basis of the shots fired  
during  the  limestone  production  at  Cebeci     

Kahriman et al. 2006; Ozer et al. 2007).  
around  there  (Johnston  &  Durucan     between the  

surrounding  explosions  
air  shocks  and  vibrations  happening  after  the     site-specific  

dispersion and costs. The aim is to produce the  

most  appropriate  sized  aggregate.   Work  on  this    

issue   has  been   underway  for  several  years  

(Dowding 1985; Kahriman 2004).   
 In  addition  to  these  technical  and  economic    

issues, another important thing is keeping the air  

shock and ground vibrations generated after the  

explosion  under   the  designated  international     

Cebeci  Quarries,  which   belong   to   the  Cebeci  

Quarries   Production  and  Marketing  Cooperative  

are  located  in  Gaziosmanpasa  County   in   the  

Northern of Trakya Part of Istanbul Province in  

Turkey.   The  location  of  the  district  and  the     

1994;    

    
create       different      

 
TEST SITE AND PROCEDURE  

2.1   Test Site  

    

levels, with minimal impact on the surrounding  

environment. By the effects of the events in the  

world, sensitivity to the environment is growing.  
When need for aggregate mining is increasing with  
urbanization and increasing population, unless the  

       
satellite  image  of  the  quarries  taken  from  the  

Google Earth program are shown in Figure 1.  

2.2   Test Procedure  

environmental  precautions  some       Ground vibration components induced by blasting  
conflicting views about the sector will occur. The  in the Cebeci Quarries were monitored to estimate  

attenuation for the quarries by using  
       The            
psychological  disorders  for  the  people  living  parameters of charge per delay and the distance  

   
 carefully.  

source and the station were recorded  

 In the area in question, the main rock unit is  

sandstone,  which  is  at  the  same  time  the  rock    
   produced  and dug. This situation is also confirmed  

quarries, and to present practical blasting charts  by  the  investigation  team’s  investigations  and    
based on the most favorable vibration prediction  experiments that they made in the first place.   

Figure 1. The location of the district and the satellite image of the quarry.  

  The distances between shot points and  

The purpose of this research is to determine  monitor stations were determined by using GPS.  

monitors.  
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are  taken,  

  

equation.  

  

2.  

  

types  of  vibration  

   

  



R,  distance;  Scaled  SD,  Where  

the  delay,  per  charge  

shot at different points, in some shots, more than  3.  MEASUREMENT  

quantitative  necessary  

observed  and  investigated.  As  a  result  of  these    took place is seen to be at least 128 m.  

scaled distance is  

 
Blasting patterns applied at the mine have been  place  where  

          

investigations, it was understood that the blasting  

model  is  bench  blasting.  The  blasting  patterns,  

shots have been observed and no changes have  detonators (in the activities contractor) were used  
been  done  in  these  patterns  and  in  the  charge  as explosives for this quarries. In determining the  
amounts. In other words, both blasting pattern and  

the charging process were designed by blasters of  

the  company  and  the  vibrations  have  been     

 amount  
used  as  priming  has  been  taken  

measured  simultaneously  on  the  surface.  Only  added to the amount of ANFO.   
 measurements  
observations have been performed at the shots on  many  empirical  relations  were  established  and  
which  vibration  monitoring  will  be  based.  The   used by different researchers in the past, the most  
patterns  and  protocols  applied  by  the  company  reliable relations are; that of accepting basis the  
during the shots have been used in the derivation  

of the necessary data.  
 Vibration measurements are taken on the shot  of  explosive  creating  energy  in  air  shock  and  
points  and  the  Cebeci  District  direction.  Points  seismic waves and affecting the basis of distance.   
close to a school, a factory and houses that are  
close  to  the  quarries  in  question  in  the  Cebeci   stations determined using survey equipment and  
District and in some blastings points close to the  
quarries are chosen consciously. Afterwards, the  of  distance   between  source  and  measurement  
results  of  measurements  at  the  limited  quantity  point,  and  maximum  charge  per delay.  The     
have been interpreted by transferring these data to  

the computer aided data evaluation unit. However,  

enough data for each quarry could not be obtained  

but these quarries are located in the same region,  

and also excavation works in these quarries have  

been generally performed in the same rock unit   

(limestone). For these reasons, the measurement  

results  recorded  in  various  quarries  have  been  

evaluated together.  
 In the study, when elements of scaled distance  

are being recorded for alltogether 65 shots, which  

occurred at different times. The measurements of  

ground vibration and air shock are measured by  

different  measurement  devices  (White  Mini-Seis  

and Instantel Minimate Plus) and equipment. In  

order to investigate different effects of the same  

given below:  

SD = R/Wd  

       Distance        

between  the  shot  and  the  station  (m);  Wd,  
Maximum charge per delay (kg).  
 On the other hand, the formula given below has  

been used extensively for the prediction of peak  

particle velocity (PPV) in most of the investiga-  

tions.    

PPV = K x (SD  

 Where K, Ground transmission coefficient,  ;   

Specific geological constant.  

one device was used. And to measure shots in a   

reliable way, in some shots, different models of  

devices  are  used.  By  this  way,  miscalculations  

beacause of devices or other reasons are prevented  
(Kahriman et al. 2007).  
 The vibration measurements in the quarries in  

question are especially made in the quarries and  

The  results  of  ground  vibration  measurements    

ANALAYSIS AND EVALUATIONS OF  

MEASUREMENT RESULTS  
determine the effect of distance, in some shots,  

places  close  to  the  shot  point  are  specifically       4.1   Statistical Analysis of Measurement Results  

selected.  Among  the  blasting  events  that  are  When statistical analysis techniques are applied to  

blast vibration  data  pairs,  peak  particle  velocity  

some  other  close  places.  When  placing  the       4.  

scaled  distance  and  particle  velocity.  

a  

 1083 m.   
        In blasting operations, ANFO (blasting agent),  

drilling  patterns,  and  explosive  charges  at  the  gelatine  dynamite  (priming)  and  delay  electric  

   consideration depending on weight strength and  

and           In the predictions  

          
vibration  measurement  devices,  in  order  to          

   
measured and put into use, the distance between  

measurement  

maximum  

dynamite  

of ground vibration, although  

 Scaled   

distance is a concept put forward by using amount  

The distance  shot points  

Scaled distance is  derived by  combination  

0.5                       

RESULTS  

    

belong to some of 65 shots carried out at the test  

site, including peak particle velocity (PPV), total  

charge per delay, distance and scaled distance are  

presented in Table 1.  
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blasted  point  and  the  
and  at most  

of      
into  

    
  

      

      

   

between  and  monitor  

GPS.  

   
equation  of  
  

  (1)  

  
)  -   

(2)  



Charge  

10  2,16  6,1  113,1  

2  

1,14  100  

 
Table 1. The results of ground vibration measurements.  

Peak Particle    

Velocity (PPV)  

(mm/s)  

 per  

Delay (W)  

(kg)  

95,9  

1,14  17  127,9  

3   0,89  3,05  378  

4  1,27  11,9  148  

5  1,14  56,9  676  

6  2,03  12,5  1005  

7  0,89  8 ,3   105,5  

8  3,17  16  105,5  

9  1,90  8 ,1   109,5  

 28  
130,7  

153  28,86  

20  13,1  21,3  131,1  334  20,51  

889  72,57  

30  1,14  36,6  98,8  889  70,71  

35  1,52  8,5  108,4  678  53,63  

40  1,90  4,9  91,5  678  53,63  

45  1,27  5,5  102,8  564  44,62  

50  0,508  122,0  57  917  121,43  

55  0,508  129,0  63  917  115,50  

60  0,508  123,0  55  891  120,15  

65  0,889  25  94,0  825  82,50  

and scaled distance give a site specific velocity at-  

tenuation equation. A sufficient number of blasts  

(at least 30 events) have to be planned so that   

enough data can be gathered to develop a similar  

formula. Within the scope of this study, enough  

data sets have been obtained in accordance with  

this statistical rule of thumb.  
In  order  to  establish  a  useful  relationship     

regression  analysis  was  performed  using  the  65  
data  pairs  obtained  from  this  site.  In  simple         
regression,  logarithmic,  exponential,         
reciprocal and power curve fitting approximations   

90  266  

61  519  

11  

24  

29  

55  276  

265  
150  

            

between  PPV  and  scaled  distance,  a  simple          

28,07  

66,40  

94,0  840  43,21  

112,0  1106  90,93  

95,9  835  32,10  

113,8  840  26,50  

153  46,04  

128  26,12  

128  23,77  

1,52  10,9  37,17  

25  0,76  10,7  88,0  

158  

160  

160  

160  

100  

were tested. As a result of the regression analysis  

which takes place by using measured maximum  

particle velocity and scaled distance, in 50% and  

95% prediction lines in designs of controlled shots  

in area, the statics of the work area on which the  

prediction of particle velocity is recommended to  

take place are given in the formulae below.  
  
% 50 Prediction Equation :    
PPV = 103 x SD  

(r = 0.83)  
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Shot No   Frequency  
(f)   
(Hz)  

Air  

Shock  

(dB)  

Distance  
(R)     
(m)  

Scaled     
Distance  
(SD)  

1  

15  

13  

19  

20  

linear,  

  

-1,07    (3 )   

  



Figure  in  seen  As  4.  Figure  in  limits,  

a  with  obtained  is  which  function,  

   
  

  

 

    

    

 

 

      

  

  

    
    

    

    

  

    
   

     
 

=   +   

       
   

  

  

     

  =  0, 69    

       

logppv  

increasing SD, the author might mean r2 instead  

of r.)  
 These equations, which are valid with a high  

correlation coefficient, can be used in an event in  
which vibration monitoring devices are not used.  

They will predict the effect of a blasting with a  
given  quantity  of  explosives  in  terms  of  the     

(Editor’s  note:  Strictly  speaking  r  should  be     
negative  in  this  case  as  PPV  decreases  with           

In this research, in order to predict and compare  

the effects of the measurement results obtained in  

the area in question on surrounding buildings, by  

taking into consideration frequencies of formation  

of  particle  velocity  components,  are  evaluated             

according to the USBM, German DIN 4150 and  
T.C.  Ministry  of  Environment  and  Forest’s             

Regulation  of  Management  and  Evaluation  of  
Noise Norms.  
 Recorded  particle  velocity  quantities  and     

Damage Risk  
 
% 95 Prediction Equation :    Evaluation of Shots  
PPV = 257 x SD  

(r = 1)    

                

magnitude  of  the  vibration  velocity  at  a  given    

distance  (with  an  acceptable  tolerance).   This    

      

frequency quantities in response to the shots are  

shown together with the USBM norms in Figure 3.  
It can be also understood from the graph that all of  

the recorded values are below the damage limits of  

USBM norm.  
 Recorded  particle  velocity  quantities  and     

     good             

correlation  coefficient  appropriate  to  literature’s  
designated  relation  in  50%  and  95%  prediction  

limits are shown in Figure 2.  
 4,           

measurements  at  the stations inside the quarry lie  

   

   

 2 ,0 1  

R - Sq uar e   
- 1,07  *  lo gsd  

l o g s d   

 Figure 2. The relationship between peak particle velocity and scaled  

    

limited approach obtained with limited data should  

be updated as the quarries get deeper and new data  

are added. The logaritmic graphical view of this  
                

frequency  quantities  in  response  in  shots  are  

shown together with the German DIN 4150 norms,  

which  recommend  relatively  more  conservative  
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Figure 3. PPV versus frequency evaluation according to USBM norm.  

Figure 4. PPV versus frequency evaluation according to German DIN 4150 norm.  
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the  with  together  shown  Regulation  

above the norms but those of the distant points lie  
below.  
 Recorded  particle  velocity  quantities  and     

 
Figure 5. PPV versus frequency evaluation according to Regulation of Management and Evaluation of Noise  

            
frequency  quantities  in  response  in  shots  are  
      of             
Management  and  Evaluation  of  Noise  norms in  
Figure 5. It can be also understood from the graph  
that  all  of  the  recorded  values  are  below  the    
damage limits of these norms.  
 The  distribution   of  frequencies  of   recorded  

events is given in Figure 6. As it can be seen from  

this Figure, 52,5% of the vibration frequencies of  

65   recorded  events  is  found  between  5-12  Hz,  

40% between 13-40, 1,5% between 1-4, and 6%  

higher than 40 Hz.  
 This situation will reduce the risk of induced  

resonance of the structures many of which have a  

natural frequency of 5-12 Hz.  
 During the shots, when the air shock reached  

140 dB in border monitoring stations, it can cause  

disturbance of noise, glass breakage and damage  

of buildings. The recorded data of air shock in the  

quarries show that the results are between 88-137  

dB. This shows that these shots do not damage the  

surrounding  buildings.  These  data  show that the  

Figure 6. Dispersions of different recorded frequency  
quantities.  

shots do not damage any of the stations (except the  

ones very close to the area that is blasted) inside or  

outside of the quarries. But it should be taken into  

consideration  that  even  these  quantities  could  

damage the surrrounding buildings slightly.  

4.3   Practical Blasting Charts  

As   a   result   of   the  studies  in  the  quarries  in       
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Figure 7. PPV prediction related to charge per delay and distance quantities.  

Figure 8. Charge per delay prediction related to PPV and distance quantities.  
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of  Analysis  The  2008.  A.  

Planning  Mine  on  

no.  (Project  

Since  

from  arisen  issues  

Karadogan,  

 Ad_güzel, D. & Özdemir, K. 2007. Evaluation and  
 Measurement  of  Ground  Vibrations  Induced  by  
 Blasting  Excavation   at  Cebeci  Quarries.  Project     
 Report.  Engineering  Faculty,  Istanbul  University,   
 Istanbul.  
Kahriman, A., Ozer, U., Aksoy, M., Karadogan, A. &  

 Tuncer, G. 2006. Environmental impacts of bench  

 blasting at Hisarcik Boron open pit mine in Turkey.  
 International Journal of Geosciences Environmental  
 Geology, Springer Press, DOI 10.1007/s00254-006-  
 0274-5, 1015–1023.  
Kahriman, A. 2004. Analysis of parameters of ground  

 vibrations  produced  from  bench  blasting  at  A    

Symposium  

providing  Cooperative  

2005K120990).  Organization  

and      Kahriman,  A.,  Ozer,  U.,  Karado^an,  A.,  Aksoy,  M.,  

Cebeci Quarries in Istanbul.  
 By  taking  into  consideration  the  maximum    

parameters of the common empirical relationship,  

which gives average line at 95% and upper bound  

95% prediction line between peak particle velocity  

and  scaled  distance  were  established  for  the     

problems.  environmental  

monitoring the shots and measurements of ground  
vibration are extremely important to eliminate the  

blasting       Organization for their financial support and to the  Environmental  

velocity with the graphs created from the empirical  

relation that is obtained for the area in question as  

the shots in the area will be done in a controlled  
way.  It  is  aimed  to  calculate  easily  the  charge  formulae  established  just  for  the  prediction  of  

others 2008) are created in order to minimize the  
psychological effects of the shots and make the   the results of this study will be more meaningful  

The  

 Dowding, C.H. 1985. Blast Vibration Monitoring and  
      Control. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ,   

 the  
velocity is still the most common single ground   

                  
a  result  of  regression  analysis  by  using  95%     different  directions  and  the  regression  analysis  

 and  
Selection, Istanbul, 18-20 October 1994.  

Regulation  

 
question,  some  practical  approaches  (Ozer  and  with blasting seems to continue in these quarries,  

environmental  

authorities of shot job easier and make sure that  for the solution of the problem.  
consideration that  

         
quantities  per  delay  and  maximum  particle       particle velocity may give erratic results because  

reliability of  
formulae,  more  events  should  be  monitored  in  

      
prediction line equation. In the graph in Figure 7  
the PPV quantity related to charge per delay and  
distance and in the Figure 8 charge quantities per  

delay related to PPV and distance quantities can  

be calculated in a practical way.  

This work was supported by The State Planning  
5.  CONCLUSIONS            

authors  are  grateful  to  The  State  Planning     
     
increasingly  restrict  the  mining  operations.  So,  authorities  of  Cebeci  Quarries  Production  and  

    
particle       opinion and conclusions are those of the authors  
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process  each  of  the  

complex  a   effect is  

effect  vibration  the  approach  we  (wave       model  

the ultimate goal in mines and quarries, vibrations  

are definitely one of the main drawbacks faced by  

the Industry. If we can accurately predict vibration  

levels  and  frequencies,  taking  into  account the  

whole   set  of  the  involved  parameters,  this  will  

bring a major benefit to each of us, in our daily  

production process optimization effort.  
 The model presented in this paper answers to  
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Explain to me why?  

T. Bernard  
General Manager, Thierry Bernard, Technologie, France  

ABSTRACT: This paper is presenting results obtained with digital blasting simulations. In the first part,  

the paper explains how the model is built and then based on case studies (fragmentation, vibration), the  

paper shows how accurate are the predictions, comparing digital blasting simulations and field data.  
 In the second part, some typical blasting situations are modeled with the digital blasting simulator.   
Results are analyzed and from them we are able to answer some of frequently asked questions by blasters,  
such as:  
  Why this guy that is located 100 m far away from the other neighbors is the only one to complain?  

 Why my seismograph, always situated at the same location, shows high PPV today, but I haven't  
change my charge par delay?  
 Why there is some coarse fragmentation in the middle of the muck-pile?  
 Some of the answers are not really surprising and confirmed by field experience. Some of them are   
really surprising because they are unexpected, but we can certainly learn from them.  
   

1.  INTRODUCTION  Vibration  mechanism,  

Considering  rock  fragmentation  by  explosive  as  its global behavior by understanding or predicting  
mechanism  elementary  

each component is different from the sum of the  

value of each component.   
 The  model  is  primarily  based  on  physical  

        

 in  the           
 vibration  effect.   The  model  is  then  linking  the  
this need thanks to a ‘holistic’ approach of the     genes  together,  based  on  common   parameters    

     
propagation) as a whole, by understanding all of  fragmentation  distribution  size,  
the mechanisms that contribute to the process and  
comprehending how they are connected.   

and  consequently   of  
into   

    
elementary    equations  

     taking  

account  all  key  parameters  involved  such  as   

that  describe  

of  rock  

     

vibration mechanism. By holistic, we mean that  criteria. This is providing a ‘holistic’ and realistic  

 t o   

such an extent that is nearly impossible to predict  

    
involved. We can say that the value of the sum of  

   each  
mechanism,  named  ‘gene’,   involved  

breakage,  

         

geology,  explosive  features,  drilling  pattern  and  
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the  

  

   G22- WSpeed Gene: defines  

   G21- WDisp Gene: defines  

   G11- Thermo Gene:  defines  

   The gases are applied to the bore hole, which  

  contains them and creates a strain field in the     

vibration  effect  is  able  to  directly  reflect  the         
modeled            

  

 
timing  sequence.  By  using  physics  mechanism  

such as thermodynamic, detonics, rock mechanic,  
 The model, as explained in the introduction, is  
built up around elementary mechanisms (genes),  

principles,  ballistics,  each describing one of the aspects of the overall  
mechanism, all joined together by links explaining  

influence of changes in input parameters value.   
 Field  vibration  measurement  is  compared  to  
predicted ones to give an idea of how the model  
fits to the reality.  

their interactions (Figure 2).  
 When  studying  the  mechanism  described  

above, it becomes obvious that at least with the  

following genes, it is possible to efficiently model  

the effects of an explosion:  

PRINCIPLE OF THE MODEL     A detonating gene  

Without going into details, the description of the  

effects of an explosion can be split up as follows  

(Figure 1):  

   The charge explodes and is split up into high-  

  pressure, high-temperature gases   

 (that describes the evolution of the borehole  
pressure after a detonation)  

   A strain wave propagation gene  
  (resulting from a pressure field)  

   A wave interference gene  
  (case of several explosive charges)  

A rock damage gene  

   (weakening  characteristics  
   This strain field, due to its impulsional aspect,  

  creates a strain wave that is propagated in the  

  rock and damages it  

material according to the  

   A fissuring gene according to the damage  

   This damage is the centre of the cracks in the  

  rock  

   The gas pressure is reduced via the cracks thus  

  separating the rock fragments  

   The pressure of these gases applied to the face  

  of the fragments, produces forces that propel  

  the fragments  

   The fragments adopt a ballistic trajectory  

   A ballistic gene (trajectory of the fragments)  

 The contemporary knowledge of these physical  

phenomena associated to published papers on rock  

breakage mechanisms and effects (see References  

section) enable us to define these genes easily. The  

model uses the following genes:  

   G10- VOD Gene:   defines the detonation speed  

  of an explosive according to its diameter  

   In areas where the damage to the rock was not  

  sufficient to create fragments, the strain wave  

  continues its trajectory until it runs out of en-  

  ergy that it dissipates by making the rock vi-  

  brate.  

 detonating  

pressure for an explosive of a given diameter  

   G12- P(x,t) Gene:   defines  the  pressure  field  

  created in the face of a blasting hole according  

  to the explosive used and the decoupling  

   G20- WaveP Gene:  defines  the  propagation  

  conditions of a P wave created by a pressure  

  field on the face of a hole  

   G21- WStress Gene: defines the strain field as-  

  sociated with the P Wave field  

 the  displacement  

field associated with the P Wave field  

 the  
associated with the P Wave field  

Figure 14. Summary of rock breakage mechanism.  
   G23- WAcc Gene:  defines  the  acceleration  

  field associated with the P Wave field  
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damage  the  

2.  

rock  

  

of  the  of  the        
strain)  

  

speed  field   



and  layers  different  crossing  

   
   

   

   

This  
 the  

also  
and  

 is  
the   blast  

equation  

the  blast  charges.  charge  

that  the  

of  a  having  

geological  

   D     

configuration.  

The  expression  retained  to  estimate  the     

measured for  

recommends  

succession  undergone  

   G60- SeqVib Gene: defines  

   G50- ChargeVib Gene:  

   G42-  

   G41- Balist Gene: defines  the  trajectory  of  a  distance method,  

   G40 -RRT: defines the  

   G30-  

   

all  

  

   

V = K     

 theory  
vibration level at a given point is solely a  

StemEject  defines  the  ejection  instant  

Damage  defines  the  state  of  the  most  

   Q  

the  shape  of  a  

form V = KD Q  

 
 Gene:  
damage to the rock by a dynamic strain field   

   G31- Frag Gene:  defines the bolometric distri-  

  bution of a damaged rock space  

frequently  
method and the timing method, and analyse their  
strengths and weaknesses.  

3.1   A brief critical analysis of the charge per  

 response time of a rock  
mass subject to a pressure field  

The first, so-called charge per delay, or reduced  
   
rock fragment subject to a pressure field  

   G41- MuckP Gene: defines  

  muck pile of fragments  

  the  

 function  
of the distance between the blast and the point in  

question and the charge per delay of the blast. The  
charge per delay is defined as being the maximum  

 Gene:  

conditions of the final stemming  

   G43- CratEject Gene: defines the conditions of  

  the crater effect of a charge near the surface  

 defines the level of vi-  

bration according to the charge per delay  

 the level of vibra-  

tion according to the initiation sequence  

   G61- SeqFrag Gene: defines the granulometric  

  distribution  according  to  the  initiation  se-  

  quence  

       It  

is  generally  accepted  that  two  charges  are  

separated in time if the interval is over 8 ms, this  
controversial.         

Moreover,  the  paragraph  briefly  analyzing  the  
timing method reveals its limits.  
    
maximum vibration level at a given point is of the  

where K, d, e are constants  

distinguish  
     more            
frequently  known  in  the  form   of  

   G62- SeqMuckP Gene: defines the shape of the  

  blasted muck pile according to the initiation  

  sequence  

(0)  as  brought  to  light  by  

 All that remains is to model the interaction of  

the genes (Figure 2). An explosion is a dynamic  

phenomenon  that  commences  when  the  blaster  

depresses the trigger button, and finishes when the  

rock  fragments  have  hit  the   ground,  and  the  

ground has stopped vibrating. We moved from a  

pre-blast stable state to a post-blast stable state,  
 transient       
phenomena. The time parameter is therefore part  
of this overall phenomenon.   
 To take this dynamic effect into account, once  

the gene interaction has been described, the model  

works via elementary time stages.  At the end of  

each  time  stage,  the  interaction  of  the  genes  is    

updated.  Each new time stage takes place, with   

the initial condition of the state of the previous  

time stage.  This is how the dynamic aspect of the  

phenomenon is modeled.  

PREDICTING VIBRATION  

CHAPOT in France in the 1980s.  
 It should be noted that:  

   The vibration level presents an axial symmetry  

  around the blast  

   The initiation sequence has no influence on  

  the calculation  

   The number and the position of the holes has  

  no influence on the calculation  

3.2   Brief critical analysis of the timing method or  
 seed waveform method  

The  second  so-called  timing,  or  single  trace  
method  is  based  on  the  seismic  signature   of  a  
charge measured at a given point (Figure 3).  
 The seismic signature of a charge is defined as  

the recording at a given point of the vibrations  
created by an isolated explosive charge (without  

any interaction with other charges). This seismic  

signature  has  the  advantage  of  integrating  the  
modifications  of  the  source  trace  caused  by  its  

Today, there are several methods currently used to  

predict the vibration level created by a blast, at a  

given point. Let us review the two that are the  

 the       
morphology of the site. A blast is made up of a     
series of charges delayed in time, so all you have  
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2  

used,  i.e.  the  charge  per  delay  

delay  method  

         

value  is  doubtful  and  very  
  

      

that  site               



i=1  

seismic  

start  with  the  

S (t ) :  represents  the  elementary  seismic    

If  we  consider  that  each  charge  creates  a     

signature  generalised i.e.  

   By applying this principle, the rule of 8 ms  

  previously mentioned no longer makes sense,  

  because  each  time  delay  corresponds  to  a    

   The  vibration  level  is  only  estimated  at  a     

   It is possible to take into account the relative  

  position  of  the  holes  amongst  themselves     

from  this,  it  is  easy  to  obtain  the  maximum     already mentioned in the previous paragraph, but  

to  do,  for  each  blast  charge  is  to  delay  the       the  

of  

    
rule  

          
that  is   the  
blast, measured at a given  

compared  with  the  measurement  point,  by  

      
account all the key parameters (geology, position  

 
surrounding  

elementary seismic signature of the charge, by the  
delay of the latter (time delay), and add together  of  the  holes,  the  charges  in  the  holes  and,  of  
all the delayed seismic signatures, to obtain the  course, the initiation sequence).  
overall  seismic  signature  of  the  blast.  Working  principle  

vibration level of the blast.  
 It should be noted that:  

   The method takes the initiating sequence into  

  account.  

  a   
 point, is the sum of all  
the seismic signatures generated by all the blast   
charges.  

mathematically  

   The method requires a seismic signature per  

  type of charge.  follows: SG(t) =   s (t)  (1) where:  

   
correcting the time delay between the charges  

by the travel time between the charge and the  

measurement point.  

          

distance  equal  to  that  separating  the  single  

hole blast from the measurement point of the  

elementary seismic signature.  

SG(t ) : represents the seismic signature of a  

blast (expressed in the time domain)  

   s (t) :  represents  the  elementary  seismic  

signature of each blast charge (expressed in  
the time domain)  

   N: the number of charges in the blast  

    

seismic signature that is almost identical, barring  

the amplitude, the expression (1) becomes:  

different vibration level, even though the  
of 8 ms insists that beyond 8 ms the vibration  

level is constant.  

3.3   The seismic model approach  

We will now deal with how we can model the      
vibrations  in a reliable manner with the model,  in  

SG(t) =   a S(t   t ) (2) where:  

    

signature of a typical blast charge (expressed in  
the time domain)  
   

 Figure 15. The timing method or seed waveform method.  
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area  the  blast,  whilst  taking  into  

To  do  so,  we  will             

This  can  be  written  as            

i  
i=1  

N  

i    

  

i  i  

N  



   i =1  

2   

i =1  

each  by  

given  point  a   at   level  the     Find  

i  

generated  amplitude  

vibration  

In  addition  if  we  call  D  0  

   F ( f )  

 
 t  : represents the time delay of a charge in  

the sequence  
represents  

: represents the amplitude coefficient of the  

elementary seismic signature  

 This equation, written in the frequency domain  

becomes: SG ( f ) = F ( f )S( f ) (3) where:  

   SG ( f ) :  represents  the  amplitude  of  the  

Fourier transform of SG(t)  

   S ( f ) : represents the amplitude of the Fou-  

trajectory of the seismic wave between the charge  
and the point of measurement.  
 On the assumption that the frequency domain  

of the seismic signature of a charge is identical for  

all charges, it is therefore possible to calculate a  

seismic amplification factor (Figure 4) at any point  

around the blast.  
 It should be noted that:  

   The amplification factor takes into account the  

  position of the holes, the initiation sequence  

  and the charge in each hole  

rier transform of S(t)  

: represents an amplification function  

   The amplification factor is solely dependent on  

  the  arrival  time  of  the  trace  at  a  point,  the      

  position of the charges and the frequency  

This  amplification  factor  (Figure  4)  will  be  

F ( f ) =    ai cos(2 f  i )   +    ai sin(2 f  i )   

the  reference         

with several  

        by  

multiplying  it  by  the  spectra  of  the  seismic  

signature and by then carrying out an inverse  

Fournier transform  

distance  between  the  charge  per  delay  and  the  
measurement point of the seismic signature and by  

   Look for an initiation sequence leading to a  

  minimum vibration level in an area  

applying the classic law  V = K  
   When  modelling  optimizing  

of the decrease in the amplitude for a single hole,  

we obtain:  

 hole  

corrected in the fragmentation model  

(6) and V  = K  

Hence a  =  

It should also be noted that  t  =    +  Figure 16a. Example of amplification factor at 10Hz sur-  

rounding a blast.  
  

: represents the time delay of the initiation  
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with  

(4)  
  

D  

 Q  

   
   
   

   
   
   

      
   

   
   

   
   

   
   

(5)  

V  = K  
0  

Q  

D  
0  

   
   
   

   
   
   

   

i  
Q  

D  
i  

   
   
   

   
   
   

   

(7)  

so V  =  
i  

D  0  

D  i  
   
   
   

   
   
   

   
Q  0  

Q  
i  

   

      
   

   

   

   

   
   V  0  = a  

i  V  0  (8)  

i  
D  0  

D  i  
   
   
   

   
   
   

   
Q  0  

Q  i  

   

      
   

   

      
   

   

(9)   

i  i  
V  p  

D  i  
(10)  

with:  

      
i  

sequence  

   
V  p  

D  i  
:  the  time  delay  of  the           

  

used  in the  model  aims  in mind:  

or        the              
fragmentation.  This  factor  enables  the  wave  

to  be        

Finally,  it  should  be  noted  that   the               
amplification factor enables an easy deconvolution  
of the trace and the obtaining of an elementary  

2   

   

   

   

   

   

      N  N  



find  to  have  strength.  

  be  can  

The  

on  detailed  and  accurate  

Therefore, we  compressive  

This is how we  statistically.  described  

approach to  microscopic  necessarily!  

measurement  

points created by this wave, then by linking them  
together  in  order  to  define  the  blocks  thus           
obtained. This method raises no technical study, or     The  height  of  the  wave  (amplitude  of  the  

wave, created by the pressure field in the blasting  
hole in the rock, and by defining all the fragile  the  sea  wall  to  different  characteristics  of  the  

(small holes) in the matter (sheet of paper). Then,  

he holds the paper at each end, and with his hands  

he exerts a force on either side of the paper. This is  

the equivalent of the gas pressure. The sheet of  

paper tears along the line that links all the holes  

(fragile zone).   

pricking a line of holes in the paper that form the  
edge of the shape. This is the equivalent of the  can  characterize  it  with  the  following  values:  

matter, lead to damaging or locally destroying the  

latter. The force that separates the fragments from  

each other along these lines is caused by the gas  

pressure when it enters into the fissures and comes  

to rest on the faces of the fragments.  

matrix.  
 These damage points are created by the strain  

waves  that  are  propagated  in  the  rock  and,     

4.  MODELLING  

seismic  signature  from  the  overall  seismic       realistic  

Not  

 a              
microscopic scale of the mechanical state of the  
rock that it can be applied. Now we know that     

although it is possible in a laboratory on a small  
scale,  today  it  is  impossible  to  carry  out  this    

 matrix with a strain wave.  
  Let us take an elementary cube of matter. We  
 know that, when looked at through a magnifying  
Therefore,  the  mechanism  is  very  similar  to  glass,  the  inside  is  not  homogenous  and  has    

   variations  

    
the state of the matter surrounding the  

     

 
knowledge  

signature of a blast.    hole.  

 Indeed, the fragile points (holes in the sheet of  
paper) only appear when the strain wave passes  

because on a microscopic scale, the matter is not  

homogenous.  It  has  structure  variations,  which  

mean that one zone may or may not resist better to  

the strain state created by the wave than another.   

These zone variations, with different degrees of   

resistance and weakness, will be the source of the  
network of ‘holes’ within the rocky matrix.  
 The result is that although the mechanism as  

described, enables us to model the fragmentation  

phenomenon theoretically, it is only with a very  

  
Figure 17b. Example of amplification factor at 40 Hz    
surrounding a blast.  

FRAGMENTATION  

4.1   Rock breakage mechanism  
  
Fragmentation is the result of cutting the matter   

into elementary blocks along preferential fragile  

lines  between  the  damage  points  of  the  rocky    

    

measurement on an operational site, even more so  

on a larger scale.  
 For all that, should we abandon the principle  

for modelling the fragmentation of a blast?  

4.2   The fragmentation model approach  

 the  
phenomenon shows us that the rock has structure  

    
according to their intensity and the state of the  matrix. Here, we are faced with a phenomenon that  

 will  
describe the fragmentation mechanism of a rocky  

            

that which a child uses to cut out a shape in a  variations in structure, but that, when viewed from  

piece of paper with a needle. The child begins by  outside  (macro  view),  this  cube  seems  to  be     

strain  wave  that  spreads  out  causing  damage  Young’s Modulus, Poisson ratio, and tensile and  
 a  
description of the macroscopic damage that takes  

 into account the microscopic state.   
  To do so, let us study the damage created by a  

 wave. One of the best comparisons to describe a  

 wave is undoubtedly the waves in the sea. If we  
Thus, we can construct a fragmentation model  watch  the  waves  breaking  against  a  sea  wall,  

based  on  this  principle  by  propagating  a  strain  throughout time, they will damage the wall at its  
is possible to link  

digital solution problems, but, in order to have a  amplitudes damage  

randomly  distributed  throughout  

       
homogenous or even isotropic. For example, we  
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result,  it   requires  accurate  of  

the  

weakest  points.  It  the  damage  to  

waves.  

wave).  Very  large  the  sea  



the  said  charge  into  of  splitting  the  on  based  

specify  us  enables  modules  

rock  

the  in  field  pressure  the  to  order  in  

]  

Poisson ratio,   (Young’s  
compressive  

calculate  

tensile   modulus,  

strength,  

 the  

on the log of  
 to  

surrounding a hole based  

if (dt) =  

 
wall quicker. A very large amplitude can even  

lead to it being destroyed, in one go.  

   The repetition of the waves on the wall or their  

  cyclic or alternating feature (frequency of the  

  wave). The hammering effect weakens the wall  

  that will give way in time.   

   The  length  of  each  wave  (wavelength).  The  

  longer the wave, the longer it will exert its   

  force on the sea wall.  

into intervals that we call  

‘blocometric classes’.  
 The number of If(n) values per class represents  
the elementary blocometric distribution of a hole.  
 It should be noted that:  

   The scale of the blocometric classes is com-  

  pletely arbitrary  

   The scale of the Y-axis is expressed as a % of  

  the total number n of elementary blocks  

 We  suggest  constructing  the  fragmentation  

model of the rock based on these characteristics  

(amplitude, frequency, wavelength).   
 Let us take an elementary cube of matter and  

submit it to the passage of a strain wave for time  

T.  
 Let us look for a very short time dt at the effect  

of the part of the wave that is in the elementary  

cube. It has an amplitude ‘A’ that we compare  

with the limit strength Sigma limit (  
rock according to the state of the wave.  

The elementary fragmentation index is defined  

if g1, if not if (dt ) = 0  

and If[] =  if (dt)  

   The  same  result,  represented  in  cumulative  

  values, gives the traditional representation of a  
 blocometric distribution.  

A FEW COMMENTS REGARDING THE  
MODEL  

5.1   This model takes into account all the key            
 parameters of a blast (quality of the  
 explosive,   geology, position of the holes  
 (drilling pattern), and blasting sequence).  
   
 The  characteristics  of  the  explosive  (critical    

diameter, ideal detonation speed, density, length  

and diameter of the charge) are taken into account  
         

borehole.  The  mechanical  characteristics  of  the  

 It should be noted that this index increases with  

the application time of a wave whose amplitude is  
higher  than  the  rock’s  strength.  Therefore,  it  is    

directly correlates to the number of fragile zones  
created  (holes)  by  the  wave, and, consequently,  
inversely correlates to the size of the fragments  
created.  

 and  
    and  density)  that  are        

necessary  to  propagate  the  strain  wave are also    
included in the model.   
 To  do   so,  a  finite  differences  calculation    
process  is  used,  which  enables  us  to  take  into  
    

The value If  =    if (dt)   
For  example:  one  of  the    DNA-Blast  software  

 geology          
the hole  

is the value we shall retain as the fragmentation  obtained during drilling.   
index and that directly correlates to the size of the  
fragments that will be created in the elementary  created by a cylindrical charge of finite length is  
cube.  
 How can we move from If to the blocometric  
distribution of a hole?  
 The space around a hole is split into elementary  
volumes. The time T necessary for the strain wave  
from the blasting hole is split into sections dt.  
 For each elementary volume (n) we calculate  
If(n).  After  having  sorted  the  If(n)  from  the  

    
elementary  cylinders  of  a  length  equal  to  the  
diameter of the hole. For each elementary charge,  

a model for the wave propagation with a spherical  

source  is  applied.  The  interaction  of  the  waves  

smallest to the largest, we split the range of values  by the detonation speed.  

    
    

account the variations in the characteristics of the  
rock in space and time. Each elementary rock cube  
of the model can be given its own characteristics.  
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lim     
) of the  

A  

   
(11)  

 1  

dt= 0  

lim  
ct= T  

(12)  

 dt = 0  

ct = T     

   

   
 1  

(13)  

[If (n)  min  , If (n)  max  

5.  

The  model  used  to  describe  the  strain  wave  

    
         

from  each  source  is  carried  out  by    linear              

 superposition, by staggering each one by a period  
   of time equal to the diameter of the hole divided  



the  when  valid  be  to  

K  note  should  We  size.  passing  100%  

holes.  of  group  or  hole  a  of  classes)  

by  

density,  and  strength,  

 The knowledge of these two coefficients K and  

F(class)  enables  the  model  to  be  calibrated  for    

 the          
proportionality coefficient between the simulated  
size and the real size of the largest class.   
 It is also possible to accurately adjust the shape  

of the curve to take into account the non-linearity  

of the fragmentation mechanism, if the latter is too  

great. To do so, we calculate the transfer function  

 This             

adjustment is carried out by simply altering the  
size of the largest class, i.e. the class where there is  

The  model,  as  we  saw,  enables  us  to  obtain  a    

The  model  allows  us  to  obtain  a  blocometric     

macroscopic  described  

compressive  

considered  

    
future  simulation.  It  should  be  noted  that  this  

          

blocometric distribution on a relative scale, each  

blasting  hole  having  its  own  distribution.  To   

 mechanical              
characteristics, can be used in the model around  
each hole or on each area where vibrations want to  
be modelled, to describe a non-uniform geology.  

 P-wave          

velocity) used to propagate the strain wave, are the  

characteristics of the rock mass itself and not those  
of the rock matrix. Different rock mass parameters,  

            

calibration does not modify the influence of the  

parameters  and  that  it  is  carried  out  once  the  

 
5.2   How rock mass is taken into account?  

Rock  mass  parameters  (joints,  cracks,  …)  are  

taken into account by the macroscopic approach of  

the model as the mechanical characteristics of the  

rock (Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio, tensile and  
                

simulation  is  finished.   Therefore,   it  is  not           

detrimental   and  can  be  carried  out  afterwards,  

which corresponds to the reality of a site:  the    

blocometric result of a blast is only known once it  
has been carried out and dug.  

5.5   The model takes into account the initiation  

 sequence and its influence on the wave  

 inferences  

5.3   This model gives the blocometric distribution  

 of each hole, and enables the overall  

 distribution of the blast to be obtained, as  

 well as a dispersion cone by concatenation of  

 all the elementary curves.  

                        

distribution   for  each  blasting   hole  (explosive  

charge  per  hole,   local   geology  at  the  hole   and    

volume concerned defined by its drilling pattern  

associated with its initiation time – it is to be noted  

that the drilling pattern used is real not theoretical,  

that is to say the distance to the free face created  

by  the   detonation  of  the  preceding  holes).  The  

blocometric distribution of the blast is obtained by  

adding the elementary distributions of each hole  

per class, then constructing the overall cumulative  

distribution of the blast.  

5.4   The model can easily be calibrated  

 afterwards, based on the site measurements  

 obtained with part or all of the muck pile.  

One of the most important aspects of the model is  

that it takes into account the firing sequence. The  

fragmentation model for a hole is based on the    

effects of the strain wave that spreads through the  

volume of rock around the said hole. Therefore,  

you simply have to replace the elementary wave,  

for each hole, with the resultant of the waves of  

the whole blast at the hole to obtain the influence  
of the initiation sequence on the volume of the   

hole in question. If we take the analogy of the sea  

wall damaged by the wave, the damage is created  

by  a  combination  of  all  the  waves  that  break  

against the wall.  

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL  

The first question that comes to mind immediately  

when an approach such as this is presented is to  

know its validity.  In other words, the predictions  
of a model such as this are close to reality and,    

being given that the model has imperfections, how  

much will it deviate from reality.  

          

calibrate the model, all you have to do is to adjust  

the  horizontal  scale  (size  of  the  blocometric  

6.1   Validation of the mechanism (genes)  

Each DNA-Blast gene has been validated using on  

site measurements or laboratory data in order to  

guarantee  the  validity  of  its  model.  A  gene  is    
 deviations          
between the values measured and those simulated  
are below 30%. Due to the type of model, split up  
into a set of genes, with a behaviour deviating no  
more  than  30%  from  the  data  measured,  the  
DNA-Blast model is consistent and sound.  

F (class) =   Re al _ Distribution(class)  

Theoretical _ Distribution(class)  

6.2   Validation of Fragmentation and vibration  

 prediction  

The example below gives a good idea of its degree  
about            
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of  validity.  The  case  study  below,  



model  the  
level  vibration  predict  to  ability  the  

pile,  in  order  in  particular  to  fine  tune  the     

     and            

fragmentation  distribution  as  the  fragmentation  

prediction is based on the P wave amplification  
factor in the blasted block itself (please refer to  
upper paragraph).  

 At mine A , three blasts were the subject of  

special  monitoring  and  in  situ  fragmentation  
measurement thanks to an image analysis, as well  
as ‘manual’ screening of some parts of the muck  

 
fragmentation prediction, is a good illustration of  

acceptable.  Therefore,  

       
quantification of the fine particles. It should be  

noted that the in situ fragmentation measurement  

for these blasts was only carried out on part of the  

muck  pile  and  not  for  the  whole  volume.  The  

measurement concerns the areas   situated at the  

centre of the blast. The blocometric distributions  

obtained are only therefore representative of part  

of the (blasted) broken volume.  
 Note 1: For confidentiality reasons the name of  

the mines has been replaced by a letter.  
 The  validation  protocol  for  the  model  is  as    

follows:  

   Modelling blast N°1  

   Calibration of the model with the help of the  

  in situ measurements of blast N°1 (Figure 5a)  

  (The calibration is based on average measured  

  and simulated curves)  

   Modelling  blast  N°2  using  the  calibration    
obtained thanks to blast N°1  

   Modelling  blast  N°3  using  the  calibration    
obtained thanks to blast N°1  

   Comparison  of  the  modelled  and  measured    
results for blast N°2 (Figure 5b)  

   Comparison  of  the  modelled  and  measured  
 results for blast N°3 (Figure 5c)  
   

Figure 5b. Case study A – blast No. 2.  

 The graphs in figure 6 respectively represent  

the blocometric distribution of the measured (dot  

line) and simulated (plain line) values.   
 When analysing the calibration effect (obtained  

from the average values measured) of the high and  

low values of the simulated distribution, we noted  

that the curves are very similar and the difference  

in percentage of the range of the size of fragments  

is less than 16%. This difference is confirmed by  

the simulations of blasts N°2 and N°3 compared  

with the values measured for the high and low  

Figure 18c. Case study A – blast No. 3.  

values of the distribution; it is in fact lower (10%)  

for  the  average  value.  This  deviation  is  very     
 provides           

unprecedented results and is validated including  
the vibration prediction (part of the mechanism).  

Figure 5a. Case study A – blast No. 1.  
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charge  same  the  with  the  

 
compare  the  results.  Therefore,  the  traditional    

7.2   Answering frequently asked questions by  

 blasters  

7.2.1   Why this guy that is located 100 m far  

 away from the other neighbours is the only  

 one to complain?  
Figure 19a. Blocometric distribution of blast No.1.  

When you have some neighbours close to the pit,  

common sense tells us to monitor vibrations at the  

closest point from the blast or at the boundary of  

the pit. As we know that vibration level decreases  

versus distance, if your vibration readings at the  

boundary at the pit are fine, they should be fine far  

away.  
 In the example below we can see that it’s not  
so  obvious.  At  a  given  distance,  the   model         

displays  different   vibration   amplification  factors  
due to the interferences of waves. If you have a  

seismograph located where it’s blue on the graph,  

the vibration level is very low. Unfortunately at  

the same distance we can see that there is some  
Figure 20b. Blocometric distribution of blast No. 2.  area where  amplification  

7-2). More than that, at a far distance (Figure 7-3)  

from  point  (Figure  7-1)  amplification  factor  is  

higher!   
 That  is  the  reason  why   you   can  have  a  

neighbour  located  far  away  from  your  closest  

seismograph, but complaining even if the vibration  

readings are fine!!  

7.2.2   Why my seismograph, always situated at  

 the same location, shows high PPV today,  

 but I haven't change my charge par delay?  

Figure 21c. Blocometric distribution of blast No. 3.  
  

WHAT APPLICATION ARE THERE FOR  

THE MODEL?  

To answer to this question, let’s assume we keep   

the same blasting configuration as above. We have  

seen   that  the  vibration  amplification  factors  

around the blast are not circular (previous case).  

This  is  mainly   due  to  the  initiation  sequence     

7.1   Preventing field trials and errors.  
  
A digital simulation with a reliable result is a tool  
that for example permits strategic choices to be  
made,  exploring  the  different  configurations,     
without undertaking tests in situ, which are costly,  
because they require substantial instrumentation to     

seismograph,  

The orientation of the blast  

The initiation sequence.  

from  

    

trials and errors process can be avoided, so that   

configurations that are sometimes risky or could  

become dangerous can also be avoided.  

              

associated  to  the  drilling  pattern  that  creates  a  

wave interference pattern.   
 In the case we are blasting at the same distance  
 per  

delay, there are two main parameters that could  
change:  
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7.  

the  factor  is  high  (Figure  
  



 
Figure 22. Influence on seismograph on PPV.  

Figure 23. Influence of blast direction on PPV.  
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the  from  percent  few  a  by  deviate  

mine  a  of  effects  the  all  

10),  (Figure  below  example  the  In  

coarse  some  is  

to  change  will  PPV  

common physical parameters, according to time.  

 Consequently, the model offers an approach to  
blast  vibration  prediction,  whilst  simultaneously  

modelling  the  other  effects,  such  as  the  rock    

Modelling  

(Figure 9), the opening point is on the left corner  
of the blast with a standard 17ms between holes  distribution curve but also colours each hole with  

strongly influenced by the initiation sequence. The  
two simulations below demonstrate the influence  varies  according  the  interference  pattern.  As  a  

located at the same place and the same orientation  

versus  the  seismograph  is  giving  a  different     

according  

 Simulating a different orientation of the blast is  

very easy and can be obtain, just by rotating the  

blast  itself  and  keeping  the  seismograph  at  the  

same location. We can also rotate the seismograph  

location around the blast that will give exactly the  

same result. In that case we can see (Figure 8) that  

the vibration amplification factor is not constant  

           

fragmentation mechanism, taking into account all  

the  key  parameters  in  a  mine  blast:  Geology,    

and  42  ms  between  rows;  on  the  bottom      a colour  

of  the  initiation  sequence  on  the  vibration       consequence, the  

   rock damage  

 the  

orientation, even with a constant distance from the  

seismograph and a constant charge per delay!  

 When digging in a muck pile, it might happen that  

 we find some coarse fragmentation. If the drilling  

 pattern was very good (same burden and spacing  

 for each hole, no significant drilling deviation) and  
on a circle around the blast that means that the  the  powder  factor  constant  for  each  hole,  we     

   

 
Why there  

               

blast       always  think  that  it  is  because  of  the  geology!  

            fragmentation           

A  different  initiation  sequence,  with  a  blast    distribution  predicted  with  a  blasting  effect     

   
vibration amplification factor map. This is once  the  P-waves  interferes  into  the  block  itself           

again  due  to  the  interference  pattern  that  is  depending  on   the  initiation  sequence  and  the    

    
amplification factor map. On the top simulation  accordingly to the interference pattern.  

simulation (Figure 9), the opening point is on the  

middle of the first row, with a V shaped sequence  

with short delays (3ms) between holes.  

     
 the hole to the global fragmentation distribution.  
 hole        

fragmentation contribution are coloured from blue  

(fine fragmentation) to red (coarse fragmentation).  
We can clearly see that two holes, in the middle of  
the  muck  pile  are  providing  a  coarse  
fragmentation.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

 blast,         

something we have dreamed of for a long time, is  
a reality  today.  The  model  predicts  the  overall    

           

drilling pattern, hole loading, with the quality of  

the  explosive  and  stemming,  and  above  all  the    

initiation or firing sequence.  
 The  model  has  been  validated  with  real     

Figure 24. Comparing the influence of the initiation se-  

quence on vibration map.  

 values          

measured, which enables us to consider that the  

model is reliable and useful.  
 To key questions such as:  

to the  

          
What else could it be?  

 fragmentation in  

the middle of the muck-pile?  

          

simulator,  where  fragmentation  is  based  on  the  
created by  

    
drilling  pattern,  the  damage  around  each  hole  

uniform and  

fragmentation   

is proportional  contribution  

        

effects of a blast, based on a set of elementary  

mechanisms  (genes)  interconnected  by  their    

       
configurations and also some real blast. They only  
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7.2.3     

Let’s  have  a  look  at  the  

P-wave  in  the  block.  As  

   

damage  is  not  varies  

The  model  shows  us  the             

that  of  

8.  
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